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MOST UNUSUAL BOOK.
„The Celebrity Code‟
„EDITION‟ 1
-Unauthorised #Bunglegate „Burglary Edition‟- Burgled Late Nov-Dec 2015
While in the years from 2010 to 2015 I was subject to bouts of hacking apparently revealing the scope of my enquiries, I created this work
on an offline PC.
Apparently to gain access key parts of the unfinished manuscript on USB drive were burgled from my partner‟s private residence and
distributed without my, consent within, it would appear, the Art Market, Advertising, Globalist Banking, Public Relations, the Culture
Industry, Mainstream Media, so-called „Alternative Media‟ sources, as well as the Financial Sector, Political and Intel Worlds across the
UK, EU and USA and possibly beyond leading to advance knowledge of the contents of 'The Celebrity Code' and in turn attempts at harmreduction, charm offensive andconsolidation of power in parties implicated through:

Threats (often in code) including death threats, threats of abduction, rape, torture and being „framed‟ made against
myself and my severely-disabled partner from key politicians, celebrities, media outlets and public figures, almost
always affiliated in their allegiances -to the same globalist bankers and financiers.

Propaganda such as „charm offensives‟ collaborations and „pseudo-events‟ in an attempt to distract from and
compensate for activities, and neutralise facts and ameliorate allegiances exposed by „The Celebrity Code'.

Exhibitions,events, articles and allegiances apparently designed to attempt to invalidate the evidence, observations
and arguments set out herein. These seem concerned particularly with the censorship of grassroots culture. These
include for instance the show „Art versus Transit‟ featuring subway graffiti writing in the form of the phtography
of Henry Chalfant at the Bronx museum in 2019 which belatedly acknowledged graffiti writing as a museumquality art form.Another was „Sweet Harmony‟ at the Saatchi Gallery in London in 2019 which was was presented
as a cultural anthropological study covering the history of acid house. A visual art gallery heralded as an
authority on contemporary expression by the establishment, if it really was genuine authority, in tackling such an
enormous cultural phenomenon, would surely focus on the visual art of the era primarily, but in an untterly
bizarre move for a supposed „art gallery‟, it featured none of the fine art made as a result of the movement, but
instead, alongside genuine music, flyers, photographs it featured factory-produced „conceptual art‟ flaunting
satanic and colonial symbolism, made by Saatchi –patronised „artists‟, thus distracting from the traditionally
skilled fine art of the subculture. making a mockery of the entire effort. As if in a further apparent direct affront to
myself, the illegal travelling sound system I was „house artist‟ for was invited to provide the music!

Unattributed use and wholesale looting and plagiary of certain of the content, ideas and themes from the book, by
establishment sources, sometimes respectfully but often duly sanitised and reappropriated often in a disrespectful and
even threatening manner. So if some of the notions and themes seem familiar- you likely know who‟s had a copy but
hasn‟t let on!

Apparent mocking or attempted neutralisation of key exposures related herein including attempted cover-up, and
defusion of impending anger toward its Satanic, Nazi, racist, and holocaust content, in a cover-up apparently from
the highest levels including the BBC, Movember, the UK Police National Computer, The Tate, Virgin, Kapersky,
Sothebys, SaatchiArt and others.

The continual illegal hacking of my PCs with Remote Access Trojan malware as confirmed by experts in malware as
to be of the very top level of sophistication:
…all of the above now exist as evidence of possible illegal knowledge of the contents of the book thus apparent illegal complicity via
intelligence agencies with the grave Crimes Against Humanity outlined herein.
However, as the early copies of this manuscripr were, upon discovery of their most heinous gravity inevitably „leaked‟ outside of the
burglars‟ circle, including to parties sympathetic to humanity‟s plight, this has meant that, upon discovery of the true political stances in
Nazi affiliations of certain members of the „Establishment‟ and the Crimes Against Humanity they have committed resulted, in key
individuals (even if the parties decided without knowing me, that they did not like or respect me personally) in lending their support for the
agenda of the project and rejection of affinities and severing of ties with implicated parties by key individuals, corporations and entities and
embracing the „light‟ over the „dark‟, for apparent affiliation to a globalist totalitarian underground apparently exist since the funding first

of Karl Marx and the Bolshevicks and later Nazis by Wall Street bankers & financiers and were firmly established in 1945 after Project
Paperclip sheltered key Nazi scientists and war criminals in the CIA, leading to the MKUltra human experiments. Similarly industrialists
from the chemical company IGFarben (which ran Auschwitz concentration camp) formed the European Union. That the symbols of
The threats against us exposing continuing Nazi loyalties in many elitist strands of contemporary life and attempted cover-up of our
treatment, stalking, and the censorship of grassroots art has been strenuously covered-up.However the revelations of exposed in this
document this book are so heinous that such efforts to cover-up or distract from the atrocities described herein merely serve to legitimate
the contents of this book in their „too little too late‟ and often preposterous efforts, misrepresentations, disinformation and sleight of hand
propaganda, all aimed to deceive the public, and thus in hindsight they become blatantly obvious for their true purpose upon the reading of
this book
The burglary of the manuscript of this book in 2015 and subsequent increase in the ferocity of the stalking against us, also coincided with
my partner‟s blacklisting in the city. Previously due to her outstanding CV she was incessantly headhunted to serve at executive level for the
most prestigious companies in the City, excelling in her workingat executive support and managerial capacity for private banks, investment
funds, and as well as for the World Economic Forum and for the co- Chair of the G20 and also at Elite Banking trust companies
However suddenly after the burglary she found it impossible to find any work whatsoever, we suddenly became homeless and in the wake of
the destruction of her career, Jenny‟s health deteriorated, as she remembered previously partitioned memories of childhood ritual-abuse
and torture in a classic 26-27 year old MKULTRA „Monarch‟ breakdown, which I managed to counsel her through.
During this period we have been constantly stalked by the NAZI / KGB/ STASI interference method called zersetzung, designed to mimic
schizophrenia and known as „the destruction of the human soul‟, described in detail herein, and apparently occurring at the hands of
community activated stalkers, private security companies, celebrities and intelligence agencies and conforming to many of the
horrendous instructions for gangstalking laid down in the official intelligence agents‟ gangstalking training manual leaked by Dr Rauni
Kilde the was Chief Medical Officer of Finland. Dr Kilde died on the February 8, 2015, after being apparently irradiated for several days
with Directed Energy Weapons. reprinted here https://www.targetedjustice.com/gangstalking---training-manual.html
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„EDITION‟ 2
„The Celebrity Code‟ „Establishment Plots Author Murder‟
BETA EMERGENCY Edition of:
„The Black Book of Contemporary Arts‟ - 8 August 2018
Incomplete partial release published in emergencywith Death Notice from myself and partner Jenny, due to escalating stalking and death
threats from representatives of globalist financiers and banking.
This has included actions from an overtly hostile person with Nazi /Knights of Malta tattoos/insignia who has moved into an adjacent
property and according to our ISP is likely hacking our wireless, apparently as part of the zersetzung campaign but also apparently as
surveillance from the Nazi Underground.
This was an incomplete and unfinished and partially uncited document published in emergency with the intent to distribute and preview
content, releasing it into the public domain, with the intent to enable research and to contextualise hitherto unreleased legacy documents
which have been distributed to be released in case of incapacity.
However coinciding with the beginning of a police investigation of our stalking, which involved police officers accessing the document for
case research, it was suddenly removed from Openload.co without any notification, or reasons given, to us by Openload in opposition to
their usual policy.
This edition appears to have sparked a new wave of advertising and propaganda apparently sympathetic to the intentions exposed in the
book, as well as a new wave of propaganda actions and charm offensives from those implicated in the document, as well as sparking more
coded threats against us from numerous parties.

THIS EDITION
„EDITION‟ 3
First Edition
THE CELEBRITY CODE
The Globalist Banking Mafia‟s War on Humanity
THE BLACK BOOK OF CONTEMPORARY ARTS
FIRST EDITION- - PARTIAL EDITION PREVIEW
BANNED BOOK
DEEP STATE HACKERS WON‟T LET ME RELEASE THE WHOLE THING
SO HERE‟S A FREE SAMPLE
OF JUST THE FRONT MATTER
!
PLEASE SHAREDRAW ATTENTION THE CENSORSHIP
DEMAND TO KNOW THE WHOLE TRUTH
First Edition- annotated to acknowledge sources where possible with attributions, citation notes picture credits and bibliography, however
some annotations are incomplete due to targeted destruction of source files in hacking attacks on our PCs destroying numerous vital source
documents.
Many articles in the Mainstream Media containing quotes we have used, particularly regarding the contemporary art market, have been
removed from the web.
Many images have disappeared too, particularly on Wikipedia and relating to contemporary art and totalitarianism, including what we
believe are some of the most important images on the web, in what would appear to be a Stalinist/Orwellian attempt to erase history, and
possibly in collusion with Wikipedia and other Big Tech and Mainstream Media souces.
Also many definitions or examples of definitions appear to have been altered including by Merriam Webster.
Videos we have cited from have disappeared from YouTube.
Books we have cited have been deleted from Archive.org
Countless articles have been scrubbed from the Mainstream Media as will be noticed in the citations, as all of the above has been noted in
the annotations.
There may be some very small inaccuracies due to the enormous size of document, overwork, stalking apparently from entities connected by
their allegiance to the globalist banking syndicate who have subject us to censorship,character assassination, blacklisting, threats of
framing and abduction, torture and death, targeted professional stalking meaning we have suffered terror, illnesses, abuse flashbacks
together causing emotional breakdown in my severely-disabled partner Jenny a child abuse survivor of MKULTRA type trauma-basedmind-control programming but we have between us still written,edited cited and annotated the entire document while being stalked and
suffering simultaneous breakdown in myself and my partner Jenny.
All missing attributions will be corrected in future wherever possible if we are able. If we are unable there is a wealth of unpublished
material hitherto unseen. However we feel this edition WHILE A PARTIAL FREE PREVIEW is complete enough to ENCOURAGE THE
PUBLICATION OF THE ENTIE BOOK & expose the current climate of the arts, the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech as
constructing an entirely imaginary reality, in advocacy for globalisation, as we strive to deliver a fully attributed document in a climate of
vicious censorship and attacks, stalking and death threats, almost always apparently from representatives of globalist banking.

FAIR USE NOTICE
'The Celebrity Code' contains copyrighted material whose use has not been specifically
authorised by the copyright owner. The Black Book of ContemporaryArts/ Propaganda
Watchdog is making this information available under the “FAIR USE” laws in order to in
exposing the most widespread secret symbolism in history addresses multiple grave global
Human Rights Abuses implemented by an apparent continuation of the Nazi Party and
Communist Party into a 21st Century fusion of the two, who in controlling the arts have
enabled the biggest stock swindle and con of social control in history–enabling the
shutting down of autonomous voice and the brokerage of imaginary commodities presented
as contemporary art as a tool of globalisation under the control of bankers and financiers,
with their apparent agenda revealed using a secret code hiding in plain sight in the
Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech...
This money laundering and wealth parking swindle led by a cabal of advertising tycoons
positioned as the UK government propagandist and a Lord is enabled by UK state organs
with global reach, often funded by National Lottery , and BBC TV license fee payer, using
propaganda broadcast through the Mainstream Media, British Council, Public Galleries
and Museums in value-adding mechanisms to manufacture an illusion of historical relevance,
inclusion, diversity, ethnicity and pluralism in the contemporary arts, mediaand Big Tech
while covertly celebrating Racism, theHolocaust and Anti Semitism and pursuing stalking,
surveillance, framing and smear campaigns often using encoded messages broadcast using
numerous celebrities and public figures in the Mainstream Media to underwrite
contemporary art‟s overinflated value bubble.
This is implemented through psychological operations waged against the public and
traditionally skilled artists, particularly, at the cutting edge, we from the London‟s old school
Hip Hop and graffiti writing community from representatives of globalist financiers and
bankers reinforcing censorship, harassment and stalking to enable Social Apartheid by
actions of a private secret police effectively imposing Cultural Genocide in apparent
contravention of the „United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples‟
and the UK „Protection from Harassment Act 1997‟ exposing threats including
blacklisting,stalking Death Threats against me and my Severely Disabled partner,
apparently approved of by the highest authorities in banking and intelligence, now fused
into one totalitarian force.
Thus I have used copyrighted material under the „Fair Use‟ laws to construct an institutional
analysis exposing the methodology and enablers of the Nazification of the „contemporary
arts‟ in response to the clear and present danger threatening world peace and the safety
of Jews, Romany and Ethnic Minorities in an attempt to avoid mass genocide presenting
evidence of systemic Human Rights Abuses according to International Law.
This has been done in historical, anthropological, socio-political, economic, mythological,
psychopathological, aesthetic, symbolic, cryptographic and personal context which provides
comprehensive evidence of the existrence of a Nazi Underground which has seized control of
almost all media outlets under the spurious and counter-intuitive „political correctness‟.
I believe that this constitutes a “fair use” of the copyrighted material as provided for in
section 107 of the U.S. Copyright Law. If you wish to use this copyrighted material for

purposes of your own that go beyond “fair use,” you must obtain permission from the
copyright owner.
First Edition published exclusively for E-Readers in Hertfordshire, England
Text Copyright © 2021 Jon Hammer- All Rights Reserved
No ghost-writers were used at any point in the creation of any portion of this
manuscript.
Despite the ten years spent compiling this book which stands at around 3500 pages, we
are making it affordable for everyone!
If I am incapacitated to the extent that we cannot benefit from the monies as has been
threatened then all monies will go to my partner Jenny who has financed this project ,
edited, annotated and cited it and who has, as have I, suffered from stalking and death
threats throughout the entire writing, and consequent MKULTRA ritual-abuse
breakdown. If both of us are incapacitated to the extent that we cannot benefit from the
monies then all my writings, including those logs and diaries of oppression, terrorism and
threats unreleased here, which we have held back from releasing for the purposes of
protection, may be released into the public domain for free.
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WARNING AND DISCLAIMER:
PARTS OF THIS BOOK (NOT CONTAINED
IN THIS FREE PREVEW) MAY BE HIGHLY
DISTURBING PARENTAL GUIDANCE EXPLICIT MATERIAL
Once you learn how to understand 'The Celebrity Code' you will never see the world in the same way
ever again
The hidden Nazi / Socialist/ Communist agenda of globalisation flaunted in plain sight is exposed for
the first time as an institutional phenomenon through 'The Celebrity Code'.
Being the secret language of the so called „elite‟ you will find it is universally widespread through the
actions of puppet celebrities, politicians and public figures secretly controlled by Advertising tycoons,
Globalist Financiers and Banking Dynasties.
HISTORY‟S MOST WIDESPREAD SECRET CODE, „THE CELEBRITY CODE‟, EXPOSES
PUBLIC FIGURES, ORGANISATIONS, INSTITUTIONS AND MEDIA GROUPS TRUSTED BY
MILLIONS GLOBALLY AS BEING COMPLICIT IN A GLOBAL SWINDLE
BRAINWASHING MILLIONS AND WORTH TRILLIONS IN CURRENCY WHICH HAS
CONTINUED OVER DECADES OF FAKE NEWS DURING WHICH A SECRET CODE
HAS BEEN USED HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT.
Learning The Celebrity Code may be disturbing to those who believe in the false reality and history
presented by celebrities, publishers, the educational system, the Mainstream Media, Social Media and
Big Tech in order to see how they are laughing at YOU.
You must be prepared as their favourite propaganda is to reveal that they are the exact opposite
of their public image, bragging of framing, duping, human hunting, abuse, death threats and
blackmail, and boasting of power, racism, violence, dumbing down, slavery and genocide while
appearing as paragons of virtue.
This revelation will likely cause distress in hitherto faithful fans, followers, clients, customers,
collectors, members and readers and may trigger trauma in victims.
HAVING ALREADY WITNESSED IN VICTIMS THE DEVASTATING SADNESS WHICH
EXPOSURE TO THE TRUTH CAN BRING ABOUT, I FEEL OBLIGED TO WARN THAT THE
REALISATION ONE HAS BEEN DUPED AND INDOCTRINATED INTO A FALSE REALITY
CAN CAUSE FEELINGS OF LOSS, GRIEF, BETRAYAL AND GULLIBILITY.
HOWEVER THERE IS NO REASON TO FEEL STUPID FOR THIS SWINDLE IS
MAINTAINED BY PROFESSIONALS AT MANIPULATION INFORMED BY EXPERTS IN THE
BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES AT RESEARCH FOUNDATIONS APPARENTLY, IT WOULD
APPEAR FROM A GREAT DEAL OF CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE, INCLUDING FROM
THE ROCKERFELLER/ROTHSCHILD FUNDED „TAVISTOCK INSTITUTE‟, WHO HAVE
SPENT YEARS PERFECTING HUMAN COERCION- BRAINWASHING AND EXTENDING
ILLEGITIMATE POWER THROUGH THE BLACK PROPAGANDA OF SOFT COLONIALISM.
The examples illustrated herein are a mere sample; it is EVERYWHERE dominating the Mainstream
Media broadcasting SPURIOUS CELEBRITY actions which go viral through Big Tech and Social

Media who push 'The Celebrity Code' to billions, duping and ridiculing fans, censoring harassing and
even hunting dissenters, destroying cultures, and alienating groups through DIVIDE AND
CONQUER propaganda and false flag actions.
The Celebrity Code exposes a hitherto invisible parallel universe in which REAL NAZI /
SOCIALIST SYMPATHISERS WHO HAVE TAKEN OVER THE CULTURE OF THE
LIBERAL/PROGRESSIVE/LEFT disclose their identity, their allegiances, their crimes, their hidden
history, methodology, and even their ambitions for world domination in a secret code hidden in plain
sight.
Mocking their victims, the duped public, their followers, the weak, the voiceless, the persecuted, the
poor, the vulnerable, the hopeful, the mistreated and those who have died mysterious deaths, and
threatening the murders OR ABDUCTION AND TORTURE of dissenters such as myself and
my severely disabled partner Jenny, using The Celebrity Code proves beyond reasonable doubt
the existence of a Deep State waging a war against „We The People‟, who are dehumanised as a
herd of cattle to be inflicted with neuroses, conned, controlled, looted, pillaged, distracted,
terrorised, herded and „branded‟ with corporate identity in order to be kept „asleep‟ to the
truth.
While focussing on a comparatively small sample of 'The Celebrity Code', focussing mainly on the
contemporary art world, this book provides a background of knowledge in historical, anthropological,
socio-political, economic, mythological, psychopathological, aesthetic, symbolic, cryptographic and
personal context of how the Mainstream Media, Big Tech and Social Media have constructed a „Fake
World‟ through decades of „Fake News‟, using the tenets of freedom „diversity‟ and „political
correctness‟ as powerful weapons with which to destroy freedom.
Any reader of 'The Celebrity Code' can either read the whole book or focus on the section of most
interest to them in order to understand the story in the way that most suits their own lifestyle and
temperament.
This will enable those who are hitherto oblivious to 'The Celebrity Code', to awaken to the hideous
reality by learning the contributing factors..
'The Celebrity Code' aims to be a comprehensive study and insomuch provides tools, in the form of
links, and the Propaganda Watchdog Manifesto And our project „Rate My Human Rights‟ is the
ultimate toolkit to spot and flag „Fake News‟ in the context of history.
MUCH OF THE CONTENT HEREIN AND ITS IMPLIED MEANING IS SO VILE THAT WE
ADVISE UTMOST DISCRETION IN THOSE OF FAINT CONSTITUTION AND THE VERY
YOUNG.
FOR WHILE KNOWLEDGE OF THIS PHENOMENON IS VITAL IN ORDER TO AVOID BEING
UNWITTINGLY INDOCTRINATED INTO EVILI RECOMMEND TO JEWS, ABUSE VICTIMS,
AND PARENTS OF CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE, ESPECIALLY WHO ARE FANS OF
THOSE CELEBRITIES IMPLICATED, OR WHO ARE UPSET BY REFERENCES TO
GENOCIDE SHOULD EXERCISE DUE CAUTION IN READING!!!

Some of my own story of oppression is told herein, detailing my struggle as a traditionally
skilled artist to merely show my work to the public, and the opposition I faced by which
meansI have learned of 'The Celebrity Code' and the agenda of the Nazi/ Socialist
Underground „Fourth Reich‟ of banking led Technocrats aiming for world domination…
AS AN ARTIST WHO ONLY EVER WANTED TO PAINT, BUT WHO HAS BEEN
FORCIBLY STOPPED, BY METHODS AKIN TO THAT WHICH DISSENTING COVID

LOCKDOWN VICTIMS ARE GETTING A TASTE OF- MY CAREER DESTROYED,
MY FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION DESTROYED ALMOST COMPLETELY
CONFINED TO MY HOME THIS DUTY AS A MESSENGER HAS FALLEN IN MY PATH
AND NOW AM DUTY BOUND TO REPORT MY FINDINGS AS I DISCOVERED SINCE
2008
 DESTROYING MY CHARACTER THROUGH SMEARS…
 DESTROYING MINE AND MY PARTNER‟S CAREERS AT THE TOP OF OUR
RESPECTIVE PROFESSIONS THROUGH BLACKLISTING…
 ATTEMPTING TO DESTROYING OUR SANITY THROUGH TEN YEARS OF
STALKING AND HARRASSMENT AND ULTIMATELY …
 THREATS TO FRAME ME FOR SEX CRIMES
 THREATS TO MURDER/ABDUCT/RAPE/TORTURE ME AND MY PARTNER
…APPARENTLY IN COMPLICITY WITH GLOBALIST BANKERS & FINANCIERS &
EFFECTED THROUGH A HEIRARCHY OF PUPPETS.

IF WE DON‟T REMEDY THIS SOCIALIST
ATTEMPT AT GLOBALISATION WE
DESECRATE THE GRAVES OF THE BRAVE
MEN WHO FOUGHT THE LAST NAZI
SOCIALIST ATTEMPT AT GLOBALISATION
AND AGAINST SOVIET SOCIALISM‟S
ATTEMPT AT GLOBALISATION IN THE
COLD WAR AND WHO DIED TO DEFEND
THE FREEDOMS NOW, BEING TAKEN
FROM US ALL
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APPEAL FOR CALM
Upon learning the details of 'The Celebrity Code' UPON LEARNING THE DETAILS OF
THE CELEBRITY CODE I IMPLORE FOR CALM FROM any infuriated ESPECIALLY
FROM THE GRASSROOTS HIP HOP COMMUNITY, AS THEY LEARN HOW
OUR CULTURE HAS BEEN REAPPROPRIATED BY RACISTSPLEASE BEFORE RESORTING TO PROTESTING I IMPLORE YOU COLLECTIVELY
GIVE THE JUSTICE SYSTEMS, GOVERNMENTS MEDIA AND TECH GIANTS
WHO ALSO HAVE EFFECTIVELY ENABLED THIS SITUATION THROUGH
APPARENT COMPLICITY A CHANCE TO RESTORE PARTICIPATORY
DEMOCRACY AND EARN BACK YOUR RESPECT
PLEASE ALSO BEFORE RESORTING TO PROTESTING PLEASE GIVE THE, A
CHANCE TO REDEEM THEMSELVES BY ENABLING FAIR COVERAGE AND
EQUAL ACCESS TO CULTURE AND TRUTH.
Not all who write for the media are racist collaborators, there is no point in
compounding the injustice served upon us with more injustice.
WHILE FORMING VIGILANTE GANGS TO EXERT SUMMARY JUSTICE ON ALL
WHO AID THE IMPLICATED, MAY BE TEMPTING TO SOME, AS LONG AS
MYSELF AND MY PARTNER ARE ABLE, WE WILL ALWAYS IMPLORE THAT
THE PEACE BE KEPT AND THAT THE APPROPRIATE AUTHORITIES BE GIVEN A
CHANCE TO PROVE THAT THEY CAN STILL DO THEIR JOB AND THE
CURRENT MULTI-TIERED JUSTICE SYSTEM IS DONE AWAY WITH.
AS LONG AS WE ARE CAPABLE, ANY VIOLENT ACTIONS MADE IN OUR
NAME WILL BE RECOGNISED AS FALSE FLAG ATTACKS
WHILE IT HAS BEEN INFERRED THAT WE MAY BE OUT TO GAIN
COMPENSATION FOR THE ILL HEALTH AND TRAUMA CAUSED BY FROM OVER
TEN YEARS OF MENTAL TORTURE, STALKING AND LOSS OF EARNINGS
THROUGH BLACKLISTING AND HARRASSMENT, THIS IS MISSING THE POINT.
WE ARE NOT THE ONLY ONES WHO HAVE BEEN DAMAGED WE ARE MERELY
THOSE WHO HAVE MANAGED TO GET THE TRUTH OUT FOR ALL OUR HIP
HOP, TECHNO, ART AND TRUTH FAMILY, GLOBALLY, AND THUS THIS HAS MADE
US HIGHLY TARGETTED.
THE ACTUAL ISSUE AT HAND IS THE DAMAGE GLOBALISATION HAS DONE
TO NATION STATES, CULTURES AND THE EXPLICIT DETAILING OF HOW
THIS HAS AFFECTED GRASSROOTS HIP HOP AND TRADITIONALLY
SKILLED ART THROUGH THE SOCIAL APARTHEID AND CULTURAL
GENOCIDE EXPOSED HEREIN, IN THE ANNIHILATION OF AUTONOMOUS
CULTURE THROUGH GLOBALISATION‟S ATTEMPTS IN CULTURE‟S
STANDARDISATION.
THUS WE PLEDGE 20% OF ANY AND ALL COMPENSATION LEGALLY
AWARDED AS DAMAGES, (SHOULD THE APPARENT THREATS TO MURDER US

MADE BY REPRESENTITIVES OF GLOBALIST BANKING DYNASTIES FAIL TO
MATERIALISE) TO COMMUNITY GRASSROOTS GROUPS FOR
 INNER CITY YOUTH
 THE HOMELESS
 DRUG ADDICTION
 TRADITIONALLY SKILLED ART PROJECTS
 VICTIMS OF GANGSTALKING
 ENDOMETRIOSIS VICTIMS/ VICTIMS OF CHILD ABUSE

IT IS NOT JUST US WHO HAVE SUFFERED THROUGH THIS PHENOMENON.

I NEVER WANTED TO WRITE THIS BOOK
ALL I EVER WANTED TO DO WAS MAKE ART & ENJOY FREEDOM OF
EXPRESSION THOUGH WE APPEAR TO BE THE UNWILLING APPOINTED
REPRESENTATIVES CHOSEN TO SPREAD THE TRUTH OF THE BIGGEST
CULTURAL SWINDLE IN HISTORY
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PREFACE
„Whatever Happened to the Heroes?‟ – The Stranglers
“Art has always been the raft onto which we climb to save our sanity. I don't see a different
purpose for it now.”1.
Dorothea Tanning

Possibly the biggest confidence trick, and most widespread secret symbolism in history, is a
scam being pulled off by the globalist bankers, financiers and industrialists, using the
Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech against the population of the entire world!
It is a scam of „Fake News‟ creating „Fake Culture‟ from „Fake Art‟ and built on a „Fake
History‟.
It has created a „Fake World‟ existing as a parallel universe, a simulation, almost like The
Matrix!
So if you are wondering…what has happened to today‟s Michelangelo, today‟s Rembrandt,
today‟s Leonardo?
What happened to great traditionally skilled painting?
Where are today‟s Picasso, today‟s Beethoven and today‟s Dickens…?
Well „The Celebrity Code – The Black Book of Contemporary Arts‟ will explain exactly
what has happened to wonder, to beauty, to new ideas.

Fig. 1Photographer Lachmann, Pablo Picasso and Scene Painters sitting on the front cloth for Parade (Ballets Russes) at the Théâtre du
Châtelet, Paris. 1917. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pablo_Picasso#/media/File:Pablo_Picasso_and_scene_painters_sitting_on_the_front_cloth_for_Parade_(Ballet
s_Russes)_at_the_Théâtre_du_Châtelet,_Paris,_1917,_Lachmann_photographer.jpg(accessed December 11, 2018).

__________________________________________________
i

How many of you have wondered…
Where is today‟s Titian? Today‟s Vermeer or Turner? Where is today‟s Magritte, or today‟s
Braque, or Gaugin? What happened to beauty?
Hey! What about British art?
Where are today‟s Gainsborough, Hogarth, Lowry, Blake and Constable?
If you were wondering why now, for decades, does the contemporary art featured in the
Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech, look like…







rubbish from a landfill site
pop icons and cartoons copied from lesser known artists and stencilled using photoshop
a „video installation‟
garage sale junk or
a circus freak show
dead animals

…often in the form of:
„other people‟s ideas changed very slightly and made with the help of teams of
assistants…‟
…usually from advertising tycoon Charles Saatchi‟s protégées, such as Damien Hirst, Tracey
Emin, Jeff Koons, Grayson Perry or Banksy - none of whom can paint or sculpt with any
outstanding traditional skills, and which are often promoted to champion ideas of „social
justice‟ and „diversity‟.
You may have wondered…
Do people just not paint beautifully anymore?
Do the public not want that kind of art anymore?
Have all the new ideas for art really been done?
Is there no such thing as „good taste‟?
And if there is, then why are we told that there isn‟t, by entities such as the BBC?
Why, instead of an era of prodigious painting in the age of the information revolution when
cultural choices are expanding globally, are, to quote Naomi Klein:
“…cultural choices narrowing…”2.

…in the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech ?
Hey! What about music?
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Where is today‟s Bob Dylan, today‟s Led Zeppelin Pink Floyd or Jimi Hendrix? Today‟s
Beethoven or Mozart?
Where is today‟s Elvis, John Lennon or Eric Clapton? Today‟s Aretha Franklin or James
Brown? Today‟s Sex Pistols, Clash or The Who?
Why, instead of new autonomous music and a vast array of ingenious musical artists creating
new and inspiring sounds in the age of the information revolution, while we have the whole
world at our fingertips and when cultural choices are expanding globallyare…
“…cultural choices narrowing…”3.

…in the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech meaning that we are increasingly
presented (alongside the last vestiges of real talent) with either Simon Cowell or Simon
Fuller's talent show puppets, or mediocre cabaret-standard so-called stars, performing
muzak which is written and often even recorded for them, thus colonising the media with:
„other people‟s ideas changed very slightly and made with the help of teams of
assistants…‟
Often consequently promoted to champion ideas of „social justice‟ and „diversity‟, alongside
endless reunions of old bands who are well past their sell-by date.
Are there no more great talents? No more great musicians?
Have they just stopped being born?
Hey! What about storytelling?
Where is today‟s Shakespeare, today‟s Voltaire, today‟s Kafka or Orson Welles, today‟s Jack
London, today‟s Mary Shelley, or today‟s Charles Dickens?
Why instead of new ways of understanding the world we live in today through storytelling in
the age of the information revolution, while we have the whole world at our fingertips, when
cultural choices are expanding globally, are…
“…cultural choices narrowing…”4.

…in the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech , meaning we are presented with
remake after remake after remake of old stories and comedy shows, alongside remakes of
classic films that should probably never have been remade such as Ghostbusters, St Trinians
and Carrie, as well as endless remakes of old superhero classics colonising the media, yet
again, with…
„other people‟s ideas changed very slightly and made with the help of teams of
assistants…‟
…and which are often consequently promoted to champion ideas of „social justice‟ and
„diversity‟?
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Are there no more great talents coming up with new ideas?
Have they just stopped being born?
Don‟t people have new ideas anymore?
What about fashion designers and trendsetters? Where are today‟s Vivienne Westwood
and today‟s Granny Takes a Trip? Today‟s Katherine Hamnett?
Why, instead of a vast array of new ingenious fashion designers heralded to the world in the
age of the information revolution, when cultural choices are expanding globally are…
“…cultural choices narrowing…”5.

...in the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech meaning we are presented almost
solely with Charles Saatchi‟s protégé‟s Damien Hirst‟s friend Victoria Beckham, an ex-girlband member who by her own admissions has never read a book and can‟t either sing or
draw, and instead who presents the work of Roland Mouret as her own creations, just as she
fraudulently pranced on stage as a „singer‟ in the Spice Girls, with her microphone turned
off?
Such people, yet again, are colonising the media with:
„other people‟s ideas changed very slightly and made with the help of teams of
assistants…‟
Alongside ever-diminishing real stars, and which are consequently, to quote Professor John
McMurtry:
“...trivial with no meaning beyond their occurrence…”6.

So, are there no more great talents?
Have they just stopped being born?
Hey! What about photographers? Where is today‟s Cecil Beaton, todays David Bailey,
today‟s Don McCullen, today‟s Klaus Lenhartz? With their tireless exposure of
sometimes painful social issues and gripping war coverage?
Why, instead of new autonomous photographers capturing new and inspiring images being
heralded to the world in the age of the information revolution, when cultural choices are
expanding globally, are
“…cultural choices narrowing…”7.

…in the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech meaning we are presented with the
likes of Victoria and David Beckham‟s apparently talentless son, Brooklyn Beckham, who
they present to us as a „photographer‟, but who can‟t even hold a camera properly, and
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somehow produces pictures of himself, styled to resemble his father David Beckham, from
„the old days‟ back when David actually was successful, yet again colonising the media with:
„other people‟s ideas changed very slightly and made with the help of teams of
assistants…‟
…often consequently promoted to champion ideas of „social justice‟ and „diversity‟?
Are there no more great talents?
Have they just stopped being born?
What about actresses? Where is today‟s Bette Davis, today‟s Rita Hayworth? Today‟s
Lauren Bacall? Today‟s Jean Simmons, Gene Tierney or Marilyn Monroe?
Why, instead of a vast array of new autonomous up-and-coming talents and beauties being
heralded to the world by the media in the age of the information revolution, when cultural
choices are expanding globally, are…
“…cultural choices narrowing…”8.

…in the media. Why instead are we presented with the likes of Brooklyn Beckham‟s
allegedly pretend girlfriend, Chloe Moretz, yet again recycling:
„other people‟s ideas changed very slightly and made with the help of teams of
assistants…‟
Which often champion ideas of „social justice‟ and „diversity‟?
Are there no more great talents or great beauties?
Have such people just simply stopped being born?
Hey! What about sport?
Why are today‟s up-and-coming young sportsmen and women kept largely in the
shadows?
Why, instead of a vast array of up-and-coming prodigies heralded to the world as heroes in
the age of the information revolution, when cultural choices are expanding globally, are…
“…cultural choices narrowing…”9.

…in the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech as headlines we are still presented
with endless staged photo-shoots of, and dull interviews with, Damien Hirst‟s friend, the long
retired footballer-brand-ad-vehicle, David Beckham using:
„other people‟s ideas changed very slightly and made with the help of teams of
assistants…‟
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…to make him into a pretend style icon and sports hero, when he never even won anything
for his country as England captain, and who is loathed by ex-team mates and manager Alex
Ferguson for, with his wife Victoria, turning football into a media circus
Why are we eternally either presented with him, when he is almost universally loathed, or
others promoted to champion ideas of „social justice‟ and „diversity‟ or if they are featured
are used to promote anti-nationalist sentiments?
Are there no more great talents? No more great sporting personalities? No up-and-coming
charismatic sportsmen or women? Have they just stopped being interesting enough to warrant
Mainstream Media attention, unless they champion ideas of „social justice‟ and „diversity‟?
Hey! What about alternative sports like, say for example skateboarding?
Where are today‟s Tony Alva, today‟s Jay Adams?
Why, instead of new autonomous experts mastering new and inspiring sports in the age of the
information revolution, while we have the whole world at our fingertips when cultural
choices are expanding globally, are:
“…cultural choices narrowing…”10.

…in the Mainstream Media, meaning we are presented, with Victoria and David Beckham‟s
talentless son Brooklyn Beckham who judging from film of him on his skateboard on a 100k
Hauwei mobile phone campaign,can‟t even do the most basic tricks that ANY kid on ANY
street corner can do, but who, dressed like his Dad in his heyday, Damien Hirst‟s friend is
hailed globally as a „skateboard superstar‟ thanks again to:
„other people‟s ideas changed very slightly and made with the help of teams of
assistants…‟
…which is consequently…
“...trivial with no meaning beyond their occurrence, or repetitions of mind-shackling
misrepresentations...”11.

…are there no more great alternative sports talents? Have they just stopped being born?
Considering this Mainstream Media obsession with ideas of „social justice‟and obsession
with „diversity‟ from every single field, which like all of the above are amplified on Social
Media and by Big Tech, you would think that the domain of the humanitarian, LIKE ALL
THE ABOVE FIELDS would be brimming with ingenuity, firing-up the common currency of
thought with bold new frontiers …but no.
Where is today‟s Martin Luther King, today‟s Ghandi, today‟s Solzhenitsyn and
today‟s Schindler? Where is today‟s Ghandi? Today‟s Noam Chomsky? Today‟s
Bertrand Russell? Today‟s Terrence McKenna?
Why, instead of audacious, intelligent and brave people‟s champions speaking out for the
voiceless victims of poverty and injustice in the age of the information revolution, while we
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have the whole world at our fingertips when cultural choices are expanding globally, are…
“…cultural choices narrowing…”12.

…in the media, meaning we are presented by the Mainstream Media, yet again, with a
multitude of „personalities‟ such as Damien Hirst‟s friend, the talentless Victoria Beckham,
the utterly sinister Angelina Jolie, the ostentatious gas-guzzler Leonardo DiCaprio, or the
incomprehensible and moronic reality-show-host Russell Brand, „Big Brother‟ presenter and
failed comedian, and his indecipherable book „Revolution‟, a torrent of mumbo jumbo
ghostwritten for him by disgraced journalist, the plagiarist Johann Hari, based on Bill
Wilson‟s dubious „Alcoholics Anonymous Twelve Step Programme‟, again:
„other people‟s ideas changed very slightly and made with the help of teams of
assistants…‟
…and which is ALL consequently…
“...trivial with no meaning beyond [its] occurrence, or repetitions of mind-shackling
misrepresentations...”13.

Are there no more great people‟s leaders? No more great dissidents? Great minds?
Philosophers? Rebels?
Have they just stopped being born?
So WHAT THE HELL, FOR CRYING OUT LOUD, IS GOING ON?????
Why has a full stop been placed upon culture?
“Whatever happened to all the heroes?
All the Shakespearoes?
They watched their Rome burn”14.
The Stranglers, „No More Heroes‟

Why is art, music, film, style, fashion, modelling, sport, alternative sport, photography, UN
humanitarianism, dissent and even revolution itself, almost exclusively represented in the
global media by what the public increasingly regard as „narcissistic crazy people‟ going on
about ideas of „social justice‟ and „diversity‟?
Why can no-one else even get a look-in; no matter how talented they are, even though their
talents may be shouted from the rooftops across the web?
Why in the Mainstream Media are we eternally subjected to:
„More Boring Work‟ after „More Boring Work‟?
...in the form of:
„other people‟s ideas changed very slightly and made with the help of teams of
assistants…‟
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…alongside such zeros as:
 the Peru Two coke smugglers – who get papped and featured on the show „Celebrity Big
Brother‟ and who are now fêted in the showbiz columns!
 the prostitutes who slept with Wayne Rooney and sold kiss-and-tells for The Sun

newspaper, now appear in the showbiz columns, and either featured on the show „Ex On
The Beach‟, „Celebrity Big Brother‟ and/or „This Morning‟.

 unknown rich girls whose parents want to purchase her a „music‟ or „modelling‟ career,
suddenly appear in „pap‟ shots in showbiz columns with Brooklyn Beckham or similar
pond life to „boost‟ their profile whilst simultaneously „boosting‟ the profile of him, for
whatever it is they want him boosted for that week.
 Simon Cowell/Fuller protégées.
 Royals or those associated with them.
And while we‟re at it, what about genuine News, and Investigative Journalism, what
happened to that?
Why is the entire media biased toward globalisation‟s aims, merely regurgitating press
releases as an arm of the establishment?
This Fake News and „Fake Culture‟ is presented by the Mainstream Media, Social Media and
Big Tech, to the public alongside people who have often through accident of birth, merely
been exposed to people perceived as celebrities, or even who have been thrust into the
limelight much as one catches a disease.
Why are we subject to people characterised by a willingness to withhold any semblance of
decency or morality, forgo self-respect or dignity, to disregard the feelings of significant
others who may be affected as they parade their vacuous debauchery and joyous ineptitude?
Are these mediocre people and their banal offerings such as uncorroborated „news‟ sources,
weight loss DVDs and bawling offspring, etc. etc. really now the natural appointed
ambassadors of humankind, instead of integrity, instead of journalism, instead of culture,
instead of genius?
Or is there a more sinister force at work?
And if there is, then:





What happened to originality?
What happened to integrity?
What happened to autonomy?
What happened to genius?
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Where are today‟s autonomous maestros, geniuses, virtuosos, truthtellers and
prophets?
Have they suddenly stopped being born?
Why does the Beckham‟s best friend and Charles Saatchi‟s favourite „artist‟, Damien Hirst,
say that:
“I don‟t believe in genius.”15.

After 40,000 years of human creativity, have the above sorts of people, the genius, just
suddenly stopped being born in the last twenty or thirty years?
And if there are still geniuses, why are there suddenly crazy narcissistic people of little
or no talent or charisma in their places?
 What about the 'relativist' ideology of the so-called postmodernism which says that there
can be no more 'grand narratives', no more genius?
 And that there no such thing as „taste‟?
 And thus no definition between 'high' and 'low' culture?
 And if 'postmodernism' is wrong, and there is still such a thing as genius and „taste‟, then
why are so many people, including the BBC spending license-payers‟ money on
producing programmes trying to convince us that there isn‟t, using people of dubious
talents such as „Charles Saatchi‟s favourite potter‟, the transvestite Grayson Perry, who
incidentally can‟t seem to draw beyond the ability of any telephone doodle pad scribbler?
WHAT THE HELL IS GOING ON???
Well the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech have destroyed the idea of
„celebrity‟ as we have understood it for millennia by promoting a particularly virulent and
cruel form of „Fake News‟ - „Fake Culture‟: existing as a new incarnation of the „new-speak‟
of Orwell‟s „Nineteen Eighty-Four‟, a situation in which words like art, artist, designer,
star, superstar, celebrity, showbiz are being stripped of their traditionally accepted
meanings, as Kathleen Taylor describes in „Brainwashing‟:
“…the Party exerts its thought control. One such process is the modification of language. The
Party is gradually implementing Newspeak, a pared-down version of English in which
'dangerous' words like 'freedom' no longer exist. The idea is that without the words to express
certain concepts, the concepts themselves will fade and die: 'Newspeak was designed not to
extend but to diminish the range of thought'.”16.

So we need to know:





Who is behind it?
What is their motivation?
Their mind-set?
Their political affiliation?
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 And who are they working for?
 And 'qui bono?'...who benefits?
And if there is still real talent, art, real meaning, and genius, how do they stop it from
getting out there?
What has happened to the modern day intellects, the modern day geniuses, where are they,
what are they doing, what has happened to them?
What happens to them if they try to get their work seen?
How are they being kept out of the public mind, given the technology of the internet which
ostensibly allows anyone a voice; surely they would still be discovered?
If there was a giant collusion by the Mainstream Media, Social Media, and Big Tech to stop
their voices being heard, surely the public would know?
Stopped from having a career as an artist using sadistic censorship, blacklisting, gangstalking
and symbolism meaning I cannot paint, I have been forced into writing this book by the
repeated stalking and threats, so in an attempt to answer this question I will expose the
existence of „The Celebrity Code‟, a new totalitarian protocol that dictates the narrative, and
boasts of its agenda using secret symbolism, hiding in plain sight in the Mainstream Media,
Social Media and Big-Tech waving sick symbols under the noses of countless millions.
Unmasking this multi-layered phenomenon that I have identified as „The Celebrity Code‟,
will also answer the questions of those skilled practitioners of all the above disciplines
who cannot get „a break‟ in their chosen field, no matter how talented they are, and who,
ignored by the media, continually see their well-connected inferiors promoted from zero to
hero, and who ask themselves:
„No matter how much charisma, I have and no matter how much authenticity, originality and
ingenuity I have in my work, why do I who find myself, censored, side-lined, bypassed,
ignored and blacklisted?‟
And:
„Why are the utterly talentless narcissists fast-tracked to overnight success, featured alongside
people or by institutions of established public acclaim, whatever diminutive distraction of
they turn their dreary dimness to?‟
Well if you‟ve ever wondered about any of the above, and you‟re prepared to make some
effort in reading, then „The Celebrity Code‟ is the book for you. I studied it for ten years to
give you the answer, and its not very nice. In fact it means annihilation of humankind as we
know it.
For while there is still the occasional outstanding cultural highpoint, and some „tokenism‟ in
which a carefully controlled figure representing „opposition‟ receives media attention, it
would appear that this is because:
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“...any kind of action that relieves people‟s distress a little bit without changing the system,
maintains the system.
In fact that is the way the...system which is very exploitative and very unfair...is being
maintained for all these centuries, really. By giving people a little bit. And giving enough
people just enough to prevent them from breaking out in open rebellion” 17.
Howard Zinn, „Psywar Documentary‟

Such morsels would appear to be carefully chosen and micromanaged in order to give the
public just enough „Bread and Circuses‟, opposition and respite, to cancel out the yearning
and stifle inquisitiveness.
„The Celebrity Code‟ will also explain why DESPITE THE APPARENT FIGHT FOR
„JUSTICE‟of so-called „diversity‟ insisting all are equal and must be respected, reported all
over the media, and supported by major corporations and politicians, that the following
issues are generally getting worse:




























the rich poor divide
the elimination of the middle-class
the annihilation of industry
unemployment
zero hours contracts
low wages
poverty
austerity
unchecked immigration
the destruction of the environment
the taxpayer subsidy for the corporations doing the destroying
the richest corporations not paying their fair share of tax
continual defunding of public sector services
bankers being bailed out with public money, and then going on to give themselves obscene
bonuses, while the people suffer, and creating even more money as businesses fail due to
„lockdown‟
disabled and sick people being denied a decent living even despite often paying into the
system all their lives
wages eternally driven down
the poor being driven from the cities
people driven from their homes
the homeless being driven from the streets
there being more billionaires than ever
there being more people starving than ever
pollution going virtually unchecked
more species dying than ever
the poorest people on the planet under continual attack by the most powerful
so many children going missing
so much violence in the ghetto
not being allowed to openly talk and have discussions about the reality of many subjects
including mass immigration
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and geo-engineering
and Covid-19
the people at the top almost never receiving justice for their crimes
the people at the very top almost never even being mentioned
...and (almost) no-one in the Mainstream Media, Social Media, and Big-Tech doing
anything about it
 the so-called „liberal‟ left now being so intolerant
 the so-called „liberal‟ left banning a great deal of free speech, especially on issues related
to the above
 especially on anything opposing the implementation of globalisation
 anyine questioning why China is not held accountable to „global warming‟ and other
regulations.
Most of all, why aren‟t the above issues being debated freely across a society we are told
is characterised by „diversity‟?
And why are the mobs rioting, looting and burning freely, supposedly in the name of
„justice‟, funded by and supported in the media THANKS TO VERY PEOPLE
OCCUPYING THE TOP 1% BRACKET OF WEALTH?
...THE VERY PEOPLE THE RIOTERS CLAIM TO DESPISE?
..AND Why do you have to venture to the very outermost fringes of alternative media to find
the unfiltered truth?
Why does anyone who approaches any of these ideas on Social Media get „demonetised‟
and „shadowbanned‟, or called „far right‟, alt-right, a Nazi, or a „conspiracy theorist‟?
Well the term „conspiracy theory‟ was weaponised in 1976 CIA document 1035-960 as
propaganda to smear, ridicule and thus neutralise individuals or groups calling into question
Warren Commission findings on the Kennedy assassination, findings now widely reputed to
be questionable conveniently writing off as „crazy‟ anyone who may ask such questions as:
WHY ARE THE MOST VOCAL AND ACTIVE „ANTI-NAZIS‟, AND „ANTIRACISTS‟ SUPPORTED BY ENTITIES WITH APPARENT LINKS TO NAZISM ?
...AND WHY DO THEY EXHIBIT COVERT NAZI SYMBOLISM?
...and why do many people displaying covert Nazi, racist and holocaust symbolism, GET
MASSIVE SUPPORT From the Mainstream Media Social Media and Big Tech?
While people like me and my partner, DISABLED, WORKING CLASS, CHILD
ABUSE SURVIVORS, who try to expose THE VERY institutional racism which the
entire establishment claim to be against- suffer blacklisting, gangstalking, harassment,
hacking and threats of abduction and torture often emanating from those working
under the influence of the banking elitists?
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...and why do the Mainstream Media Social Media and Big Tech constantly virtue
signal that they support the very people the Nazis either attempted to annihilate, or
looked on as inferior, i.e. Nazis, Jews, the LGBTQ community?
AND IF YOU BELONG TO ONE OF THOSE COMMUNITIES ARE YOU BEING
USED?
In answering these questions, „The Celebrity Code‟ does not create conspiracy theories
but presents what is known as an „institutional analysis‟.
This is an exercise in presented in a manuscript which is constructed from media
sources, citations from operators, infiltrators, puppets and traitors in the contemporary
field as well as experts, academics, and historians from the canon of human knowledge.
It is illuminated my personal experience as an art market insider and victim of
blacklisting and zersetzung gangstalking.
This is bolstered (while breaking no confidences or Non Disclosure Agreements) by the
book‟s editor, my partner Jenny.
This is thanks to her personal experience as an insider in political and financial circles
under globalisation, having worked at Executive Level as Support for the Co Chair of
the G20, the World Economic Forum and other globalist organisations, as well as her
qualifications in money laundering and as a certified Financial Advisor, as well as being
a victim of MKUltra type Ritual Abuse.
In fact, until the release of „The Celebrity Code‟, no-one has linked the deliberate promotion
of the incompetent, the subservient, the mediocre in culture, to the deliberate destruction of
civilisation; and even the destruction of people‟s lives under the lockdowns, no-one has
explicitly „joined the dots‟, naming the names and demonstrating the calamitous decline of
our culture, and thus our civilisation, is a meticulously scripted deliberate catastrophe, a
„managed decline‟ deliberately orchestrated by an apparent „Nazi Underground‟, or
„Fourth Reich‟ using extreme propaganda and persecution vendettas in order that the
continued corruption and aims of a one-world government of the ruling „elite‟ may go
unchallenged by any coherent voice of popular dissent, so that the dehumanising effects of
globalisation may be implemented unbothered by autonomous dissent, such as we have seen
throughout history, dissent which has always traditionally manifest in the creative arts, in
previous times of crisis and which has often led to reforms.
“In times of universal deceit, telling the truth is a revolutionary act.” 18.
George Orwell

Neither until the release of „The Celebrity Code‟, has it been revealed that




a condition of what sometimes appear to be the least talented being promoted of to the
position of exalted public figures,
having little or no talent is a condition of promotion to be influencers and celebrities,
•having little or no talent is a condition of promotion to be household names,
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•having little or no talent is a condition of promotion to be remote controlled puppets
who are revered and heroicised, would appear to include, very often, to be direct
personal involvement in the persecution and annihilation of the very highly skilled
people possessing the autonomous ingenuity that built civilisation itself,
•having little or no talent is a condition of promotion which would appear to include,
very often in code in the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech direct
personal involvement in the persecution and annihilation of the people who would,
in a free society, occupy the positions as influencers which are now taken by those
with little or no talent.

This has led to a situation in which global fame through visibility in the media is often
directly proportional to involvement in the gangstalking persecution of authentic „celebrity‟
often using „The Celebrity Code‟s‟ system of secret messages, hiding in plain sight, brazen in
their duping of billions of unsuspecting, good people, in the Mainstream Media, Social Media
and Big Tech which has been weaponised for such a purpose.
Most especially then this book „The Celebrity Code‟, and the „Propaganda Watchdog‟ Social
Media experiment, is for the people who don‟t mind making a little effort, and who, upon
finding out what is going wrong with the world, may think to themselves…
Return to Contents

What Can I do to Spot and Stop „Fake Culture‟?
“People always want to be on the right side of history; it is a lot easier to say, 'What an
atrocity that was' then it is to say, 'What an atrocity this is.'” 18.
Natasha Trethewey

So you may be beginning to feel enraged, you may begin to think:
WHAT CAN I DO ABOUT IT
To free myself and my people?
WHAT CAN I DO ABOUT IT
That isn‟t violent?
WHAT CAN I DO ABOUT IT
That isn‟t illegal?
WHAT CAN I DO ABOUT IT
When power seems concentrated in so few hands?
WHAT CAN I DO ABOUT IT
So our forefathers' deaths in two World Wars will not be in vain?
WHAT CAN I DO ABOUT IT
When we no longer have a voice in our own chosen representatives?
WHAT CAN I DO ABOUT IT
That will ACTUALLY change something?
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WHAT CAN I DO ABOUT IT
Within the framework of my existing life?
WHAT CAN I DO ABOUT IT
I cease my recommendations for restraint from avenging us if we are FATALLY
INFECTED with Covid 19, have an „accident‟, are shot by a „lone nut‟ or disappear to
one of the new wave of FOURTH REICH Nazi concentration camps which we have
been warned ALREADY EXIST at secret „Black Sites‟ AND WHICH MAY BE YOUR
DESTINATION, OR YOUR FAMILY‟S…
So in this situation people may ask?
CAN WE RECLAIM CULTURE, OUR FREEDOM OF SPEECH, OUR EQUALITY OF
HUMAN RIGHTS OUR BIRTHRIGHT AS HUMAN BEINGS, BACK FROM THOSE
WHO HAVE STOLEN IT?
Well the answer is yes, for the first step is ACTUALLY UNDERSTANDING WHAT IS
BEING DONE TO US, and thus in rectifying all of the above related atrocities, and building
a future of unity in humankind.
The start of this journey, in millions of brave, bold people globally who have a conscience
lies right here in learning to read a SINISTER CELEBRITY /DEEP STATE CODED
LANGUAGE.
By understanding , and possibly participating in the „Propaganda Watchdog‟ or
„RateMyHumanRights‟ Social Media experiments, and merely changing one‟s reading,
spending, investing, and Social Media and Big Tech habits, we stand a chance of making a
change for the better, for we are still the 99%.
Those inflicting evil are a tiny minority…
However, despite the people‟s best efforts in pointing out the problems of capitalism in its'
new variant, i.e. corporate globalism, which is, incidentally, not free market capitalism at all,
nothing substantial has changed.
In fact, things have just gotten worse as the rich are still getting richer, and the poor are still
getting poorer. More than ever since the illogical lockdown.
So what can be done?
Well quite a lot actually:
“Let me tell you why you‟re here, you‟re here because you know something, that there‟s
something wrong with the world, you don‟t know what it is but it‟s there, like a splinter in
your mind, driving you mad, it is this feeling that has brought you to me...
Do you want to know what it is?
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The matrix is all around us, even now in this very room.
You can see it when you look out of your window, when you turn on your television, you can
feel it when you go to work, or you go to church, or you pay your taxes.
It is the world that has been pulled over your eyes to blind you from the truth.[...T]hat you are
a slave. Like everyone else you were born into bondage, into a prison that you cannot smell or
taste or touch, a prison for your mind.”19.
Neo, „The Matrix‟, 1999

Like all good mythology, the movie, „The Matrix‟ should not be taken at face value.
To get the most out of „The Matrix‟ movie, like all good mythology, we must realise it is a
metaphor for something that is actually happening. However, we are not being stalked
around a complex electronic hologram as we are farmed for our energy, such as is depicted in
the film; indeed the truth is far more terrifying.
But exactly as in „The Matrix‟, an entirely false reality has been manufactured by an alien
entity, a false reality in which we are terrorised, lied to narcotised and even driven to rioting,
by the Mainstream Media, Big Tech and Social Media, and then we are flattered that we are
freer, more discerning, more liberal, more autonomous, advanced and sophisticated and
heroic and with more choices and freedom of expression than ever before in history.
Indeed despite the illusion of freedom we are more brainwashed, restricted, subjugated
propagandised, censored and with less choices, potential and freedoms than we have ever
had, as the following book clearly demonstrates, for we exist within a global „dominant
ideology‟ of mass hysteria called postmodernism that has constructed a hologram far more
terrifying than anything in „The Matrix‟.
Gurdjieff, who some claim was a spiritual master, stated:
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Fig. 2Georges Gurdjieff, head-and-shoulders portrait, facing front. 1925 and 1935(?). Author: Janet Flanner-Solita Solano papers. Source:
https://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/95507085/Public Domain. Available from: Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Gurdjieff(accessed December 11, 2018).

“You do not realize your own situation. You are in prison. All you can wish for, if you are a
sensible man, is to escape. But how escape? It is necessary to tunnel under a wall. One man
can do nothing. But let us suppose there are ten or twenty men - if they work in turn and if
one covers another they can complete the tunnel and escape.
Furthermore, no one can escape from prison without the help of those who have escaped
before. Only they can say in what way escape is possible or can send tools, files, or whatever
may be necessary. But one prisoner alone cannot find these people or get into touch with
them. An organization is necessary. Nothing can be achieved without an organization.”20.

So here, with understanding what insiders gloat are „The Secret Wars‟, our work must
humbly begin…
Return to Contents
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The „Secret Wars‟
“Despite the fictional nature of...The Da Vinci Code...the truth about „Hidden Symbolism‟ is
far more fascinating than any fiction.”21.
Tim Wallace-Murphy, „Cracking the Symbol Code‟
“Signs and symbols rule the world, not words nor laws.”22.
Confucius

In order to serve the urgent purpose that has somehow fallen in my path, „The Celebrity
Code‟ attempts to follow those preceding literary investigations into systemic mass Human
Rights violations „The Black Book of Communism‟, the „Origins of Totalitarianism‟ and
„The Gulag Archipelago‟, in order to attempt to awaken global society to the urgency of
political reality.
This is a course enabled and rendered in context, by first-hand accounts of oppression
enabled by my own experience, by relating as hitherto unknown facts about the secret sociopolitical and methodological structure of control systems in use in the pursuit of
globalisation.
This is manifest in a behavioural formula of manufacture celebrities as social programmers,
society‟s „handlers‟. Their job?
To create mind-controlled slaves out of YOU the public, through Mainstream Media, Social
Media and Big Tech brainwashing, a protocol followed by virtually every organ and
publication which is implemented through the medium of celebrity, and which was likely
devised by a think-tank, possibly the controversial „Tavistock‟, while this is a vast field those
focussed on in this book, appear to be rolled-out and pioneered as propaganda in the
contemporary art market created by Charles Saatchi.
This protocol for mass mind control, appears to be a self-consciously fascist totalitarian
protocol, with deep Nazi sympathies, for mass mind-control which is utilised ubiquitously by
the „Culture Industry‟ and beyond, and which is revealed here for the first time in a tale
illuminated by the context of deep insider information from the depths of the art market.
This has been gained through my own personal insider knowledge and experience and set
down through over ten years of hard work under extreme stalking, and assisted by my
partner, Jenny.
We have never sought publicity, other than once for my paintings, before we discovered the
totalitarian system governing culture under globalisation, and now apparently trying to take
over the world, however through serious fear for our lives, such a book, of immense
proportions was the only way of exposing such a diabolical scheme exposing the wicked plan
to destroy culture and which has been necessary for the ongoing implementation of
globalisation of the planned New World Order described by President Bush Senior and Prime
Minister Tony Blair, and many others, an organisation led by dynastic banking whose
apparent influence over virtually every aspect of power, and whose infiltration of almost all
aspects of society appear to either form, or at least sympathise with a new „Nazi
Underground‟, this time of a „Fourth Reich‟ a fusion of Communism and Nazism, a new form
of Fascism which will now discover the truth of.
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In such a manner I have been forced, through the terror of twelve years of stalking. to correct
fundamental misconceptions about the current social, cultural, political and economic reality
in the UK and beyond globally, for we are in the grip of an invasion by a hostile group
supremacist cult, a Fifth Column of fascist usurpers who, under the „postmodern‟ and
„politically correct‟, „progressive‟ flag of the „liberal left‟, and its „multiculturalism‟ and
„diversity‟ of „victim culture‟ and „grievance studies‟, under the flag of anti fascism, have
fooled billions and staged coup d‟état against culture, enabling the unchallenged hijack of
planetary life systems for corporate profit and total political control.
An ever expanding control grid has now moved into a new phase.
Indeed it would be scarcely believable in the extent of its utter pure evil if the demonstration
of a sample of their methodology leading us back to the corpse pits of 1945 were not collated
here for all to peruse, if the new lockdowns were not doing MORE HARM THAN GOOD.
In stringing together apparently unconnected elements of culture seen by billions over the
course of decades, its scope is finally comprehensible as a whole.
This is thanks to this narrative which has been meticulously collated into a coherent
manuscript deconstructing the most treacherous and treasonous actions imaginable.
Indeed there are two World Wars being openly fought in the 21st Century; they are the „War
on Terror‟:

Fig. 3Tomahawk Missile fired from US Destroyers, Photo shows Tomahawk missile being fire from the USS Philippine Sea and the USS
Arleigh Burke at IS targets. September 23, 2014, U.S. Navy photo. Source: United States Department of Defense, Public Domain. Available
from: Wikicommons, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_on_Terror#/media/File:Tomahawk_Missile_fired_from_US_Destroyers.jpg
(accessed December 11, 2018).

...and the „War on Drugs‟:
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Fig. 4Author: Unknown, Sailors on USS Rentz (FFG 46) combat a fire set by narcotics smugglers trying to escape and destroy evidence.
August 5, 2003.Source: Navy News Stand http://www.news.navy.mil. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/11/Rentz_vs_Narcotics_Smugglers.jpg(accessed December 11, 2018).

However, there is a third global war that is being fought; a secret war that is just as
meticulously organised, ruthlessly executed and firmly anchored in the establishment
bureaucracy.
It is the „War on Life‟:

Fig. 5Hillside deforestation in Rio de Janeiro, Deforestation in Atlantic Forest Rio de Janeiro - Brazil. This hill was deforestated in order to
use its clay in civil construction in Barra da Tijuca. Many trucks with the city public service logo worked on the hill destruction. Source
Alex Rio Brazil, Public Domain. Available from:
Wikicommons,https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/11/Hillside_deforestation_in_Rio_de_Janeiro.jpg(accessed December
11, 2018).
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Its front line is the „War on Western Civilisation‟, and enabling its uninterrupted success is
the „War on Culture‟, for culture is life's antennae:
“Culture: The arts and other manifestations of human intellectual achievement regarded
collectively.
The ideas customs and social behaviour of a particular people or society.”23.
Oxford English Dictionary

The frontline in the War on Culture is the War on Art, for traditionally skilled drawing and
painting is the most immediately powerful of all the arts.
It has the lowest level entry requirements, as all that is needed is merely inborn ingenuity and
a piece of charred wood, or maybe a spraycan, and thus is most open to meritocracy, and thus
the amplification of the voice of the poor, the underclass, ingenuity even. And thus it is the
one fought with utmost deception, and low cunning, as we will see.
The „War on Art‟ is spearheaded by advertising tycoon and contemporary art dealer Charles
Saatchi, and played out through myriad „puppet‟ galleries, museums, curators, journalists,
publications and „artists‟ he controls.
Saatchi is himself apparently working, as it is widely acknowledged amongst insiders in the
art world, under the aegis of, and thus apparently with the full permission of Saatchi‟s
business partners the Rothschild global banking dynasty.
These elitists are widely reputed together with their relations the Rockefellers as well as their
„fellow travellers‟ in globalisation such as George Soros, to control up to half the planet‟s
wealth, primarily through their system of central banks and other finance operations.
Apparently needing a system to launder money (and unluckily for we traditionally skilled
artists of ingenuity) the prime chosen conduit is contemporary art. However the formula for
art is used universally across all culture, politics and media.
The result is a secret war that is being waged through the actions of multiple minions, and
unwittingly seen by billions, as broadcast in the Mainstream Media; amplified through Social
Media and on Big Tech.
It is manifest in a veritable legion of opportunist impostors playing the parts of artists, critics,
curators, public figures, and politicians, celebrities, and now even rioters for „social justice.
All share the characteristic of „just happening‟ to do serious harm to the communities and
image of those communities they claim to fight for or represent.
This is the formula by which this mass mind control protocol occurs and is the methodology
by which this war is being fought, a methodology of mind-control used across many
disciplines, those of the arts, disciplines once filled by those most talented and charismatic
and thus chosen by the people, until recently.
Identification of this formula forms one part of „The Celebrity Code‟.
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Art and the arts are the highest method of communication in humankind, and as any military
commander will tell you, the first thing to 'knock out' in a war is the enemy‟s
communications systems, and celebrity has traditionally been the top of the public‟s „Chain
of Command‟ in this regard.
However, it would appear that „We the People‟ are now the enemy of the so-called „elite‟.
Professor John McMurtry elaborates:
“There are two major forms of attack on peoples' means of life used to coerce them to
conform to global financial and corporate demands. The first is to defund societies‟ non-profit
social infrastructures everywhere until peoples have no choice but to privatise their
management for profit.”24.

This first form of attack appears to have been used successfully on the great institutions,
galleries, museums and publications that represent humankind‟s arts and culture, that once
existed for the benefit of the people, and which are now under the control of the corporate
elite. This is incontrovertible thanks to statement like the below:
“We are grateful to the Washington Post, the New York Times, Time magazine, and other
great publications whose directors have attended our meetings and respected their promises of
discretion for almost 40 years. It would have been impossible for us to develop our plan for
the world if we had been subjected to the lights of publicity during those years. But the world
is now more sophisticated and prepared to march towards a world government. The supranational sovereignty of an intellectual elite and world bankers is surely preferable to the
national auto-determination practiced in past centuries.”25.
David Rockefeller, „Bilderberg Group‟, Baden-Baden, Germany, June 1991

This sovereignty by globalist bankers effectively means than most (but thankfully not all)
politicians are not „in charge‟ on our elected behalf, to benefit us, as the Mainstream Media
Social Media and Big Tech would have us believe but are in fact merely „middle
management‟, and some even appear to serve the bankers as a type of „MURDER
INCORPORTED‟. I HAVE BEEN THREATENED BY THEM MYSELF, SO HAS MY
DISABLED GIRLFRIEND.
So in order that globalisation may be rolled out outside of “the lights of publicity” in the
method as described above by David Rockefeller , THANKS TO THE MEDIA, not only are
the politicians and the media who cover their actions compromised, but traditional voices,
those of great influence, and who occupied until a few decades ago, man‟s temples to spirit,
the art galleries and museums, have been taken over and become the domain of the
commodities broker as we shall see. For we traditionally skilled artists of ingenuity and
autonomy and the contemporary art dealer and the banks who apparently control them are
incompatible.
BUT THAT PHASE APPEARS TO HAVE MOVED ONTO THE NEXT PHASE- NOW
THAT THE LIVES OF WE ARTISTS HAS BEEN DESTROYED THEY HAVE
MOVED ONTO YOU.
So what has happened to the artists?
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Professor John McMurtry:
“[While t]he first is to defund societies‟ non-profit social infrastructures everywhere [such as
galleries and museums] until peoples have no choice but to privatise their management for
profit. The second front of attack is more directly violent - to wage one financial and military
war…on the poorest people of the world to control their states and expropriate their regional
resources.”26.

At the front line of the 'War on Art', is what is happening to myself and my friends from the
so-called „counterculture‟. Professor John McMurtry:
“Both these wars on humanity are driven by fanatical fundamentalism - to produce ever more
money for those with most money, with no limit, regulation or higher goal permitted to
“obstruct” these transnational money sequences.”27.

For:
“...financial and military war…”28.

...by the elite financiers, the globalist bankers, and their lackeys, is being waged not only on
those in mineral rich lands looted by mining and oil-drilling companies, such as Africa, South
America, the Middle East and Iraq, but also in the idea-rich territories of the arts.
The war is most violent in those heroic and alluring subcultures which I have participated in
wholeheartedly throughout my entire life, the alternative arts, those only sources of free
expression which were previously left for those increasingly marginalised by the results of
the first form of attack:
“…to defund societies‟ non-profit social infrastructures everywhere until peoples have no
choice but to privatize their management for profit.”29.

For, as the cultural institutions that once represented the people in the arts have long been
overtaken by commerce, the avant-garde neutralised, its‟ spiritual spaces commandeered, and
its place populated by the products of advertising, Charles Saatchi‟s appointed gimmickmongers and plagiarists like Jeff Koons, Damien Hirst, Tracey Emin and Banksy; all
churning out stockbroker bric-a-brac more reminiscent of advertising or the Freak Show, and
who have colonised public consciousness with fake„street‟ or „conceptual art‟ dictated from
above, thanks to censorship via Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big-Tech compliance,
but often to mass contempt from the majority of the public, its subject matter often
representing the most atrocious and depraved themes imaginable, often using secret
symbolism, as will be revealed herein.
As a result of the Media‟s proliferation of Fake News into the field of Fake Culture, those
still with free minds, ingenuity and virtuous skill have ever more increasingly fled to the
fringes for some respite from this outrage; fled in dismay to seek the spectacular arts of the
underground, to take respite from the joy-less, skill-less Fake News of the contemporary arts
of the Culture Industry, in the unrestricted narrative of the counterculture, the autonomous
aesthetic of the protest, the joyful lexicon of the street, the bitter struggle of the working
class, the inspirational utterances of the visionary, the untamed vision of the outsider, the
indigenous arts of the ethnic minorities.
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An increasingly alienated population have felt more represented by opposition to corporate
branding in its encroachment on identity, and its continual bombardment of advertising, and
they have found respite in dissent expressed in images, sounds and attitudes.
And here lies the really evil part; for these very precious fringes of society, these last
vestiges of freedom and what happens there, the very fruit borne of mankind's struggle
against greed and corruption, these symbols of dissent, these dialogues in their increasing
attraction to the ever-growing alienated masses, have become, as the corruption has
increased, increasingly valuable to those whose evil actions in eliminating art enabled
their existence in the first place, far too valuable, it would appear, to be left under the
control of their actual innovators and champions, people like myself and my friends and
peers. Professor John McMurtry:
“…the instituted violence and aggression of the global corporate system depends for every
step on public acceptance…which in turn requires that they are kept hidden and repressed
from the view of even the global marketeers.”30.

…and what better way to do so than by taking OUR arguments, OUR symbols, OUR art, and
wear them as a disguise, in order to mask theravages of globalisation?
Therefore a plan needed to be hatched to…
“...expropriate [these] resources...”31.

…of…
“…the poorest people of the world to [enable] control…”32.

...in the form of our identities, our ideas, our place in society, our culture, as “the opposition”,
so that the „threat‟:
“…to produce ever more money for those with most money, with no limit, regulation or
higher goal permitted to “obstruct” these transnational money sequences.”33.

…could be controlled (in the style of Hegel for those who are aware of his „dialetic‟ of
PROBLEM /REACTION/ SOLUTION) in order to create what is known as a „controlled
opposition‟.
This book tells the tragic story of how this has been achieved and, in doing so, reveals the
blueprint of a holistic control system, „The Celebrity Code‟; a pattern for subjugation now
ubiquitous across the arts, and across humankind and all planetary life. That pattern is
enabled through…
„other people‟s ideas changed very slightly and made with the help of teams of
assistants…‟
…and implemented through the most devious propaganda, as we shall see.
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Indeed I never noticed that there was a war being fought at all, the war currently destroying
YOUR life, until the actions of its „soldiers‟ came crashing down, devastating my life, my
partner‟s life and the lives of my friends, as, in our vocation as artists.
Merely due to thedrive of creativity, we stumbled blithely toward the war‟s 'hot zone', public
perception, in innocent pursuit of the simplest of life's pleasures- that of making marks with
our hands, of painting, blissfully unaware of the conflict's penetration into our beloved realm
and its‟ takeover in collusion with the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech.
I and my friends didn‟t notice the diktats from the postmodern academics informing us that
art is now „over‟- because we were too busy making it.
The surviving avant-garde of modernism played out its end of empire narrative through us in
its outrage at the destruction of planetary life and community ecosystems, in the name of
global corporatism, embodying a new Renaissance, a „Great Awakening‟.
However there were people who were being increasingly represented in the Mainstream
Media, so-called artists ostensibly representing our community in innumerable Fake News
articles, but who were unknown to our community, people secretly representing privilege and
fortune and who were stealing our argument, assuming our role, shouting our cry of fury at
the situation, and using:
 our symbols
 our lexicon
 our rhetoric
…but hurled into the Mainstream Media using all the tools, privilege and contacts of the
very corporate world and globalist banking dynasties we had been rebelling against thus
drowning out our voice.
These impostors, played out in the Mainstream Media, like chess pieces, by the masters of
corporate control, were pretending they were its‟ enemies- and the people, the masses, those
of the so-called liberal left, the so-called progressives, unaware of the truth of this controlled
opposition, unaware of their ACTUAL beliefs, the facts of their backers, believed them, and
are thus are mocked for their folly- as „cunts‟ and „morons‟ by their very own heroes
and champions, as we shall see.
So upon recognition of this phenomenon I realised that there is a third form of attack on life
so far unrecognised by Professor McMurtry and the world at large.
The third form is a form of attack exposed for the first time in „The Celebrity Code‟; a form
of attack explicitly enabling the aforementioned two, which to remind the reader Professor
John McMurtry articulated as the actions:
“…to defund societies‟ non-profit social infrastructures everywhere until peoples have no
choice but to privatize their management for profit.”34.

…and:
“…to wage...financial and military war...on the poorest people of the world to control their
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states and expropriate their regional resources. Both these wars on humanity are driven by
fanatical fundamentalism - to produce ever more money for those with most money, with no
limit, regulation or higher goal permitted to “obstruct” these transnational money
sequences.”35.

That third form of attack, as yet unrecognised is to stop humankind from recognising the
occurrence of the first two attacks by mimicking humankind's defence mechanism, dissent,
expressed through culture!
Why has this been so important?
“Social life-organizations [will only] survive because they evolve strategies of recognition
and response to select out what endangers them. Thus from the beginnings of human society,
people living in productive and reproductive exchange with one another have regulated their
lives and functions so as to prevent or to expel what is perceived as dangerous to their
communal health. Whether we consider ancient Jewish or Egyptian or Hindu or
Melanesian societies, we find an underlying common pattern more or less universal to
human cultures. What is „unclean‟, „polluted‟, „malignant‟, „contaminated‟ or „defiled‟
must be cleansed and purified, or the social body will suffer a breakdown of its lifestructure. The dominant rituals and organizing orders of daily life are thus everywhere
concerned with preventing the spread of some contagion within the social body which
may infect and destroy the structure of collective life.”36.
[Added Emphasis]

So society had to be „tricked‟ into thinking this vital function was still active!
This has been achieved by tricking the system HUMANKIND into thinking the 'antibody' to
the 'virus' CULTURE is at work, through a „controlled opposition‟ when in reality it has
been annihilated, thus enabling the metaphorical „cancer' GLOBALISATION enforced
as a disease, the freedom it needs to grow exponentially.
This is the essence of the Hegelian Dialectic of Problem (Thesis), Reaction (Anithesis),
Solution (Synthesis); expressed in the most diabolic manner to wield power from
democracy while still giving the impression of democracy.
THIS IS WHAT IS CURRENTLY DESTROYING CIVILISATION.
So a spectacular a coup d‟état has been staged by the establishment‟s so-called „elite‟, with
the help of the Mainstream Media, amplified via Big Tech, and using the medium of celebrity
and across the spectrum of culture, replacing autonomy with puppets through censorship,
apartheid and cultural genocide, creating a „controlled opposition‟. Michael Hoffman II:
“The virus...posits a counter-cultural alternative to...control which is actually a counterfeit,
covertly emanating from the establishment itself...”37.

This micromanaged „Hegelian‟ fake has been led into the global community like a Trojan
Horse under the spurious ideology of postmodernism, under the cover of liberal/left „freedom
of expression‟ and „political correctness‟ of the spurious „progressive‟ identity politics of
„diversity‟ and meaning that corporate culture is annihilating diversity by incrementally
expelling and annihilating the people‟s own chosen champions in the world of celebrity
and installing instead a puppet administration, all of whom appear to have embraced the:
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“Transnational corporate relocation of production…[which] has been the global corporate
formula.”38.

...described by Professor John McMurtry. Dr Andrew Lobaczewski explains:
“A highly talented individual...finds it ever more difficult to fight his way through to selfrealization and a socially creative position. Universities, politics, and businesses ever more
frequently demonstrate a united front of relatively untalented persons and even incompetent
persons. The word “overeducated” is heard more and more often. Such “overqualified”
individuals finally hide out...as long as they don‟t do anything really useful. In the meantime,
the country as whole suffers due to a deficit in the inspirational role of highly gifted
individuals.”39.

Why is this? Well the:
“Transnational corporate relocation of production…[which] has been the global corporate
formula.”40.

...peculiar to the so called „Free Market‟ of post-industrial capitalism of globalisation
describes not only the „global division of labour‟ wresting of jobs from the skilled workers
Europe, Canada and the USA and sending them to the 'free trade zones' of the sweatshops of
the Far East, and the:
“...relocation of production...[which] has been the global corporate formula.”41.

...describes not only the lucre earned in asset stripping by defunding, privatising, dismantling
and degrading the once-proud infrastructure of civilisation, those institutions of travel, safety,
health, communication, care, culture and preservation of ecosystems serving planetary life
needs created over millennia and hitherto held in common; for the purpose of private profit
and the:
“...relocation of production...[which] has been the global corporate formula.”42.

...describes not only the imposition of austerity measures which critically impact the life
support system of the poorest and most voiceless in society to finance the corruption of the
richest 1% and the:
“...relocation of production...[which] has been the global corporate formula.”43.

...describes not only taxpayer subsidy of global corporate infrastructure under the guise of
„foreign aid‟ or tax breaks, or pumping profit into offshore tax-havens, any of the other
injustices currently hacking democracy into totalitarianism, no, there is more.
This book describes the exact methodology of the first final stages in achieving global
totalitarianism for a corporate plutonomy, rule by the rich, rule by those such as globalist
financiers such as the Rothschilds and George Soros, now that the Mainstream Media, Social
Media and Big Tech has been weaponised under corporate control.
That is the methodology of annihilating any potential for popular societal awareness of
the reality of the attack.
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This has bben achieved AS IT HAS THROUGHOUT HISTORY through the
annihilation of the arts, by engineering the:
“...relocation of production...”44.

...of culture and the arts away from its traditional home in what, to quote Howard Fallon from
„The Corporatization of Art‟ calls…
“...movements...[which have] historically originated among groups of artists whose work is
devoted to new and revolutionary concepts that subvert institutional norms and standards...”45.

...like art, music, style, fashion and photography, which have traditionally been occupied by
the naturally charismatic types Huxley describes as:
“The mental species to which [William] Blake belonged [...]

Fig. 6Thomas Phillips, Portrait of William Blake. 1807,painting, oil on canvas, Height: 92.1 cm (36.2 ″); Width: 72 cm (28.3 ″). Source:
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National Portrait Gallery, Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:William_Blake_by_Thomas_Phillips.jpg(accessed December 11, 2018).

[...][which] is fairly widely distributed even in the urban-industrial societies of the present
day.”46.

...and it has been 'relocated' to someone else entirely...

Fig. 7 Norman Bates, portrayed by Anthony Perkins, from the 1960 film Psycho. Source: Fair Use for „Screenshot of 1960's Psycho‟ because
Fair Use Laws covered are: 1) It is a historically significant photo of a famous individual, 2) The photo is only being used for informational
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purposes and 3) Its inclusion in the article adds significantly to the article because the photo and its historical significance are the object of
discussion in the article. Wikipedia User attribution MatthewHoobin. Available from: Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Norman_Bates_in_"Psycho"_(1960).jpg(accessed December 11, 2018).

...the psychopath.
They have formed a global gang, a cabal, who have infiltrated every aspect of life, and in
celebration of the joyous of their sadistic spite, have left a trail of clues to verify this fact in a
terrifying symbolic language; the most widespread secret symbolism in history, „The
Celebrity Code‟, for:
“When plunder becomes a way of life for a group[...]in society, they create[...]a[...]code that
glorifies it.”47.
Frederic Bastiat

This investigation then, serves as an uncovering of the most unimaginably sadistic corruption
going on at the most highly regarded institutions and organisations on the planet and led in
advocacy by the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech, and thus serves as an
immense urgent warning to global society, rich and poor, liberal and conservative, for we
share the planet.
Our destinies are combined; it is surely no longer in the interests of the security of the
wealthy to impose a yawning cultural chasm dividing our interests.
There can be no more innocent „spectacle‟, no more cover-ups, for the damn of silent terror
holding back more than a quarter century of this systematic injustice, has finally burst under
the incredible pressure in the form of this book by an „Unperson‟ a traditionally skilled
working-class artist of ingenuity; and edited, cited, annotated and funded by my partner a
victim of MKULTRA style „Serial Ritual Abuse‟, who was made an „Unperson‟ and
blacklisted from the city, BY THOSE WITH CONTROL OVER BOTH ART AND THE
CITY OF LONDON, apparently for her support for this project.after working as executive
support to the co-Chair of the G20.
But who could be so powerful as to wield control over a person‟s entire career, two people‟s
careers, the careers of multiple generations of artists. Well, in the „The Celebrity Code‟ you
will find out.
For we artists of autonomous ingenuity are stalked, smeared, attacked and censored, and even
apparently murdered in the street, in order that the stage of public perception be cleared for
the exclusive occupation of the psychopathic and servile minions of the so-called „elite‟, and
their sham culture of thinly veiled persecution, exposing the highly detailed truth of life
behind the new invisible „Iron Curtain of the Mind‟.
You are about to meet a shadowy entity which appears to recognise no boundaries
whatsoever to its power, and which appears to laugh at laws as they simply do not appear to
apply to those of such massive wealth, and privilege.
So join me, on a journey of discovery, into the hitherto unspoken truth of the Orwellian
nightmare of the dystopian art market and „Culture Industry‟ in which the psychopathic ad
jingle tycoon and huckster Charles Saatchi, the Rothschild-affiliated „snake oil man‟
impostor, who was given free reign of the galleries by Thatcher, and free reign of the contents
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of the newspaper by the Mainstream Media, just as the impostor Jimmy Savile was given
the run of the hospitals and broadcasting networks.
There we will find a world in which all the noble ethics of human…














skill
aesthetics
law
achievement
passion
decency
empathy
originality
integrity
compassion
transcendence,
wit and
intelligence

…those ethics and standards refined into civilisation, since the very dawn of mankind
itself, have been violently turned upside down.
Return to Contents

The Only Celebrity Tour You Will Ever NEED!
“[T]he best place to start when it comes to appreciating…contemporary art is...to understand
how it evolved from Leonardo's classicism[…]

Fig. 8Michelangelo, The Creation of Adam. Fresco, 1511, Height: 230.1 cm (90.5 ″); Width: 480.1 cm (15.7 ft). Source: Sistine Chapel,
Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Creación_de_Adán_(Miguel_Ángel).jpg(accessed
December 11, 2018).

[…]to today's pickled sharks[…]
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Fig. 9Damien Hirst, The Physical Impossibility of Death in the Mind of Someone Living.1991. Tiger Shark, glass, steel, 5% formaldehyde
solution, 213cm x 518cm x 213cm (84in x 204in x 84in). Source: Fair Use Creative Commons, This is a two-dimensional representation of
a copyrighted sculpture, statue or any other three-dimensional work of art. As such it is a derivative work of art, and per US Copyright Act
of 1976, it is believed that reproduction for criticism, comment, teaching and scholarship constitutes fair use and does not infringe copyright,
attribution DatBot. Available from:
Wikipedia,https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Physical_Impossibility_of_Death_in_the_Mind_of_Someone_Living#/media/File:HirstShark.jpg and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Physical_Impossibility_of_Death_in_the_Mind_of_Someone_Living (accessed May 18,
2019), and/or, Source: http://www.bloggers.it/Brio/itcommenti/HirstImpossibility.JPG Creative Commons Fair Use. Available from:
Wikipedia attribution DatBot, Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Hirst-Shark.jpg (accessed December 11, 2018).

[…]and unmade beds.”48.
Will Gompertz, „BBC‟

Fig. 10 Tracey Emin, My Bed. 1998. Source: Creative Commons attribution DatBot, Fair Use. Available from: Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Emin-My-Bed.jpg (accessed November 26, 2018).
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“Charles Saatchi‟s only interest, in my estimation, is to raise himself above the artists and
take pleasure from destroying their lives.”49.
Marc Glimcher, President, PaceWildenstein Gallery Group

So roll up for the Tragical Mystery Tour! Come and see the art world from the other side;
from the side of the oppressed indigenous artists; the UK‟s very own Unpeople of Nicholas
Serota, ex head of the „Tate‟ and „Head of The Arts Council‟s‟ new „British Empire‟ of
deskilling.
Take the battery out of your Smartphone so our movements can‟t be tracked via GPS by the
secret police thugs, or our conversations bugged by hacking the phone mike, then we‟ll dodge
past the death squads, gangs of stalkers and street rowdies engaged in the Nazi/Stasi gangstalking known as zersetzung.
We‟ll try and lose them as they shadow us in their tatty cars, their black 4x4s and security
vans, then we'll slip through a barely noticeable hole in the high-security wire fence, its barbs
flecked with blood spattered and dirty tatters of once beautiful clothing that long ago dressed
a once free people, and which now flutter mournfully, ragged, faded and unnoticed in an
unrelenting freezing wind blowing across the frozen wasteland where human culture once
played out its merry dance.
Roll-up and join me, on this, the most important celebrity tour you will ever take, and I
will show you quite plainly, for your meticulous perusal, the precarious framework of
creaking architecture that barely supports the gleaming pasteboard false fronts of the
Potemkin village that is the contemporary arts-theme-park, a money launderers paradise, a lie
sold daily by the media as Fake News.
We‟ll see right through the barrage of propaganda and censorship so skilfully „spun‟ by our
supposed heroes of freedom of expression, and then we‟ll see with plain sight, the very real
horror that lies just behind the meticulously constructed „scene-flats‟ of the contemporary arts
media-campaigns.
We‟ll lift the lid on the terrible secrets of the trusted art institutes, those museums and
galleries of international reputation that have let us all down so badly in their unimaginable
treachery, and the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big-Tech who have through
engrained policy, enabled this lie to become the most elaborate con trick in history, for the
world‟s art treasures which the galleries house, those noble objects of genius, prodigy and
virtuosity now share their home, not only with the ramshackle gimmickry of joyless, skillless mass produced flotsam and jetsam but with a hitherto invisible entity so awful, that it is
scarcely imaginable let alone describable.
I have done my best in order that we may see far beyond the Orwellian doublespeak,
Kafkaesque political correctness and Hegelian identity politics of the fawning critics, in the
shiny catalogues of the happy-clappy red carpet openings of the sparkly pseudo star-studded,
sleek and minimal private views, those celeb-buttressed, model-draped, and corporate
branded exhibitions, fairs, Biennales and institutions which were once, not-so-very-long-ago,
the cultural pillars of civilisation itself.
Then we‟ll understand the REAL motivation and SICK hidden meaning behind the fawning
sycophancy of the Mainstream Media puff-pieces, the media stunts and the fawning TV
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specials then we‟ll taste the very real savagery fuelling the benevolent banality frothing all
over the glossy colour supplements; for the enticing perfume of proletarian accessibility and
alluded intellectual eliteness is finally clearing to reveal the foul stench of the most heinous
corruption and abuse imaginable.
So come, one and all, and bear witness to the indisputable evidence that comprises this longoverdue insider-analysis and complete and utter condemnation in unequivocal detail of a
monstrous carbuncle - a precarious and parasitic 'house of cards', a freeloading folly, hastily
jerry-built by cowboy contractors upon, incorporating, and polluting the hallowed
memoryscape of art and culture‟s history; a place once sacrosanct but now tragically
possessed, in this decline of empire, by the demons of greed, plagiarism, corruption,
deception, bullying, lies, and such immeasurably more evil phantoms that you could never
even begin to imagine.
We'll meet the new global Fifth Column engaged in the asset-stripping that the „Four
Horsemen Documentary‟ describes as the:
“...tribes, armies and organisations...devour[ing] the heritage of the former super-power...from
within.”50.

They‟re all here within „The Celebrity Code‟, their chops slavering over their good fortune as
they greedily gorge themselves to froth as they parasite the birthright, heritage, and
inheritance of their betters.
Let‟s watch them as they feed on art‟s history, culture‟s legacy and human heritage, in order
to own its‟ present and destroy its future, and we‟ll get to know something of the bankeroverseers, the political puppets and profiteers, the so-called-curators, the self-styled gurus,
the opportunists and their fellow travellers, the beneficiaries of this domestic terrorist
organisation, the blaggers, the bloggers, the enablers, the blind eye-turners, the 'useful idiots',
the blind-eyed corporate sponsors, the sleazy collaborators, the slimy double agents and
grateful sycophants, the joyful sadist „operators‟ and the brutal thug 'performers' and
„enforcer‟ bullies from the stalkers and death squads sent out to terrorise their targets, we
artists, into acquiescence.
We‟ll meet the so-called „celebrity‟ artists, and „designers‟ the celebrities, the art dealers, and
fame hungry wannabes and violent extremists who audaciously carry out the suffocating
celebrity terror, violence and smear campaigns of the Nazi / Stasi technique of „zersetzung‟ in
plain sight of the entire world, and of course those dismal souls who're 'only obeying orders',
the lackeys, traitors, and quislingsall.
We‟ll make our way down into the archives of the behavioural science labs, responsible for
neurologically reprogramming YOU and your family and friends and we‟ll carefully examine
the blueprints and archives of all of their top -secret psychological control and terror
weapons one-by-one so we know exactly how they work, and so they no longer have any
power over us, for:
“You may not be interested in psychological warfare, but psychological warfare is interested
in you.”51.
Xu Hezhen - a Major General in the Chinese Army
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...and then we‟ll discover the secret organisational structure of the phenomenon and examine
it in the political, historical and psychological context of the history of tyranny. Otto Spengler
writes in „Decline of the West‟:
“We cannot help it if we are born as men of the early winter of full Civilization, instead of on
the golden summit of a ripe Culture, in a Phidias or a Mozart time. Everything depends on our
seeing our own position, our destiny, clearly, on our realizing that though we may lie to
ourselves about it we cannot evade it. He who does not acknowledge this in his heart, ceases
to be counted among the men of his generation, and remains either a simpleton, a charlatan, or
a pedant.”52.

„The Celebrity Code‟ then, as an institutional analysis, offers the first serious attempt to
indicate the extent of the elite exclusionism of late 20th and early 21st Century society by
detailing key sample cases in contemporary arts under the control of globalist banking, by
providing hard facts detailing the exact nature of the censorship, corruption, violence,
deception, blacklisting, stalking, terror, and repression occurring across-the-board in
contemporary art and culture and beyond into the entirety of the now politicised globalist
advocacy of the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big-Tech and manifest in propaganda
and celebrated by vile secret terror and race-hate symbols hidden in plain sight, emblazoned
across the pages of the world‟s most „trusted‟ media organs, reputations earned over decades,
centuries even, of bold reporting, but now serving as traitors, advocates for globalisation,
destroying civilisation itself from within in what we shall come to know as a „managed
decline‟…the run up to THE GREAT RESET.
Return to Contents
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NOTES
Editor‟s Note – All the below were correct at the time of editing/annotating/citing, however, due to a campaign
against this book and its creators (described partially herein),involving hackers, „Secret Police‟, Big-Tech and Media.
Some are likely to be broken.
This would appear to be due to an attempt to:

2.

1. Discredit our work as unreliable
Limit public access to resources which may challenge establishment-frendily narrative
3. Exasperate the reader/researcher
4. Delay publication of this book by forcing us to reallocate URLs and/or sources

A book of this size and magnitude would normally be undertaken with a team of researchers, editors and ad-hoc staff ensuring the
content could continually be checked up-to-the-minute, considering the persecution and attacks being continually waged on the
production and publishing and creditbiility of the „The Celebrity Code‟s‟ content but unfortunately we have not had this luxury but
are proud to still be able to bring „The Black Book of Contemporary Arts‟ to you as best as our two member team could accomplish
in our capacity as working-class survivors of childhood abuse of varying typesthe details of which is shared in varying degrees herein.
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INTRODUCTION
Scratched Under the Glass Floor With a Diamond From the Gutter
Human Rights Denied to UK Artists
“[W]e, holding Art in our hands, confidently consider ourselves to be its masters; boldly we
direct it, we renew, reform and manifest it; we sell it for money, use it to please those in
power; turn to it at one moment for amusement - right down to popular songs and night-clubs,
and at another - grabbing the nearest weapon, cork or cudgel - for the passing needs of
politics and for narrow-minded social ends. But art is not defiled by our efforts, neither does it
thereby depart from its true nature, but on each occasion and in each application it gives to us
a part of its secret inner light.
But shall we ever grasp the whole of that light? Who will dare to say that he has DEFINED
Art, enumerated all its facets?
[...]
[T]hey were mistaken, and will always be mistaken, who prophesy that art will disintegrate,
that it will outlive its forms and die. It is we who shall die - art will remain.
[…]
Not everything assumes a name. Some things lead beyond words. Art inflames even a frozen,
darkened soul to a high spiritual experience. Through art we are sometimes visited - dimly,
briefly - by revelations such as cannot be produced by rational thinking.
Like that little looking-glass from the fairy-tales: look into it and you will see - not yourself but for one second, the Inaccessible, whither no man can ride, no man fly. And only the soul
gives a groan...”1.
Extract from Soviet Dissident Author Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn‟s (undelivered) Nobel Lecture,
1970

For years I hoped that someone from a higher standing than myself, would write a book
exposing the ongoing attempted annihilation of the arts, by revealing the methods by which it
is being destroyed, the reasons for its‟ destruction, identifying those responsible and
demonstrating how its' destruction is being concealed and detailing the means by which it is
being enforced.
I had hoped that someone with a superior social background and a higher level of education
than I would take up the obligation; an Oxbridge or Ivy League graduate such as a doctor of
philosophy, an anthropologist, an art, social or political historian, an economist, a cult exitcounsellor, an investigative journalist, or maybe a team comprising of all of the above.
This was in the hope that such an important document would be written to rigorous scholarly
standards and prepared with full editorial support from leading publishing houses, in order
that the information be accessible as a book printed on paper, available in many languages
and sold in shops on high streets globally, while its' sensational revelations would be the
subject of innumerable documentaries from the planet's leading broadcasters, and featuring in
the planet‟s leading publications.
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I optimistically imagined that any such authors of such a desperately necessary book would
be backed in their efforts by the sentinels of the academic world, the directors, trustees and
curators of the world's great galleries, universities and museums, not to mention the editors of
arts and culture journals and the professors of the most prestigious art colleges, the directors
of the world's leading broadcasting authorities and global heads of the most influential
Mainstream Media organs, all enabled in efficiency by packs of Human Rights lawyers in
order that such a document would be finished to the meticulous standards of the international
legal community in the full sensitivity of the history of criminology and in the light of the
mass systemic Human Rights violations exposed herein.
I thus naively imagined such an effort would be championed by ostensibly humanitarian
groups such as Amnesty, Index, and Human Rights Watch and maybe even the United
Nations, even imagining those UN Ambassadors leading the moral charge with the glitter of
celebrity, supported by their partners and innumerable aspiring offspring featuring in an array
of tear-jerking photo opportunities alongside downtrodden artists, surrounded by their
blacklisted artwork and telling the tragic stories of their enforced poverty and oppression to
the Mainstream Media, as doubtless they would, were the atrocity subjugating the
supposedly democratic West occurring in Africa, Syria, China, Russia, Saudi Arabia or
parts of the Middle East.
I even dared to hope that maybe a member of the so-called nobility may champion such an
urgent task, given their long historical patronage and time-honoured connoisseurship of the
traditionally skilled arts.
Such a daunting line-up would, I naively once expected from the aspirations of my archaic
world-view, address the atrocity using the full spectrum of their global influence by
harnessing every available technology in every conceivable way to stand-up for freedom of
expression and thus civilisation, by explaining exactly what is happening to arts and culture
in the West, both on a human scale and in context of the history of oppression and to bring
damning indictments to the highest courts and thus enable sentencing of the proponents and
persecutors to the severest punishments possible, stripping them of their assets, honours,
influence and freedom, as they have stripped the assets, honour, influence and freedom and
even the lives, from myself and my friends, and forcing full compensatory amends to be
made the victims.
Such an exposé, I was sure, would enjoy the full attention of public interest which the issue
deserved, holding the perpetrator traitors up for castigation before the global community on
the current affairs shows, enlivening the global television audience, the news reading public,
the academic and scholastic blogs, websites and journals, all in order that the appalling
situation may become the common currency of popular exchange; as well as scholastic,
academic, political, legal, scientific, ethical, aesthetic and philosophical discussion,
contemplated by analysts, authors, journalists, pundits, curators, board members, columnists
and documentary-makers globally and freely, enabled by the bloggers, vloggers tweeters and
to soar to the upper echelons of Social Media by those „freedom-loving good-guys‟ at Google,
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Amazon, so that the full extent of this barely conceivable
crime, and news of its far-reaching ramifications and the exact cast list responsible for its
implementation, may inform global understanding, including my own.
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However, that has not been the way of the universe; for knowledge of the method of the
annihilation of the arts, the cast list responsible, and the ramifications thereof, and, thus the
knowledge of the vast system of influence, cronyism and unspeakably vile method of control
continually at work and of course, the responsibility to pass the information on come what
may,has somehow fallen in my humble path as I was cheerfully going about my way in life
making art.
Little did I suspect that all of the aforementioned supposed bastions of civilisation actually
contribute to the mechanism enabling the oppressionand thus counterintuitively spearhead
civilisation's demise.
In fact the terrorist extremism so often institutionalised in the aforementioned entities lies in
such opposition to the 'charm offensives' of propaganda lies, and means that this hitherto
incomprehensible chasm is often the sole quality that protects them from accountability,
meaning that counter-intuition, bolstered with propaganda lies is the new 'castle wall',
protecting their privilege, for the awful truth has simply been too repulsive to consider
for the average person.
Hitler understood this well when he stated in „Mein Kampf‟, 1925, that:

Fig 1Photographer: Unknown, Portrait of Adolf Hitler. 1938. Source: Public Domain, Federal Archives (Bundesarchiv)
https://www.bild.bundesarchiv.de. Available from: Wikicommons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_183H1216-0500-002,_Adolf_Hitler.jpg(accessed December 12, 2018).
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“...the broad masses of a nation are...easily corrupted...in the primitive simplicity of their
minds they more readily fall victims to the big lie than the small lie, since they themselves
often tell lies in little matters but would be ashamed to resort to large-scale falsehoods.
It would never come into their heads to fabricate colossal untruths, and they would not
believe that others could have the impudence to distort the truth so infamously.”2.

Hopefully the facts presented in „The Celebrity Code‟, together with the learning of the
„Propaganda Watchdog‟, will attempt to enable the global community to close the gap in
cognitive dissonance, and begin to repair our civilisation.
Return to Contents

The Social Cleansing of Culture
“If you are thinking 1 year ahead, plant seeds
If you are thinking 10 years ahead, plant a tree
If you are thinking 100 years ahead, educate the people.”3.
Chinese Emperor Kuan Tsu, 5th Century BC

I hope that any honourable persons, including any moral beings of more privileged positions
than I, armed with better contacts and connections, graced with more resources and resilience
than I, may upon realisation of the extent of the atrocity described herein, especially should
that be from our own demise or misfortune, awaken from any spurious spell of
indoctrination, undeserved subservience or threat of terror cast upon them and dutifully
mobilise to help to actualise such broad societal recognition, and prosecute peaceful global
justice, and mass global awareness through unfettered research into the darkest reaches of this
mystery, for such an achievement is way beyond my personal capacity, for I do not hail from
any of the backgrounds one may expect of someone who may write such a book as you are
now reading.
In fact, I hail from a working class background and have led a disadvantaged life with no
opportunity whatsoever for a suitable education, thus I am completely self-taught in almost
all my learning and represent the last of a dying breed, an autonomous traditionally skilled
British grassroots artist from an autonomous British grassroots Hip Hop art movement
currently being eliminated through an ongoing and unyielding attack from a brutal campaign
of 'Social Cleansing'; a phenomenon occurring in working and underclass communities and
beyond across the planet.
In 2020 the rich and poor are alienated by obscene divisions of extreme wealth into what are
effectively different species, which while living alongside each other:
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Fig 2Leandro Ciuffo from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil Building in the center of Rio de Janeiro.29 January 2011, 16:30. Source: Creative
Commons, Flickr attribution: Leandro Ciuffo. Available from, Flickr https://www.flickr.com/photos/leandroneumann/5401613082/ or
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Contraste_(5401613082)_(2).jpg(both accessed December 12, 2018).

...meaning each abide by different standards which render the poor as voiceless, dehumanised
and thus expendable; condemned to live in hazardous conditions, with no recourse to justicea tragedy highlighted by the Grenfell Tower atrocity:
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Fig. 3Natalie Oxford https://twitter.com/Natalie_Oxford/status/875001457476608001Grenfell Tower fire, 4:43 a.m. June 14, 2017. Source:
Creative, Commons 4.0 attribution:
https://twitter.com/Natalie_Oxford/status/874835244989513729/photo/1&https://archive.is/Jz2kRAvailable from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Grenfell_Tower_fire_(wider_view).jpg(accessed December 12, 2018).

...a symbol which will eternally fix in the minds of the masses the UK's continued
institutionalised disregard for the poor as 'unpeople'; we:
“...whose lives are deemed worthless, expendable in the pursuit of power and commercial
gain. They are the modern equivalent of the „savages‟ of colonial days, who could be mown
down by British guns in virtual secrecy, or else in circumstances where the perpetrators were
hailed as the upholders of civilisation.[...]
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Fig. 4William Henry Jackson, Darjeeling - Joseph G. Pangborn carried by 4 porters. 1895, 1 slide: lantern, hand colored; 3.25 x 4 in.
Source: Forms part of: Jackson, William Henry (1843-1942)World's Transportation Commission photograph collection (Library of
Congress); Gift; William P. Meeker; 1971.Source:Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Darjeeling_-_Joseph_G._Pangborn_carried_by_4_porters_LCCN2004707783.jpg(accessed
December 12, 2018).

[...]The concept of Unpeople is central to...past and current British policies...Through its own
intervention and its support of key allies...Britain has been and continues to be a
systematic and serious abuser of Human Rights.”4.
[Added Emphasis]

This phenomenon is proven as the methodology of the Social Cleansing of culture and
managed decline of civilisation, in the interests of globalisation and is exposed herein, as a
false-flag programme of psychological warfare against the population, especially the poor,
championed by aristocratic imposters from banking and advertising co-opting and colonising
our culture, which is now a simulation represented by Hegelian/Socialist „controlled
opposition‟ assets and thereby neutralising our voices, in order that they may be replaced by
the 'Mockingbird' media‟s legion of imposters revealed herein.
Thus the poor remain voiceless, rudderless and the people are without art, and accordingly
atrocities may carry on being committed with impunity, as thousands across the UK and
beyond in the USA and Europe live under the 'austerity' of corporate socialism for the rich,
that which is the methodology of globalisation, thus millions live in subhuman conditions,
immediately injurious to life and limb and undocumented by the Mainstream Media.
“In our country the lie has become not just a moral category but a pillar of the State.”5.
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn as quoted in „The Observer‟, December 29, 1974

This campaign of suppression has been enabled thanks to indoctrination into power
hierarchies established in the British 'public school' (private education) system, the American
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and European „elite‟ Universities and the innumerable „secret societies‟ that emit therefrom,
and the 'old-boy network' of advantage in cronyism that it fosters globally.
Thus the spurious colonial mind-set of ingrained entitlement and unwarranted privilege spins
into a web of power as an ongoing manifestation of its bankrupt Imperialist legacy.

Fig. 5Photographer: Unknown, Pupils at Eton College, 1932, dressed as members of the rowing eights taking part in the "Procession of
Boats" on the River Thames during traditional Fourth. 1932. Source: Public Domain, Federal Archives (Bundesarchiv)
https://www.bild.bundesarchiv.de Available from: Wikicommons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_10213350,_England,_Rudermannschaft.jpg(accessed December 12, 2018).

In such Pythonesque manifestations exposed herein reveal an entity for the first time, as
existing alongside the royals, the Bullingdon Club and the Chipping Norton set, and others as
the vanguard of the aristocratic power-elite ushering in the return to the Dark Ages.
For while such elites have traditionally held disproportionate power in governments,
corporations, banking, armies, bureaucracies, religious ministries, one area in which the
working classes were able to excel alongside their privileged peers was in the autonomous
arts.
However, as the tyranny of the wealthy elite has grown into the pure group supremacism of
globalisation, and the injustice against the common man has grown into atrocity, such a
'dangerous' avenue for potential grievances to be publically aired, through the medium of
celebrity, and thus for the conditions for the poor under globalisation, to be discussed, as they
were, thanks to the works of the lower middle/working-class Charles Dickens and Jack
London, during the industrial revolution, has needed to be removed, for the successful
implementation of globalisation to be achieved.
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However this has been done very carefully, using extraordinarily deceitful propaganda and
the heinous „no-touch torture‟known as„zersetzung‟.
This book tells the story of how this has been achieved and the „Propaganda Watchdog‟ and
„RateMyHumanRights‟ (our websites under development) offer tools for its' continued
monitoring, handing power back to the people.
So while the „Social Cleansing‟ of the inner cities has been more noticeable as the „Global
Division of Labour‟, as the wealthy move in on the traditional homes and gentrify the
neighbourhoods of the working classes, and the Social Cleansing of national culture as
„weaponised migration‟ floods the poorer areas, eliminating patriotism as „far right‟, driving
down Human Rights and decimating the infrastructure, the Social Cleansing in culture
enabling the current global lockdowns, and the „new normal‟ leading to the „Great Reset‟ as
the wealthy and their lackeys move in to monopolise control over the world of celebrity, has,
until this book been largely unreported.
Indeed it is the subject of a total news blackout by the supposedly „liberal‟ and „progressive‟
Mainstream Media, who instead use those very „controlled opposition‟ lackeys to spout on
about „diversity‟ and „minority groups‟ and spread a simulation of reality propagated through
Fake News stories including about imaginary working class culture heroes and imaginary
working class culture movements, while censoring and threatening, smearing and
destroying, cancelling and deplatforming, shadowbanning and even killing any actual
proponents for the working-class such as me and Jenny and many others
Supposedly representing the diversity of liberal democracy, these controlled opposition
lackeys of banking protect our attackers using fake culture of propaganda and Fake Newsmeaning myself and my friends, the actual voices of working-class culture form a banished
multitude, despite artistic virtuosity which would once have placed our achievements as a
criterion of human resplendence, and raised the profile and thus the living standards of the
poor in accordance.
The underclass condition which has excluded myself and my peers from participation in
society, has revealed that corporate globalist agenda for „full spectrum dominance‟ over
culture now omits millions like me from any chance of any social mobility whatsoever, and
thus the poor have no chance of a voice, no matter what any of our individual attributes may
potentially bring to the common wealth.
Our identities and ideas are merely plagiarised by the well-connected elite, and so condemn
us to the status of slaves under liberal fascism- Helots in the new Sparta.
This banking aristocracy of the aforementioned elite, and those that toady to them, in their
subservient mediocrity, ingrained by their education, and intellectual vacuity necessary to
play the part of such an imposter, means mere impostor tokens are raised to positions of
hitherto unchallenged power across the entire spectrum of human achievement based purely
on nepotism and indoctrination to the needs of the power elite of the globalist establishment,
in complete lack of skill and charisma, in order to satisfy the desires for control of a powerful
minority within the super-rich 1% in order to enable political expediency for their continued
corruption. It is now affecting all, killing countless, destroying lives, through lockdowns
apparently designed to protect us!!!
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This hellish allegiance is displayed brazenly and surreptitiously in symbolism of the
„master/slave‟ archetype,a hitherto hidden and utterly shameful remnant from our disgraceful
colonial past kept secretly alive, hidden in plain sight, in joyful glee to the establishment elite,
and one that has, thus far, been their unapologetic and exclusive recipe for unremitting global
success of the Culture Industry, media and the arts.
This situation, my poverty, incorrectly indicated to the establishment's para-parliamentary
black ops bullies and privately educated 'old boys' that I could be an „easy target‟ for their
extraordinarily vile and vicious invasion of zersetzung‟s no-touch torture, those Nazi/STASI
campaigns of attack, sabotage, spying, smear and innuendo, „the destruction of the human
soul‟ backed with the mysterious deaths of leading artists in our underclass hierarchy and
thus intended to destroy every aspect of a victim's life.
A course enhanced by an audacious visual grammar of crypto-fascism which, in their illadvised circle-jerk of backslapping braggadocio, would appear to have seen them dig a
metaphorical 'mass grave' for their collective credibility as they graced me, and thus
unwittingly the world, in their ill-advised hubris, with intimate insider knowledge of their
exact extremist neo-Nazi political affiliation and empirical methodology for rapacious
colonial plunder, genocidal group supremacism, and depraved excesses of entitlement.
In replacement for the 'alpha' status and genius traditionally associated with celebrity, a
legion joyfully flaunt this master/slave archetype, expressed as an obligatory in-group
shibboleth, a secret marker of belonging, a hidden 'house badge' of entitlement covertly
identifying ingrained institutional psychopathy through a triumphalist group supremacism of
vile braggadocio celebrating Social Darwinism, defamation, perversion, and persecution, in
myriad manifestations, played out in the plain sight of billions across the liberal Mainstream
Mediascape, Social Media and Big-Tech, a phenomenon which has been evolving as the
method of covert communication and spreading globally, unchecked, for well over a quarter
of a century.
It is particularly against genuine alpha status and ingenuity in glorious autonomy, which,
while once the founder of civilisation, is now, in this dark „postmodern‟ time of 'political
correctness' and „diversity‟- the ultimate taboo.
It has been forsaken in favour of mediocrity from the press darlings of the liberal media
outwardly championing diversity but surreptitiously from behind their masks, involved in the
crypto-public celebration of racism, plagiarism, perversion, genocide, torture, terrorism,
narcissism, psychopathy and smears and threats of „framing‟ for non-existent crimes, a secret
lexicon of hate only now opened for mass public examination.
As a result, it would take enormous learning, Herculean labour, and several lifetimes to
collate and catalogue every despicable swerve of political chicanery, every minute particular
of the rise to power of this fifth column, every individual aspect of the vile methodology at
work, every duplicitous circumstance, every obnoxious reference, every damaging
insinuation, and catalogue any hidden relevance of each otherwise intrinsically worthless
object or offering produced by each spuriously spawned pseudo celebrity, and consecrated by
each traitorous institution and media organ shamelessly prostituting the integrity, legacy and
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traditions of the once sacred humanities entrusted them as temporary guardians in their
ruthless exploiting of the innate human fallibility of credulity.
Indeed it would be impossible, considering the size of the phenomenon, with any hope of
including even an indicative quantity of significant material, to compress the great body of
information into a book for general reading.
This has meant „The Celebrity Code‟, has instead evolved as a reference work highlighting
key aspects of the phenomenon whose job is in correcting fundamental erroneous
assumptions, guiding the way for further research and thus enabling broader societal
comprehension of the amoral globalist establishment elite and its faux-liberal/progressive
agenda of globalisation which it lays bare as a neo-Nazi wasteland.
Insulation from scrutiny due to a media blackout has meant that to log every aspect of
duplicitous imagery, every example of audacious doublespeak, every dumbing-down, every
historical cultural and political precedent, antecedent and after effect of this ambitious social
engineering experiment, has until recently been impossible due to its enormity.
For a map to guide us?
Well here in „The Celebrity Code‟, we have a place to start, for it exposes the rancid fruit of
its miserable advance guard, the biggest financial confidence trick, stock swindle and mass
censorship programme in human history, the contemporary art racket and Culture Industry,
which has provided a prototype for the censored, dumbed-down and micromanaged
Mainstream Media world of celebrity and pandemic lockdown we are now beset with.
Thus contemporary art, (or what passes for it), has proven a good place to start under the all
pervasive influence of the sadistic ad jingle tycoon and cantankerous wife-strangler, Charles
Saatchi, and his lamentably mediocre beta cronies, who comprise the contemporary art world,
and who Banksy openly boasts of:
“sell[ing] shit to cunts”6.

…after the words of his mentor Damien Hirst.
This situation provides a wealth of information on the „modus operandi‟ of the new celebrity,
the exposure of which has become my reluctant task, for I never particularly wanted to
write a book, let alone this one.
I‟d much rather be painting!
All I ever really wanted to do, since I was a little boy, was just to be able to reach a surface
with my grubby hands to make marks.
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Fig. 6 Black and white photograph of child finger-painting. Source: Creative Commons, Flickr attribution: aaron gilson.Available from:
Flickr, https://www.flickr.com/photos/aarongilson/5419299915/in/photostream/ (accessed December 12, 2018).

It is something I have done with utter infatuation for almost as long as I have been alive and a
skill with which I have through hard work long ago achieved virtuosity to the breath taken
amazement and elation of my peers and friends, but is a vocation I have been forced to call
almost a complete halt to, for nearly ten years, in order to write the words you are reading.
This means my „Magnum Opus‟, that „Great Work‟ of my calling, my vocation, has turned
out not to be pictorial as I had hoped, with exhibitions, auctions, publications and reviews
under my belt and mine and my friends work from the grassroots Hip Hop community
contextualised in the canon of the history of art with our own artwork in museums and key
public collections as an endowment for the community illumination.
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Fig. 7 Collage of a selection of Author's own artwork created between circa 1994 to 2009. Source: Author‟s personal work. Available from:
„The Celebrity Code – The Black Book of Contemporary Art‟.

Nor has it featured in private collections as a just recompense for our lifetime‟s toil, sacrifice
and innate ingenuity carving a new horizon at the cutting edge of culture, such as we have
seen through the ages, in order that the wealthy may connect with the life of their times and
to behold beauty as embodied in ingenuity and to get in touch with the life of the poor,
enabling a redistribution of wealth and ideas.
However in this time, to quote Joseph Campbell in „The Hero with a Thousand Faces‟, we
have been under the control of:
“...the hoarder of the general benefit...the monster avid for the greedy rights of “my and
mine.””7.

...the banker, meaning that under the spurious rule of an unelected „invisible government‟ I
have had no opportunity to participate in continuing this tradition in order that humanity‟s
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aesthetic transition through generations of successive aesthetic mutation can be observed in
consecutive historical context; yet the lifelong passion for literature and truth and a
ferocious will to fight injustice which has enabled me to write such a volume has been
enabled by this vocation of painting.
Indeed, thanks to myself, (and the genuine art movement of Hip Hop from which I come),
having been stopped from even being considered for access to art history, the new globalist
dictators may, in forcibly subduing the planetary aesthetic, have succeeded in merely
activating otherwise latent faculties within myself and my peers,and thus unwittingly
gifted society with something of infinitely greater value:
“You do not become a dissident just because you decide one day to take up this most unusual
career. You are thrown into it by your personal sense of responsibility, combined with a
complex set of external circumstances. You are cast out of the existing structures and placed
into a position of conflict with them. It begins as an attempt to do your work well and ends
with having been branded an enemy of society.”8.

I never even wanted any personal recognition aside from that which may have naturally
arisen from the appreciation of my art, from those who might like it if they ever got a
chance to see it, should they so desire an understanding of its source. I never wanted to
make it about me, it‟s not, it‟s about art. OUR ART, freedom, OUR FREEDOM!!!
I‟m fine in who I am, without selling my soul in order to colonise media columns with
narcissistic ballyhoo and „Fake News‟, merely to feel worthy, or to flaunt sinister symbolism
under the noses of millions in an attempt to feel superior, for I‟m perfectly happy with who I
am in my own skin without the need for ostentatious celebrity, adulation or concocting
fabrications to attract fans or followers to reinforce any self-worth.
I have never felt even the slightest desire for the spurious social eminence brought by grand
contrived public displays in the mass media to be seen by millions.
I have never felt even the slightest desire for the spurious social eminence brought by
imaginary affirmation of any imagined worth.
I merely wanted to set up my easel in a well-lit studio, paint in an ecstatic frenzy of
inspiration and quietly show my paintings through a gallery, and so thus be financially and
socially enabled to quietly continue with my work, of making new paintings, of „grand
narratives‟ refracted through the prism of contemporary perception, then transferred from my
mind to yours, using just some pigments, and the ancient techniques of the Old Masters, (and
some new ones), in brand new, never-before-seen ways, to give birth to new art, to pioneer
innovation, to show people new ways of expression, exactly as has been the method for
centuries, which I would like to have been given the opportunity to do, with my one and
only life; however the more I tried to show my work, the more the oppression intensified.
Behind every act of oppression, the perpetrators‟ affiliations and allegiances could, with a
little detective work and some insider knowledge of the art market, ALMOST ALWAYS be
traced back to the pathological influence of one man, the Tory Party propagandist dating back
to the 1970s, the notoriously violent, controlfreak and bully, Machiavellian ad jingle tycoon
and wife-strangler, widely recognised as the world‟s most powerful contemporary art dealer,
Rothschild business-crony,Charles Saatchi, in running the contemporary art racket.
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Any times it wasn‟t traceable to Saatchi‟s influence, it was from others under the influence of
the same banking cabal.
So as aforementioned Saatchi‟s will is most noticeably exerted publically through his
legion of subservient creations, Damien Hirst and the „YBAs‟ with their deskilled, mass
manufactured so-called conceptual art or Banksy and „Street Art‟operating in the
capacity as a „controlled opposition‟, with their deskilled sentimental stereotypes.
Together as a monopoly con art operating surreptitiously as globalist banking
controlled Black Propaganda for the establishment elite, all together laughing at the
public for falling for their ability to...
“sell shit to cunts”9.

…and thus operating the biggest rip-off in the history of art, apparently for the purposes of
illegal money laundering and social control in a scheme of totalitarian global gangsterism as
is clearly demonstrated in this book.
I certainly never wanted to get involved in political matters, but the licensed thugs of a new
fascist regime, under the patronage and all pervasive influence of the sadistic, ad jingle
tycoon, wife-strangler, Charles Saatchi,manifesting as the vanguard of the liberal left, came
calling uninvited to my door, and trespassed on what would appear to be as many as 28 of my
30 Human Rights guaranteed to me by the International Law of the Rome Statute, for
Saatchi...
“...plays mind games with people, all the time. It's innate in his character. He's always totally
in control of things...often just playing with you for the intellectual hell of it.”10.
Return to Contents

The Human Rights Abuses Committed Against Myself
So now I must catalogue the Human Rights Abuses committed against myself, at the hands of
the contemporary art market, under the rule of Charles Saatchi, in a situation which to quote
the late Brian Sewell:
“Every week letters reach me from would-be painters who are damned by the teachers in their
schools for wanting to pursue the tradition of putting paint on canvas - I have one at hand that
speaks of his tutor‟s apathy and loathing for his work, of vehement attacks on it and him, of
constant derision. „She repeatedly asks why do I bother, why am I here in this place what is
all this shit you call art?‟
[…]
There seems to be a philosophy here in these places of art that skill, attention to detail and
natural talent are to be crushed. They fear it.
[…]
This letter must stand for many; it is from a student at one of the major London schools of
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university status and I must protect the writer by not naming it, but students at others in
London say much the same and seek my help, complaining of the Slade, for example, that it is
dismissive and oppressive, and at the Royal College students for years have told me that they
must unlearn.
I did a little [art] teaching…I have seen natural talent crushed and aptitude frustrated…and
witnessed…downright hostility to students who hope for a measure of technical competence.
The situation is even worse in Teacher Training Colleges, where paint on canvas is old hat
and drawing based on scrutiny is utterly condemned as irrelevant…”11.
Brian Sewell, „Tatler‟ and „Evening Standard‟, Art Critic, George Orwell Prize Winner,
„Naked Emperors‟, April 2003

Despite such a situation, it may seem shocking that an artist from the UK which postures on
the world stage as a champion of Human Rights, is forced to plead for help to the people of
those impoverished, less advantaged, and supposedly less „civilised‟ and less „democratic‟
members for help in achieving the most basic Human Rights for myself and my countrymen.
Well my fellows, I share with you that shock.
These are Human Rights after all, those which my own countrymen helped draft at the end of
the war against Nazi Germany, those who tried to impose similar restrictions on artists to
those faced by myself and my peers, as at the end of World War Two many of the top Nazis
swapped their record of prosecutable war crimes for fealty to the American intelligence
agencies in the new atmostphere of the Cold War which saw them debriefed of the results of
their horrendous experiments under the auspices of Operation Paperclip, which saw Nazi
culture engrained into American life and life globally and which we expose in this book as a
Fourth Reich still using mind control practices pioneered by Mengele in Auschwitz and
which form the core of the new secret symbolism in all its objectionable atrocity .
The inalienable Human Rights which I appear to have been denied since 2008 when I first
showed my paintings in the East End of London, the centre of the UK art scene, have been
struck through at their article number.
This is to give a detailed and graphic picture of just how Human Rights are virtually
non-existent for autonomous traditionally skilled artists of virtuosity in the UK.
Just because an article is not struck through it does not mean a violation has not been carried
out, it just means that I have not got evidence that it has been carried-out against me
personally.
There are likely many more violations than I am aware of.
The circumstances of each of the violations against me and others including the people of the
UK and beyond will become apparent as the truth unfolds.
I have detailed some of the Human Rights Violations apparently implemented in accordance
with the discriminatory policies of the education system, „The Tate‟ and „The Arts Council‟
against British traditionally skilled artists, in light of the violent exclusion of myself and my
friends, and accordingly the global public to whom they have a responsibility to, thanks to
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both the taxpayer and lottery funding they exist upon; the reality on the ground for British
artists is utterly atrocious:
“PREAMBLE
Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all
members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world,
Whereas disregard and contempt for Human Rights have resulted in barbarous acts which
have outraged the conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world in which human beings
shall enjoy freedom of speech and belief and freedom from fear and want has been
proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the common people,
Whereas it is essential, if man is not to be compelled to have recourse, as a last resort, to
rebellion against tyranny and oppression, that Human Rights should be protected by the
rule of law,…”
[Added Emphasis]
Whereas it is essential to promote the development of friendly relations between nations,
Whereas the peoples of the United Nations have in the Charter reaffirmed their faith in
fundamental Human Rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person and in the equal
rights of men and women and have determined to promote social progress and better
standards of life in larger freedom,
Whereas Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in co-operation with the United
Nations, the promotion of universal respect for and observance of Human Rights and
fundamental freedoms,
Whereas a common understanding of these rights and freedoms is of the greatest importance
for the full realization of this pledge,
Now, Therefore THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY proclaims THIS UNIVERSAL
DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS as a common standard of achievement for all
peoples and all nations, to the end that every individual and every organ of society, keeping
this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and education to promote respect
for these rights and freedoms and by progressive measures, national and international, to
secure their universal and effective recognition and observance, both among the peoples of
Member States themselves and among the peoples of territories under their jurisdiction.
Article 1. All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed
with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.
1. I and key figures among my fellow artists from the Hip Hop community have been
stripped of all dignity and rights by an institutionalised system of barbaric censorship, and
Cultural Genocide as per the UN definition.
Article 2.Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration,
without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other
opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. Furthermore, no distinction
shall be made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional or international status of the country
or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing or
under any other limitation of sovereignty.
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2. We are victims of prejudice due to our talent as autonomous traditionally skilled
underclass artists
Article 3.

Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.

3. We have been stripped of all liberty to exist as artists, show our work, or have our work
appear in the media,
Article 4. No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be
prohibited in all their forms.
4. Our works, cultural identities ideas and arguments are taken and reused without
attribution, credit, recompense or choice
Article 5.No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment.
5. We are targeted by the secret police stalking of zersetzung and death threats and threats of
framing, some even die in mysterious circumstances.
Article 6.Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.
6. Police records of reports of zersetzung have been deleted from the police computer
Article 7.All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal
protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in
violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to such discrimination.
Article 8.Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals
for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law.
Article 9.

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.

7 8 9 I have been forced away into exile from my adopted home town London, where all my
friends are and where I and painted as a graffiti writer for most of my adult life, by the
intensity of zersetzung harassment. We have not been out of our dwelling together for
over, two years due to the burglaries. I have no recourse to justice despite applications to
Human Rights lawyers, despite consulting numerous lawyers it appears that a memo has
been passed around and they will not take my case!
Article 10.Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent
and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations and of any criminal
charge against him.
Article 11.(1) Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed innocent
until proved guilty according to law in a public trial at which he has had all the guarantees
necessary for his defence.
(2) No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any act or omission which
did not constitute a penal offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was
committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the
time the penal offence was committed.
Article 12.

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family,
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home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the
right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.
10 11 12 False rumours have been spread about me accusing me of being guilty of non
existent crimes of the most heinous nature, I have been burgled, stalked, surveilled, interfered
with and attacked at five addresses including my correspondence on my phone, PC, email,
my post, my rubbish, and also I have been stalked at events, mobbed in the street including by
stalkers who have moved into adjacent properties at three addresses including my current one,
and who conduct overt surveillance, attacks and threats. Records of these crimes have been
deleted from the UK‟s Police National Computer indicating illegal complicity with the
intelligence agencies in our stalking.
Article 13. (1) Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the
borders of each state.
(2) Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his
country.
13-I cannot leave my flat unattended due to the continual burglaries and interference
Article 14.(1) Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from
persecution.
(2) This right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions genuinely arising from nonpolitical crimes or from acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.
Article 15. (1) Everyone has the right to a nationality.
(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor denied the right to change his
nationality.
Article 16. (1) Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality or
religion, have the right to marry and to found a family. They are entitled to equal rights as to
marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution.
(2) Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full consent of the intending spouses.
(3) The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to
protection by society and the State.
16 As I have been blacklisted from exhibiting and cannot sell my paintings, have been
burgled, harassed and stalked so much I cannot work at any other job, and my partner has
been blacklisted from her work in the city due to her association with me. We cannot
afford to get married.We have both been made ill by the stalking.
Article 17.(1) Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with
others.
(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.
17 I have had prints stolen from a safe depository without permission by Ted Baden and the
art dealer Charles „Pure Evil‟ Edwards, a key figure involved in stalking me.
Article 18.Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right
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includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community
with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice,
worship and observance.
18 I cannot practise my cultural beliefs in exchange with my peers as I am deprived the right
of assembly and privacy by zersetzung stalking and sabotage.
Article 19. Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes
freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and
ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.
Article 20. (1) Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.
(2) No one may be compelled to belong to an association.
19 20 I have little ability to express myself, as all my websites have been hacked and taken
down, my social media is continually interfered with and shadowbanned by Twitter,
YouTube and Facebook and my presence has been almost completely erased from the web
by Google. All my exhibitions and events are sabotaged. When we tried to hold an
autonomous exhibition of our art we were warned by a phone call that we would „all end
up like Robbo‟ our friend who was in a coma after being found the street. When I tried to
open a gallery I was prevented from doing so with stalking, threats, violence and hacking
Article 21.(1) Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country, directly or
through freely chosen representatives.
(2) Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his country.
(3) The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government; this shall be
expressed in periodic and genuine elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage
and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.
20 We are denied access to the public service of the arts, access to museums, and also art
teaching, art history education has been removed from the UK educational curriculum.
Article 22.Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and is entitled to
realization, through national effort and international co-operation and in accordance with the
organization and resources of each State, of the economic, social and cultural rights
indispensable for his dignity and the free development of his personality.
Article 23.(1) Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and
favourable conditions of work and to protection against unemployment...
Article 24. Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of
working hours and periodic holidays with pay.
21 Due to the constant stalking and harassment of zersetzung we cannot leave the flat together
to go anywhere as we are always burgled, the property tampered with and documents
stolen, such as the manuscript of my book, so we cannot enjoy rest and leisure, even in the
state of being blacklisted from working. This obviously places financial constraints on us
and has had significant impact on our health.
Article 25. (1) Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and
well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care
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and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment,
sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond
his control.
(2) Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assistance. All children,
whether born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social protection.
25 The „standard of living‟ is denied to us for the above reasons and more, including threats
that my sevcerely disabled girlfriend will be killed in hospital
Article26. (1) Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the
elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and
professional education shall be made generally available and higher education shall be equally
accessible to all on the basis of merit.
(2) Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the
strengthening of respect for Human Rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote
understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall
further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.
Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their children.
Article 27. (1) Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the
community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits.
Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any
scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.
Article 28. Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and
freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized.
27. 28. Free expression and communication of by identity and cultures has been made
impossible through the de facto banning of our art “a social and international order in which
the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized” has been made
impossible as the entire action of Cultural Genocide. The Propaganda Watchdog has been
sabotaged shadowbanned and delisted by everyone from Twitter to the BBC to Google and
YouTube.
Article 29.(1) Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full
development of his personality is possible.
(2) In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such
limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and
respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality,
public order and the general welfare in a democratic society.
(3) These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the purposes and
principles of the United Nations.
Article30. Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State, group
or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at the destruction of
any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein.”12.

29 We have no access to the community or development of personality or any hope of
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securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms as we has been blocked from
all avenues of expression by a de facto Ministry of Culture backed up with a terrorist secret
police and death squads.
It appears that as an autonomous and traditionally skilled British artist, under the
corporate rule of globalisation and under the rule of the EU, that up to 28 of my Human
Rights out of the 30 guaranteed to me by international law are being denied, so I remind
all readers of the „Preamble‟ that:
“...if man is not to be compelled to have recourse, as a last resort, to rebellion against tyranny
and oppression, that Human Rights should be protected by the rule of law,...”13.

The following passage from „The Origins of Totalitarianism‟ by Hannah Arendt, will furnish
the reader with some idea of the effects of this situation facing artists and other ordinary
citizens of the UK and beyond globally:
“...The fundamental deprivation of Human Rights is manifested first and above all in the
deprivation of a place in the world which makes opinions significant and actions
effective...people deprived of Human Rights...are deprived...of the right to action; not of the
right to think whatever they please, but of the right to opinion...
If a Negro in a white community is considered a Negro and nothing else, he loses along with
his right to equality that freedom of action which is specifically human; all his deeds are now
explained as "necessary" consequences of some "Negro" qualities; he has become some
specimen of an animal species, called man.
Much the same thing happens to those who have lost all distinctive political qualities and
have become human beings and nothing else...
They lack that tremendous equalizing of differences which comes from being citizens of some
commonwealth and yet, since they are no longer allowed to partake in the human artifice,
they begin to belong to the human race in much the same way as animals belong to a specific
animal species.
The paradox involved in the loss of Human Rights is that such loss coincides with the instant
when a person becomes a human being in general - without a profession, without a
citizenship, without an opinion, without a deed by which to identify and specify himself - and
different in general, representing nothing but his own absolutely unique individuality which,
deprived of expression within and action upon a common world, loses all significance...”14.

The position which Hannah Arendt describes, and on behalf of my fellows, is that from
which I write this book in order that we are not:
“...compelled to have recourse, as a last resort, to rebellion against tyranny and
oppression...”15.
Felipe Gómez Isa and Koen de Feyter, „International Human Rights Law in a Global Context‟

...as the charter expressly states we must in order that:
“...Human Rights should be protected by the rule of law...”16.

As were expressly set down at the United Nations upon the „defeat‟ of Nazi Germany, which
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was, as we shall see, no defeat at all.

Fig. 8Author Unknown, Eleanor Roosevelt and United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights in Spanish text. November 1949.
Source: This media is available in the holdings of the National Archives and Records Administration, cataloged under the National Archives
Identifier (NAID) 195981 https://catalog.archives.gov/id/195981Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Eleanor_Roosevelt_and_United_Nations_Universal_Declaration_of_Human_Rights_in_Spanish_
09-2456M_original.jpg (accessed December 12, 2018).

My answer to them and all who support them, and all who benefit from their existence is this
book, and the accompanying Social Media projects „Propaganda Watchdog‟ and
„RateMyHumanRights‟.
These enable through democratic awakening a new political reality propagated by the
Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech in which the very idea of the soul as the
creative, sacred life force of individualism, the very idea of autonomy as a force that
imbues things with meaning and which is outraged by the annihilation of life, is being
banished, and replaced exclusively with manifestations of corporate world, of a socialist
collectivism- THE GREAT RESET.
So with autonomous culture, (and with it all life on earth), facing incremental extinction by a
secret cartel of fascists, waging psychological warfare against 'We the People' from behind
the smokescreen of 'liberalism', apparently championing minority groups from behind a
façade of 'identity politics' across the entire Mainstream Mediascape, Social Media and Big
Tech and using all the lowest tricks of propaganda to brainwash the masses into acceptance
of globalisation through Fake News with China backed „Fact Checkers‟.
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I was forced to stand up and be counted reluctantly putting down my beloved pencils,
paintbrushes, and spray cans and turn to the world of literature and web innovation, come
what may, in order that the world may benefit from an understanding of exactly what is going
on, for an expedient but exhaustive vehicle for the transmission of this information needed to
be conjured from the confusion of widespread despair at the often abysmal state of culture,
the saturation of misinformation, the red herrings stinking out the Mainstream Media with a
stifling treachery of black propaganda, and the consequent public confusion and error in
blindness to the atrocious reality.
It turned out that fate has decreed that it be I who carry the burden of enlightening the public
as to this disaster.
Return to Contents

The Art YOU are Not Allowed to See
“Pull a thread here and you'll find it's attached to the rest of the world.”17.
Nadeem Aslam, „The Wasted Vigil‟

Despite my lifetime of hard work to cultivate my inborn skill to virtuosity and feed my mind
with knowledge, I am effectively banned from exhibiting my art and accordingly YOU are
banned from looking at it, for I have spent almost my entire life teaching myself the drawing
and painting techniques used by the great masters for centuries.
Exactly as the Old Masters did, I have pioneered new ways of seeing, all the while, as they
did, putting old methods to brand new purpose using classical techniques in new ways for the
furtherance of understanding.
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Fig. 9Author's own work, Noskoolism. 2012, painting, mixed media on canvas. Source: Author's personal collection. Available from:
Author's own website, www.jonhammer.com

As they did - continuing the investigation of the eternal mystery of the ever-evolving human
condition, as they did - with the manual manipulation of pigment, thus expressing life in the
contemporary world, for no reason other than love of:
“...[a]n obscure grasping of [my] own self and of things in a knowledge through a
union...which is born in the spiritual unconscious, and which fructifies only in the work...to
attain, through the Void, an intuitive experience of the existence of the self...in its pure and
full actuality...the specific aim of natural mysticism.”18.
Jacques Maritain, „Creative Intuition in Art and Poetry‟

Yes, I have devoted my life to learning all the things the Contemporary Art Gallery
Establishment appears to not want contemporary artists to do any more...be contemporary
artists.
“Through 1984 Orwell introduced the concept of „newspeak‟ into popular culture, a debased
language structure, that would suppress the ability of the masses to upset the power of the
state by regulating their thoughts... Orwell‟s notion of „doublespeak‟ demonstrated the
cognitive dissonance inherent in tyrannical structures, as the meanings of the word change,
the meanings in society is lost.”19.

As a result I am fighting against:
“...a frank declaration of the war on the intellect...”20.

Indeed there are self-appointed dictators of YOUR culture, and their subservient minions who
will be seething with fury because you are learning this fact.
Due to my continued efforts to get my work, and that of my blacklisted friends seen, and my
continued speaking out, the campaign against me continues to this day, and has enlisted some
surprising so-called celebrity recruits to help engage in my persecution.
In fact the Mainstream Media, Social Media, BigTech and Culture Industry would appear to
have done everything possible in their power to stop you from ever finding out about me, or
any of my peers, or the true nature of our attackers and who as a result are willing to do or
say anything in order to sabotage me, for not only am I apparently under a lifetime ban from
showing my canvases, but despite being one of the earliest pioneering graffiti artists in the
UK, with a history of street work effectively dating back to 1982, but I am effectively banned
from painting anywhere where anyone might possibly see it, even with the permission of
the walls owners, and yes, of course YOU, in turn are banned from looking at it.
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Fig. 10 Author's photograph of own work, Untitled graffiti piece created at the 30 year anniversary of Hip Hop at the Royal Festival Hall,
Southbank Centre, London. 2012, painting, mixed media on canvas. Source: Author's personal collection. Available from: Author's own
website, www.jonhammer.com

I am also banned from getting any form of publicity for myself or my paintings, and from
being interviewed in the media, any interviews or work I have done for entities such as
Channel 4, LSD Magazine, Canned Goods, Fatcap and Juxtapoz to name but a few, have
either mysteriously disappeared been censored, or they have just simply cut off all contact
with no good reason.
Art market bloggers on Social Media who have spontaneously praised my work on have later
gone online and deleted their own comments:
“You don‟t have to burn books to destroy a culture, just get people to stop reading them.”21.
Ray Bradbury

Not only that but I and my friends are banned from painting at events and you are
accordingly banned from seeing my work at them!
This has been affected using old fashioned Stalinist censorship, as well as all the means of the
new technology of the web.
Numerous independent websites who have shown my work or otherwise supported me have
disappeared from the web or ceased to function.
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Numerous galleries who have expressed interest in my work have gone on to cut off all
contact.
Countless organisations I and my friends have painted for, who loved mine and my friends‟
work, after asking me to return in utter ecstasy at the results have somehow suddenly
subsequently completely blanked me!
Not only that but I and my friends are banned from organising exhibitions...and YOU are
accordingly banned from visiting them...we are also forbidden from speaking out about this
oppression, and therefore YOU are accordingly forbidden to find out about it.
There is an almost total news blackout on reporting the heinous situation in the art market,
indicating that the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech, while still represented by
some talented and honest individuals is, in its current form, beholden to the corporate PR
industry, in its propagation of a false reality to the public, in the form of a mass hallucination,
no longer fit for purpose.
“The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious.”22.
Albert Einstein, „Living Philosophies‟

Whether you like my work...
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Fig. 11Author's own work, Rewind the Crystal Shells. 1996, painting, oil on canvas, 300mm × 605mm. Source: Author's personal collection.
Available from: Author's own website, www.jonhammer.com

...or not:
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Fig. 12 Author's own work, Frequency Transmitter. 1997, painting, oil on canvas, 510mm × 760mm. Source: Author's personal collection.
Available from: Author's own website, www.jonhammer.com

...and I fully accept that a great many people won't...but wouldn't you at least like to have a
choice...
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Fig. 13 Author's own work, Phosphene Generation. 2004, painting, oil on canvas, 760mm × 540mm. Source: Author's personal collection.
Available from: Author's own website, www.jonhammer.com

...of whether to see it...

Fig. 14 Author's photograph of own work, Untitled graffiti piece on a wall on Bacon Street at Brick Lane, London. 2009. Source: Author's
personal collection. Available from: Author's own website, www.jonhammer.com

...or not?
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...so you can make up your own mind for yourself...

Fig. 1511 Author's own work, The Secret Life of Paint. 2008, set of four painting pieces at 200mm × 200mm each, mixed media on canvas.
Source: Author's personal collection. Available from: Author's own website, www.jonhammer.com

…whether you like it?

Fig. 16 Author's own work, The Hangman‟s Beautiful Daughter. 2008, painting, oil on canvas - 900mm × 900mm. Source: Author's
personal collection. Available from: Author's own website, www.jonhammer.com

...or not?
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Fig. 17 Author's own work, The Harmony of Crystals. 2008, set of four painting pieces at 200mm × 200mm each, mixed media on canvas.
Source: Author's personal collection. Available from: Author's own website, www.jonhammer.com

Fig. 18 Author's own work, Major Problems. 2008, painting, mixed media on canvas. Source: Author's personal collection. Available from:
Author's own website, www.jonhammer.com

...or even to see if it just merely interests you, or not?
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Fig. 19 Author's own work, Baby Let Me Follow You Down. 2006, painting, oil on canvas, 500mm × 500mm. Source: Author's personal
collection. Available from: Author's own website, www.jonhammer.com

Fig. 20 Author's own work, The Future of Computers. 2008, set of four painting pieces at 200mm × 200mm each, mixed media on canvas.
Source: Author's personal collection. Available from: Author's own website, www.jonhammer.com

...rather than having censors:
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Fig. 21 Author's own work, In The City A Spectre. 2008, painting, mixed media and gold leaf on panels. Source: Author's personal
collection. Available from: Author's own website, www.jonhammer.com

...dictating to you what kind of thing:

Fig. 22 Tracey Emin, My Bed. 1998. Source: Creative Commons attribution DatBot, Fair Use. Available from: Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Emin-My-Bed.jpg (accessed November 26, 2018).
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...you can:

Fig. 23Damien Hirst, LSD. 2000. Source: Fair Use. Available from: Wikiart, https://www.wikiart.org/en/damien-hirst/lsd/ (accessed
December 12, 2018).

...and cannot:
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Fig. 24 Author‟s own work, The Unnameable. 1996, painting, oil on canvas, 505mm × 760mm. Source: Author's personal collection.
Available from: Author's own website, www.jonhammer.com

...see?
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Fig. 25 Author‟s own work, Living Under The Lines. 1996, painting, oil on canvas, 605mm × 450mm. Source: Author's personal collection.
Available from: Author's own website, www.jonhammer.com

...so that YOU could make your own mind up...
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Fig. 26 Author's photograph of own work, Elate Tumbling Stone Blockbuster graffiti piece created during the MuTate Britain event at
Ladbroke Grove, London. 2009. Source: Author's personal collection. Available from: Author's own website, www.jonhammer.com

...for yourself:
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Fig. 27Author‟s own work, Let Their Be More Light. Circa 2006, painting, oil on canvas, 900mm × 900mm. Source: Author's personal
collection. Available from: Author's own website, www.jonhammer.com

...on how to live your life?

Fig. 2812 Author's photograph of own work, Elate graffiti piece created at the MuTate Britain event, Ladbroke Grove, London. 2009.
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Source: Author's personal collection. Available from: Author's own website, www.jonhammer.com

Isn‟t that what our Grandfathers and Great Grandfathers and Great Great Grandfathers
supposedly died for?

Fig. 29 Photograph of Battle of Britain air observer, Observer Corps aircraft spotter on the roof of a building in London during the Battle of
Britain, with St. Paul's Cathedral in the background. Source: This media is available in the holdings of the National Archives and Records
Administration, catalogued under the National Archives Identifier (NAID) 541899, Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Battle_of_britain_air_observer.jpg (accessed December 12, 2018).

Freedom?
To be what you want to be.
To see what you want to see without some crackpot dictator...
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Fig. 30 Adolf Hitler at a German National Socialist political rally in Weimar. October 1930. Source: Bundesarchiv Bild 102 10541, Public
Domain. Available from: Wikivisually, https://wikivisually.com/wiki/Slavko_Štancer (accessed December 12, 2018).

...and his mindless moronic lackeys...

Fig. 31 Photograph: Bettmann/CORBIS, Berlin, Germany: Nazis confiscate books to be burned on a huge fire in the Operplatz. 16 May
1933. Source: Public Domain. Available from: https://www.theguardian.com/theguardian/2011/may/12/german-library-burnt-books1934(accessed December 12, 2018).

...making your decisions for you?
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…such as is being activated against artists and is proposed by Article 13 of the new
Censorship Laws planned by the EU!
Return to Contents

“All unwanted and damaging elements have been excluded.” - Dr Goebbels
“...those identified [by the Nazis] as degenerate artists were subjected to sanctions. These
included...being forbidden to exhibit or sell their art, and in some case being forbidden to
produce art entirely...”23.
Marilyn Stokstad and Michael W. Cothren, „Art, A Brief History‟

Hitler‟s propagandist Dr Goebbels himself said:
“In future only those who are members...are allowed to be productive in our cultural life.
Membership is open only to those who fulfil the entrance condition. In this way all unwanted
and damaging elements have been excluded.”24.

...and so in the 1930s, art and artists died, first in Germany, and then Europe.
When the artists had gone and there was no one left to speak out, then it was everyone else‟s
turn:
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Fig. 32 US Army photographer T4c. Sam Gilbert, Some of the bodies being removed by German civilians for decent burial at Gusen
Concentration Camp, Muhlhausen, near Linz, Austria. Men were worked in nearby stone quarries until too weak for more, then killed.
December 5, 1945. Source: National Archives Site, Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Some_of_the_bodies_being_removed_by_German_civilians_for_decent_burial_at_Gusen_Conce
ntration_Camp,_Muhlhausen,_near_Linz,_Austria.jpg (accessed December 12, 2018).

The current dictators of culture at work in the UK the US, Europe and globally:
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Fig. 33Author: Jacques Descloitres, MODIS Land Rapid Response Team, NASA/GSFC, Satellite image of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland in April 2002. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Satellite_image_of_Great_Britain_and_Northern_Ireland_in_April_2002.jpg(accessed December
12, 2018).
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... are, despite all appearances to the contrary, almost completely identical in its methods, and
its results, for eliminating art, it is just being done more quietly - it has been outsourced to a
de facto 'Department of Culture', who remain largely unaccountable as a result. But the
situation is identical:

Fig. 34 Official photograph of Adolf Hitler. Circa 1939. Source: Public Domain. Available from:
https://www.timetoast.com/timelines/german-expansion-timeline-1937-1940 (accessed December 12, 2018).

In 1927 the „National Socialist Society for German Culture‟ was formed to stop the
„corruption of art‟ and the oppression, censorship, blacklisting persecution and violence
against artists started in earnest, by 1937, just after the 1936 Olympics had left its‟ indelible
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but utterly false impression of the Nazi‟s tolerance and „diversity‟ upon the media of the
world, the Museums in Germany were purged of work deemed 'degenerate' by the Nazis.
“The 1933 establishment of the Reich Culture Chamber was intended to Nazify and control
the whole of German cultural life, eventually to coordinate the activities of some 100,000
workers in cultural activities. All artists who wished to exhibit and buy materials had to be
members of the Reich Chamber For Fine Arts. “Undesirables and non-Aryans” were
forbidden to work, and all artistic events required a license - without it the police could
intervene. The end result was that the nation‟s art was driven underground and artists pressed
into powerless isolation. By the end of the first year the Chamber had engineered the
dismissal of several leading artists from German academies. Many artists emigrated, and a
few renowned painters were imprisoned in the concentration camps of Dachau and
Oranienburg. Other camps would receive their artists in time, and Auschwitz especially
developed an appetite for many of the most gifted creators of Europe.
[...]

Fig. 35 Photographer Unknown, Piles of glasses from victims at Auschwitz Concentration Camp under the Nazi regime. 1945. Source:
German Federal Archives, Creative Commons Fair Use. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_183-R69919,_KZ_Auschwitz,_Brillen.jpg (accessed December 12, 2018).

[...]Early on it might have been possible to read the signs of the times and stop Hitler before
he had gone too far. From the beginning there were fascist book-burnings of “un-German and
anti-Nazi” writing, including the works of a number of Nobel Prize winners. By 1936 state
agents had confiscated 5000 paintings and about 12000 prints from German museums and
public collections. Drawing from this resource, the first “Degenerate Art” exhibit opened in
that year and toured major German cities. Two million people saw it in Munich alone in 1937.
It was an impressive collection; undoubtedly, some of the public came to admire and be
informed by the works, not to sneer, which was the official objective.
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The modernist movement in art is a complex phenomenon. Some of its streams are depraved,
others are unquestionably beautiful and concerned with truth. But the Nazi rejection of
modern art was indiscriminate: among the confiscated work were paintings such as Van
Gogh‟s “Self-Portrait” (l888), some Matisse‟s, Cezanne‟s, and Gaugin‟s. A second wave of
purges after l937 swept an estimated 24,000 works into storage, illegal resale, or destruction.
Later, during the invasion of France, 500 works of art were burned in front of the Tuileries in
Paris.”25.
Michael O‟Brien, „Art, Totalitarianism and Western Culture‟, March 2012, adapted from an
article published in the Summer, 1991, issue of Communio, A Journal of Theology and
Culture[Added Emphasis]

…and the reasoning? Adolf Hitler:
“I only want to prevent...pitiable unfortunates, who clearly suffer from defective vision, from
attempting...to force on their contemporaries the results of their faulty observations, and
indeed from presenting them as “art”.”26.

While banning progressive art, the Nazis awarded money, medals, honours, exhibitions and
accolades to the makers of sentimental propaganda espousing „family values‟; retrograde,
populist icons, unthreatening fake sentimental art known as „kitsch‟...
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Fig. 36 Nazi Party poster. Available from: Collection of the Author.

Deceitfully simplistic themes of children and animals, everyday working people in statuesque
poses heroicised in everyday working situations with dramatic lighting, propagating pre-
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digested cultural icons, evoking immediately recognisable sentimental themes which were
made to order for the propagandists, imagery with no cognitive steps required from the
viewer in its appreciation but instead contrived to evoke an idealised sentimentality of life
in 1930s Germany, to act as a curtain, a screen hiding the awful truth behind the scenes
as the Final Solution was put into effect.

Fig. 3713Author Unknown, Jews loading onto trains at the Umschlagplatz in Warsaw during the German occupation of Poland. Between
1942 and 1943. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Umschlagplatz_loading.jpg (accessed December 12, 2018).

Paul Schultze-Naumburg, the Nazi architect, said in 1932:
“A life and death struggle is taking place in art, just as it is in the realm of politics. And the
battle for art has to be fought with the same seriousness and determination as the battle for
political power.”27.

To this purpose their propaganda kitsch used inane slogans, and sweeping populist
sentimental stereotypes which cast the Nazis and the „Volk‟, the everyday people, in gallant
attitudes with spectacular illumination eliciting a sedative sentimental reaction through a
programme of images and slogans promoting radical social optimism, thus glorifying the
common manby creating a utopian illusion of respect for the „everyman‟ and future utopian
freedom and better life ahead for all, while turning Germany into a zombie army of obedient
and brainwashed drones, it was all a lie, for in fact Germany was headed for an inferno:
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Fig. 38Dresden, zerstörtes Stadtzentrum, Dresden, partial view of the destroyed city center on the Elbe to the new town. In the center of
Neumarkt and the ruins of the Frauenkirche. 1945. Source: German Federal Archive. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_146-1994-041-07,_Dresden,_zerstörtes_Stadtzentrum.jpg(accessed December
12, 2018).

“The role of the artists was either to portray the German world as peaceful, or as drawn into a
struggle for survival to defend it. Thus art was to become one more weapon in the Nazi
regime's arsenal. Hitler was a master manipulator and understood the value of propaganda and
artistic fervour. He also knew how to control people by threatening their job, family and
existence. Artists who did not fall in with the party ideal risked their life.”28.
A Teachers Guide to the Holocaust

An identical situation is currently happening here in the UK, and beyond globally; however
no official governmental institutions have been set up to control culture, no official
programmes of genocide have been formulated, no official death squads roam the street, but
it is all still happening nonetheless:
“[In] the West...beneath a surface of free creativity lie strata of totalitarianism that have sunk
deep underground- strata of who knows what potential power...”29.
Igor Golomstock, „Totalitarian Art‟

This book identifies them for the very first time, for there are lots of people in the UK and
beyond globally who comprise the contemporary art movement and market who are very
proud, happy and smug about the situation they have created for money laundering gangsters
and the globalist bankers as we will see.
Similarly, their Nazi predecessors concluded with sadistic satisfaction:
“They [German Artists] are no longer painting absinthe drinkers and roulette players...They
are no longer interested in the grim uniformity of slums, urban desolation...They don‟t even
claim the right to depict scenes of hopeless misery with undertones of sharp criticism, implied
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accusation, or heart-felt compassion in an attempt to rouse the social conscience of the
observer. They want to be spokesmen for the positive side of life.”30.
Spoken by an unnamed Nazi Officer via Igor Golomstock, „Totalitarian Art‟

However, we must remember that the...
“...positive side of life.”31.

...they advocated, cost the lives of well over 60 million people in the 20th Century in the
Second World War alone, and many more globally, so it is of little surprise then that much of
the so-called art produced under such totalitarian rule, and to the tastes of its architects is
viewed with ridicule, mockery and disdain, not only for its terrible aesthetic deficiency,
hilariously false posturing and stupefying lack of cognitive depth, but for its calculated
dishonesty, not to mention the brutality, deception and foolishness it enabled through the
thought-stopping qualities of its mass sedation and the tirade of smears, terror, violence and
death it launched against autonomous artists, and enemies of the regime, while deifying its‟
leaders.
Such hideous propaganda was realised for what it was- so utterly evil, so insidious, yet so
damaging, that it was destroyed en-masse at the end of the war, and remaining examples of
such propaganda which are kept as warnings are often:
“...hidden from the eyes of the inquisitive in dark museum storerooms; as though to
emphasise their total exclusion from the world of art...[and]...even housed by such
organisations as the Oberfinanzdirektion in Munich and the “Military Collection” in
Washington...”32.

Meanwhile, the kind of art which Hitler banned as „degenerate‟, is now revered as some of
humanity‟s greatest achievements of soaring genius, and accordingly treated with the rightful
respect in pride-of-place of museums.
The possibility, however, of any future art of this calibre, and which Hitler banned reaching
public consciousness, have been eliminated by the racist and classist censorship and antiintellectual art education policies of the UK and beyond, by authoritarian and censorious
edicts that degrade art from the highest spiritual calling into a pseudo-intellectual postmodern
porridge of vulgarity protected by contrived rules and meaningless regulations which appear
to merely serve as pretexts to protect the mundanity of the contemporary art market‟s
monoculture, thus enabling exclusive continuation with the ramshackle gimmickry of joyless,
skill-less, mass produced debris, masquerading as contemporary art to be reinforced by an
illusion that its‟ creation has been justified intellectually, and thus gives the impression that
its existence has been vindicated by the theory of postmodernism, when just like the
Aryanism of the Nazis, it is all pseudo-science.
Return to Contents

Institutional Apartheid From Ernesto Pujol
This global brainwash is achieved by an institutional apartheid which is enforced thanks to
such edicts as the following from Ernesto Pujol from the contemporary art „bible‟ – „Art
School for the 21st Century‟:
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“Students need to learn how to justify creation intellectually in our visually dense and
materially cluttered world, if they don‟t want to do this they have no business being
professional contemporary artists.”33.

Ensuring, as long as such diktats are taken seriously, that a legitimating loophole has been
left enabling the institutional exclusion, through blacklisting and censorship, of whatever
doesn‟t „fit‟ the narrow scrutiny of the vested interests of the market.
To learn art‟s true position and its relationship to writing, we must turn to Goethe:
“Art is a mediator of the inexpressible.”34.

…or, from a different translation:
“Art is the true mediator. To speak about art is an attempt to mediate the mediator, but all the
same this has brought us much delight.”35.

For no matter how:
“…visually dense and materially cluttered [the] world [is].”36.

...the human condition demands Goethe‟s eternally regenerating:
“...mediatio[n] of the inexpressible...”37.

...and the public will always need:
“...professional contemporary artists.”38.

...in order to enable autonomous, and thus honest, appraisal of Pujol‟s:
“…visually dense and materially cluttered world,…”39.

Which has incidentally only become...
“...visually dense and materially cluttered...”40.

...thanks to the deceitful, terrorising, and manipulative output of globalist bankers and
financiers, at the hands of the advertisers who serve them, with the sole, life-blind and ecogenocidal purpose being shareholder profits, and thus which desperately requires
autonomous...
“...professional contemporary artists.”41.

...enabling a humanistic integration and catharsis of our experiences of living in such a
biased:
“...visually dense and materially cluttered world,...”42.
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…to be referred back to the people to make some sense of the lies, lies, lies rammed down
our throats in an autonomous feedback loop through the prism of genius and back into the
ever-changing fabric of contemporary society and on into the system through the skilled
articulation of representational and abstract into imagery epitomising moods, images and
metaphors which resonate with the ancient and archetypal in exciting new modern ways that
act as a conduit and catalyst for contemporary life experience.
“Consider, for example, an artform with the least obvious religious content, the landscape.
The landscape can be implicitly religious and political in so far as it exteriorizes interior
perceptions of the nature of things. These perceptions instruct the soul (and often the mind) at
a deep level, arming them against the untruths rampant in totalitarian systems. A section of
mountain range in a painting may recall the viewer to the active yearnings of youth,
sentiments (though not sentimentality) of sacrifice, courage, the quest and ascent. Or a river
moving slowly in the sun may speak of contemplative stirrings in the soul, of abandonment,
prayer, and eternity. A distant city rising on the horizon in the dawn may be a metaphor of a
nation‟s sense of order and destiny, or alternately a foretaste of the heavenly New Jerusalem
which will be given by God after the devastation of the world by man‟s sin and error.
Culture strives to ensure that the full complement of such insights are preserved and imparted
to the passing generations. But culture is never a static thing; it is always expanding or
contracting, refining itself or degenerating.
[…]
…diversity widens the pool of resources open to man in the difficult process of integrating
freedom and responsibility, reason and faith, mercy and justice. A multiplicity of culture
provides a rich choice of lenses through which we could consider our nature and destiny, and
our propensity to evil. The man with one eye and the man with two can describe the same
object word for word, but the invisible dimension of depth is lost to the former, and it is the
latter who we would prefer to drive a car down a busy street.
The flattening effect in the new global culture is the result of loss of the transcendent
dimension, which is a perception that can only be nurtured by a hierarchical vision of
existence.”43.

Such as is enabled by autonomous ingenuity.
This is vital for our spiritual health, however, we find under globalism:
“Real persons‟ lives and life support systems do not factor in at all. Life-grounded morality is
not only alien to this absolutist corporate-rights system, but attacked whenever societies or
movements seek to institute mutual life security or public ownership of natural resources.” 44.
Prof. John McMurtry, „“Social State” versus “Corporate State”: From European Fascism to
“Global Money-SequenceAbsolutism”‟

This book proves just how far that has progressed in all natural resources, even intangible
ones such as art and indeed the very fabric of consciousness itself, for despite former U.S.
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton‟s insistence that:
“Once you‟re on the internet, you don‟t need to be a tycoon or a rock star to have a huge
impact on society.”45.
Hillary Clinton, „Remarks on Internet Freedom‟, Speech Transcript, January 2010
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...the power to impact society through culture, as we shall see,is exclusively the preserve of
the usurpers and their approved „permit holders‟, those...
“...trusted by business as successors...to establish...credibility of subservience...”46.

...and those who are not, such as myself and my friends, may be subject to violent attack and
even mysterious death, as has happened to two graffiti artists in my circle who have spoken
out, for the sphere of culture has been immobilised. Colin Wilson:
“...animal aggression is largely a matter of „territory‟, it suddenly became obvious that all
wars in history have been fought about territory. Even the murderous behaviour of tyrants has
its parallels in the animal world. Recent studies have made us aware that many dominant
males, from lions and baboons to gerbils and hamsters, often kill the progeny of their defeated
rivals. Hens allow their chicks to peck smaller chicks to death. A nesting seagull will kill a
baby seagull that wanders on to its territory from next door...Zoology has taught us that crime
is a part of our animal inheritance. And human history could be used as an illustrative
textbook of sociobiology.
Does this new view of history suggest that humankind is likely to be destroyed by its own
violence? No one can deny the possibility; but...man [has the] capacity to evolve through
intelligence. It is true that human history has been fundamentally a history of crime; but it has
also been the history of creativity [...]
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Fig. 3914Propaganda poster by an unknown artist, „We beat 'em before. We'll beat 'em again!‟ Between 1939 and 1946. Source: The
National Archives (United Kingdom), catalogued under document record INF3/140, Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:INF3-140_War_Effort_We_beat_'em_before._we'll_beat_'em_again.jpg(accessed December 12,
2018).

[...]To understand the nature of crime is to understand why it will always be outweighed by
creativity and intelligence.”47.

As this book demonstrates, for the global art market and Culture Industry, as an extension of
the globalist plan for a New World Order as described by Bush and Blair and is currently
being implemented has become a de facto Ministry of Culture, an unofficial propaganda arm
of the globalist political world, an outsourced political wing of the global hegemony, and
whose qualities we will discover herein,and which has managed to achieve in its‟
suppression autonomous art, exactly what the Nazis and the communists achieved in the
first half of the 20th Century.
Return to Contents

Why is Art Such a Threat?
So what is going on? Why art? Why is it such a threat?
Well, there are many reasons. Many of which will be addressed herein.
But to start with, to quote Alastair Sooke from the documentary „What Makes Art Valuable‟:
“If you think about it art is a little bit like magic because just with the wave of a brush,
something that has no practical purpose whatsoever, just a worthless scrap of canvas and
inexpensive pigment can become this priceless object […]
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Fig. 40 Leonardo da Vinci, Vitruvian Man. Circa 1492, drawing, pen, ink and wash on paper. Source: Public Domain. Available from:
Wikicommons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Da_Vinci_Vitruve_Luc_Viatour.jpg(accessed December 12, 2018).

[…]that‟s desired by many of the wealthiest and the most powerful people anywhere on the
planet. Abracadabra.”48.

This is thanks to:
“The artist magician who plucks beautiful objects out of thin air.”49.
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Fig. 41 Titian, Bacchus and Ariadne. Theseus, whose ship is shown in the distance, has just left Ariadne on Naxos, when Bacchus arrives,
jumping from his chariot, drawn by two cheetahs falling immediately in love with Ariadne. Bacchus raised her to heaven. Her constellation
is shown in the sky. From 1520 until 1523, painting, oil on canvas, 176.5 × 191 cm (69.4 × 75.1 ″). Source: National Gallery, Public
Domain. Available from: Wikicommons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Titian_Bacchus_and_Ariadne.jpg(accessed December 4,
2018).

Indeed it would appear that this ancient and timeless dynamic is being eliminated, with the
message instead that, to quote English art critic Brian Sewell:
“...paint on canvas is old hat and drawing based on scrutiny is utterly...irrelevant...”50.

…and so:
“The historically accepted meanings and purposes of art [may be] altogether abandoned.”51.

So what started life as a police log detailing attacks endured by myself and my artist friends
when trying to show art in the East End of London, has incrementally grown to become an
encyclopaedic guide for understanding not only contemporary art, and not only the Culture
Industry, Social Media, Big Tech and the Mainstream Media but thanks to the identical
patterns of attack, distraction and cover-up being repeated throughout multiple ecosystems, to
all life as we live in a simulation, as will be clearly proven herein.
Return to Contents
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[Editor‟s Note: New to this Edition]
This section is published for the first time in this First Edition and did not
appear in the Beta Edition, but has been circulating in various unfinished and
unauthorised formats since the Manuscript was burgled in 2015
On The Blood Of Our Forefathers
“Do you know what England means?
It means poverty, hunger, begging for work no matter how cruel or humiliating, and if our
armies did win this war [against the Nazis] what share will this man have in the England he‟s
helped to save?
They‟ll give him nothing, it‟ll return to the men that have owned it and disgraced it so they
can go on disgracing it until the next war comes.”104.
Private Clive Briggs (Tyrone Power), „This Above All‟ [Added Emphasis]

We were told by the Government and the media that we faced a deadly threat to freedom in
1914, and in 1939 as the lights went out over Europe, and in the face of that threat what did
our forefathers do?
Did they stay in the cosy comfort of hearth and home?
Did they shrug off the threats and shirk their responsibility?
We are continually told that usurpers were eyeing up our free land of Britain, and those of our
allies in Europe and in the United States of America, with thoughts to subjugate us, to crush
us under the jackboot of tyranny, to conquer our freedoms, to impose their will upon what we
may or may not do, and what expression we may see, and what we may say.
And what did our ancestors do between 1914-1918?
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Fig. 15 Men of the Border Regiment rest in shallow dugouts near Thiepval Wood. August, 1916. Source: Public Domain. Available from:
https://rarehistoricalphotos.com/the-battle-of-the-somme-in-pictures-1916/ (accessed December 12, 2018).

…what did free men do between 1939-1945?
As the lights went out over Europe again? And threatened the world?
The working class men of Britain were the first to live like animals in holes in the ground
amidst the vermin and the rats and the filth, pummelled into splinters by shell and poisoned
by gas, to lay down their lives in pride and honour as they were slaughtered in the mud.
“If in this place you are detained,
Don't look around you all in vain,
Cast your net and you will find,
That every cloud is silver lined,
Still.”105.
Graffiti by British Soldier in a mine tunnel under The Somme France

Followed by many more including the brave Americans and Russians. And those they died
for?
Their children and their children‟s children, and their children's children's children,...are me
and my friends, you and your children…
...US!
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Or was it for the 1%, the aristocracy? Were the working class really just what Professor
McMurtry describes as a:
“...regulatory apparatus protecting the privileges of the privileged.”106.

Fig. 16Canadian Official photographer, Castle, W I (Lieutenant), Photography during the First World War, Troops supposedly "going over
the top" at the start of the Battle of the Somme in 1916, photographed by Canadian official photographer Ivor Castle. This photograph was
widely and misleadingly published as a portrayal of an actual British attack. However it was actually taken during a training exercise
behind the lines. The breech cover which is clearly visible on the rifle of the soldier in the foreground was edited out in contemporary
publications of the photograph. October 1916 (First World War). Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Photography_during_the_First_World_War_CO874.jpg(accessed December 12, 2018).

They went to fight to the death, to defend freedom, the freedom to be who you wanted to be,
freedom to exist as which race, or creed or belief or thought, or diverse creative type you
were.
They died in the most appalling circumstances, in incalculable numbers so we could live in
freedom, and when the lines were running low and in full and complete knowledge of the
deaths that very likely awaited them, more swelled the ranks and fought and they died so we
could effortlessly inherit the freedom we have lived in until today. Thomas Paine:
“What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly: it is dearness only that gives things its
value. Heaven knows how to put a proper price upon its goods; and it would be strange
indeed if so celestial article as freedom should not be highly rated.”107.

So how do you think British, American, European, Russian, and African, Asian indeed all
Global grandfathers, great grandfathers and great, great grandfathers, who fought for
freedom, would feel today, if they knew that they had defeated first the Hun, and then the
Nazis, in their millions, in two World Wars, only to let a swaggering Fifth Column - existing
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in Britain and beyond globally, apparently with Government protection, and serving
corporate globalist purposes under the very noses of, and aided and abetted by, the media, to
do to free people what Hindenburg‟s thugs, and then Hitler‟s thugs, wanted to do:

Fig. 17 Nazi Propaganda. Source annotation and/or attribution lost/stolen in PC hack.

...and failed? (Or did they?)
Do you think our forefathers would be glad that they had left our beloved great grandmothers
and great, great grandmothers behind, in return for louse infested, agonising, hardship and
grim slaughter, just so their sacrifice could lay the ground for a gang of:
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“...well-heeled go-getters...”108.

...to parasite their very blood, and construct their own tyranny upon the very soil and in the
very freedom which their very precious blood bought? Timothy Dexter once said:
“An ungrateful man is like a hog under a tree eating acorns, but never looking up to see where
they come from.”109.

Do you think they would be glad to have laid down their lives knowing that in the twenty first
century, that a secret police, death squads and hired thugs roam the streets of Britain and
beyond, policing which expression is and is not allowed, as well as the often unelected
bureacrats ENFORCING THE LOCKDOWNS DESTROYING MILLIONS OF LIVES with
the pretence of saving a few?
Would they be glad that a small power elite are targeting innocent working class artists
with institutionalised censorship, with Gestapo style violence, and horrific psychological
operations (psy ops) in order to censor exactly what cultural expression the people may
or may not see, using terror, exactly as did Lenin, Stalin and Hitler before them?
To commemorate the hundred year anniversary of the start of the First World War, since
2014 and again at the anniversary of its end in 2018, we have been emotionally overcome by
images, stories and memories of those who struggled and died in the most appalling
circumstances in order, we are told, to protect British, American and European freedoms,
from the encroaching barbarism of the Austro Hungarian Imperialist aggressors trying to
control the rest of the world from Germany.
Indeed we watch and read the footage in horror and pity, from the comfort of our centrally
heated homes, safe from any incoming shell battery or poison gas attacks, eating hot meals
free from vermin infestation and with clean dry feet and we watch our Royal Family,
globalist politicians, news reporters and TV presenters as they process around the mass
graves of the killing fields, grim concern and grateful responsibility immaculately etched
upon careworn brows and we are told that we must thank our lucky stars that those men (and
many more like them in World War II) fought and died so we could live in the complete
freedom, we are repeatedly told that we enjoy.
As David Cameron the ex UK Prime Minister in 2014 put it:
“...these men signed up to prevent the domination of a continent and to preserve the principles
of freedom and sovereignty that we cherish today...”110.

Not only that, but we are flattered by pundits like Damien Hirst‟s best mates, the Beckhams,
that we in the UK are the:
“...envy of the world...”111.

...and thus we congratulate ourselves on our superiority over those „poor souls‟ who live
under fear and oppression, under domination and despotism, we congratulate ourselves that
we are above those wretches conditioned to bow to manufactured personality cults, to read
newspapers chock full of fantastic lies and the endless fawning insipid praise of decidedly
mediocre public figures, like Hitler, Stalin or the Kim dynasty.
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This depiction of blood spilt to pay for our current oasis of free expression, honourably
protected by today‟s upstanding sentinels of that precious freedom, however gratifying and
intoxicating it may appear, is, in fact, as fake as a four pound note, for terror and repression,
and world domination, far from being beaten after our victories against the Hun and the Nazis
has returned by stealth in globalisation, emanating again, using a far more furtive approach to
gain control over our lives than pounding us with Howitzer shells, or herding us into
concentration camps…
Indeed the dead have been sorely betrayed, because in the UK, the supposed home of free
expression, won for us by the millions dead, people are terrified to speak out, or often even
show their talent in public, or even talk about what is happening, and despite the almost nonstop glorification of the dead of two World Wars and the supposed freedoms they bought us
no Mainstream Media, Social Media or Big Tech will enable propagation of explicit news
of the oppression which contradicts the:
“…principles of freedom and sovereignty…”112.

...for we must acknowledge that in this age advertising and public relations with a revolving
door between media, technology and the arts and sections of government, that a dementedly
pathological entity has colonised planetary consciousness enabling gravy train gluttony
at taxpayers‟ expense, meaning that the terrible urgency and nature of the danger has been
meticulously obscured from awareness, airbrushed from consciousness using the most
deceitful and underhand methods imaginable by those hitherto most trusted in society; the
museums, the institutions, the professors, the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech
and the BBC.
How would they feel if they could read this?
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Fig. 18 A ration party of the Royal Irish Rifles in a communication trench during the Battle of the Somme. 1 July 1916. Source annotation
and/or attribution lost/stolen in PC hack.

Return to Contents

How would they explain what they fought for?
“For a little place called England it. Ever heard of it?
It‟s a place where you can do what you like; say what you like and live as you like. I thought
it was worth fighting for. I thought your Mother was worth fighting for. I thought YOU was
worth fighting for.”113.
Old Bill and Son, 1941

Or these guys?
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Fig. 19Photograph by Chief Photographer's Mate (CPHoM) Robert F. Sargent, WWII: Europe: France; “Into the Jaws of Death - U.S.
Troops wading through water and Nazi gunfire”. Circa June 6, 1944. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Into_the_Jaws_of_Death_23-0455M_edit.jpg (accessed December 12, 2018).

How would they explain what they fought for?

Fig. 20Taylor, Photographer, American assault troops of the 16th Infantry Regiment, injured while storming Omaha Beach, wait by the
Chalk Cliffs for evacuation to a field hospital for further medical treatment. Collville-sur-Mer, Normandy, France. June 6, 1944. Source:
Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Omaha_Beach_wounded_soldiers,_1944-06-
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06.gif(accessed December 12, 2018).

How would he feel? Or explain?

Fig. 21US Army Signal Corps, Battle of Normandy, summer 1944. French Resistance discuss the situation with paratroopers. 1944. Source:
Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:FTP-p012904.jpg (accessed December 12, 2018).

Or indeed the lad in the middle…
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Fig. 22Morris (Sgt), No 5 Army Film & Photographic Unit, The British Army in Normandy 1944 General Montgomery0 stops his car to
chat to troops during a tour of 1st Corps area near Caen, 11 July 1944. Source: Imperial War Museum, Public Domain. Available from:
Wikicommons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_British_Army_in_Normandy_1944_B6934.jpg(accessed December 12,
2018).

How would he feel if he could read this?
He, may very likely say something along the lines of:
“...it‟s a bit galling to have to spend six years of your life clearing out a couple of stinkers
over there to come back and find one in your own back yard.”114.
Jumbo, „Noose‟, 1948 British Crime Drama

We must recognise that we must immediately repeal our arrogant self-congratulation of
remembrance in order that we honourably grace their memory by the protection of the
freedoms that many paid the ultimate price for.
We must start by admitting that we have collectively let them down, for if we are to attain an
accurate picture of the world in which we live, we must correct the current ludicrous media
caricature of our collective place in history, as vigilant bearers of the torch of freedom,
passed along to us with the last gasp as the collective dying grip of the millions of brave men
gave up the ghost as their lives bled out to the cacophony of deafening shellfire.
Lest we forget? We have already forgotten!
We must first acknowledge that the principles of freedom and sovereignty that we cherish
today are a caricature, we collectively act out the annual mass public charade of „not
forgetting‟ with ever greater and greater pomp and circumstance in direct proportion to the
amount we have indeed collectively forgotten.
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That is not to doubt the sincerity of many involved in the collective mourning, but at the
same time one must not doubt the cynicism of many behind the globalist theatre of
gratitude, the media moguls pulling the strings those tens of thousands „in-the-know‟
about the current situation, for rather than a goose step marching through our minds
we find instead that the „hopeful swagger‟ of the so-called Britart, Britpop and its‟
innumerable allies and pitiful offspring not to mention almost the entire Culture
Industry built upon the formula exposed herein and which has now mutated and
globalised into an unregulated and hitherto unrecognised political power, a merciless
commercial cultural lock-step which uses the freedoms bought with the lives of millions
to exclude all alternatives to its total domination, and thus all recourse to a voice about the
current ongoing atrocity; indeed through the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech,
it allows no alternative to its‟ omnipresence in the sphere of public consciousness and barely
a word of serious criticism dare be said against it, and even if it is, barely no one will print it
or allow its‟ propagation.
FOR THIS IS THE BACKSTORY TO THE CURRENT LOCKDOWN SITUATION- IT IS
IMPERITIVE THAT YOU KNOW WHAT HAS BEEN HAPPENING TO WE ARTISTS
FOR OVER A DECADE IF YOU ARE TO UNDERSTAND WHAT IS HAPPENING TO
YOU.
There can be no appreciation of our place in history without understanding of today and
Britain is in fact a country in which its most pioneering and prodigious artists who try to put
on autonomous shows are stalked threatened, warned, hacked, burgled, smeared, have cars
driven at them at full speed, warning notices attached to their proposed galleries and are
found in the street with massive head injuries and later die, and in which the successful socalled-artists are those handpicked by the Toryunofficial Minister of Propaganda Charles
Saatchi and his unlikely legion of appointed underlings from Larry Gagosian to Damien Hirst
to Jay Jopling and Robin Gunningham in their capacity as „art‟ dealers of imaginary
commodities.
His chosen few are so audacious and confident in the institutionalised protection of
corruption they say things like…
“One thing that success has taught me is censorship.”115.
Tracey Emin

…and:
“I don‟t believe in genius”116.
Damien Hirst

…which doesn‟t sound very much like…
“...the principles of freedom and sovereignty that we cherish today.”117.

…which millions of men died to protect, according to PM David Cameron, whose party the
Tories have been represented by Charles Saatchi since 1979, does it now?
For like the principles of traditionally skilled art ridden roughshod over by Saatchi, we find
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that tradition itself has its merits and is to be clearly analysed before it may be discarded:
“Tradition means giving votes to the most obscure of all classes, our ancestors. It is the
democracy of the dead. Tradition refuses to submit to the small and arrogant oligarchy of
those who merely happen to be walking about. All democrats object to men being disqualified
by the accident of birth; tradition objects to their being disqualified by the accident of their
death. Democracy tells us not to neglect a good man's opinion, even if he is our groom;
tradition asks us not to neglect a good man's opinion, even if he is our father. I, at any rate,
cannot separate the two ideas of democracy and tradition; it seems evident to me that they are
the same idea. We will have the dead at our councils. The ancient Greeks voted by stones;
these shall vote by tombstones. It is all quite regular and official, for most tombstones, like
most ballot papers, are marked with a cross.”118.
G.K. Chesterton, „Orthodoxy‟

Fig. 23 Sgt Jez Doak, RAF, Thousands of graves of British and Commonwealth soldiers at the Tyne Cot cemetary in Belgium. December 19,
2013. Source: Creative Commons Attribution: Photo: Sgt Jez Doak, RAF/MOD. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:War_Graves_at_Tyne_Cot_Cemetary,_Belgium_MOD_45156481.jpg (accessed December 12,
2018).

Freedom, is not something to be assumed or taken for granted, it must be analysed
continuously with eyes open fully awake to the realities of both the present and the past in
order that it may continue, - its price is an eternal watchful vigilance and total willingness to
take any action to defend it; complacency is the enemy of freedom.
Supreme Commander of Europe, Dwight D. Eisenhower, on the liberation of Dachau:
“We are told that the American soldier does not know what he is fighting for, now at least he
will know what he is fighting against”119.
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Fig. 24 Holocaust Liberation Footage. Source: Public Domain.Available from: www.archive.org (accessed December 12, 2018).

 Remembrance of our Grandfathers‟ sacrifice means remembering they died to protect
freedom
 Remembering they died to protect our freedom means remembering what our freedom
means
 Remembering what our freedom means, means recognising freedom of expression to
participate in a democracy
 Recognising freedom of expression to participate in a democracy, means facing up to the
fact that it has been taken away by globalism
 Facing up to the fact that it has been taken away means recognising that we are force-fed
an illusion of freedom
 Recognising the fact that we are force-fed an illusion of freedom means acknowledging
who is creating the illusion, how and why it is being produced
 Facing up to who is creating the illusion of freedom and how and why it is being achieved
is to learn „The Celebrity Code‟
That line again:
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Fig. 25 Piers Allardyce, crop by Tyrenius, Tracey Emin Lighthouse Gala Auction in aid of Terrence Higgins Trust. March 12, 2007. Source:
Creative Commons attribution Piers Allardyce. Available from: Wikicommons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tracey_Emin_1cropped.jpg(accessed December 12, 2018).

“One thing that success has taught me is censorship.”120.

However despite Ms Emin‟s audacious words, the time that any British, European or
American, indeed any human anywhere, chooses to have a hand in censoring free speech or
art, or music in any way whatsoever, even by the act of supporting those who are enabled
by it or even by supporting those complicit accessories whose success is reliant on it, you are
effectively insulting the sacrifice of your very own fathers. grandfathers, great
grandfathers and great, great grandfathers.
For every time you support the architects of the new rule of tyranny, or any who profit from
their actions, or do any business whatsoever with those involved in the tyranny, or involved
in covering up the tyranny, then you are in the acceptance of their tyranny and subsequent
acquiescence to the ruling elite, effectively thumbing your nose at the memory of everyone
who died in both World Wars.
The arrogance, impertinence and disrespect to steal the freedoms our forefathers won for us,
for their own ends, is nauseating enough, but not so utterly nauseating as those that protect
them or ignore them:
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“The tyranny of a prince in an oligarchy is not so dangerous to the public welfare as the
apathy of a citizen in a democracy.”121.
Charles de Montesquieu

Every time any journalist, media organ or Big Tech company censors to accommodate this
creeping tyranny, or features an undeserving proponent over a living artist of ingenious
originality they sentence every person alive, and all of our future children to a future of
slavery without any hope or recourse to a voice no matter how talented we are, or how
hard we work, and so they desecrate every single grave from both world wars a thousand
times worse that than any idiot urinating drunkard.
“We despise and abhor the bully, the brawler, the oppressor, whether in private or in public
life, but we despise no less the coward...No man is worth calling a man who will not fight
rather than submit to infamy or see those that are dear to him suffer wrong.”122.
Theodore Roosevelt

Indeed it is enshrined in international law that we must stand up to this, for those old classic
excuses:
“I was only obeying orders.”123.

...and...
“I didn't think it was my place to speak out.”124.

...was deemed inadmissible as a defence at the Nuremberg trials, and so are inadmissible
today.
“To know what is right and not to do it is the worst cowardice.”125.
Confucius

The front line now a century on from World War I, is our very freedom of expression itself, if
we withdraw from the front line it will be a betrayal of that sacrifice given by countless
millions of men.
“The French would not withdraw behind the existing front line because they have bought that
front line with the lives of hundreds of their men and if that line was to be given up that
would be a betrayal of that sacrifice.”126.
Simon Jones discussing the Battle of the Somme, BBC

Unfortunately the line has already been breached by globalism so the battle that faces us,
upon the very blood-honour of untold millions of dead who won for us in Britain and Europe
those freedoms in two World Wars, we must fight tooth and nail in this information war until
our dying breath to win back freedom before it is too late.
“Those who profess to favour freedom and yet depreciate agitation are people who want crops
without ploughing the ground; they want rain without thunder and lightning; they want the
ocean without the roar of its many waters. The struggle may be a moral one, or it may be a
physical one, or it may be both. But it must be a struggle. Power concedes nothing without a
demand. It never did and it never will.”127.
Frederick Douglass
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YOU CAN ONLY WEAR YOUR POPPY WITH PRIDE IF YOU LIVE WITH THE
PROACTIVE ASSERTION NEEDED TO RESPECT AND PROTECT THE FREEDOMS
WON OF THEIR BLOOD SACRIFICE...
We have forgotten the price paid and the lesson learned twice in a hundred years, a price that
was previously remembered so well, as is shown in the following 1944 State of the Union
Address by U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt:
“We cannot be content if some fraction of people is ill-fed, ill-clothed, ill-housed, and
insecure. True individual freedom cannot exist without life security. Regardless of station,
race, or creed, there is a right to a useful and remunerative job, to adequate food and clothing
and recreation, to a decent living, to freedom from unfair competition and domination by
monopolies at home and abroad, to a decent home, to adequate medical care and the
opportunity to achieve and enjoy good health, to adequate protection from the fears of old
age, sickness, accident, and unemployment, to a good education.”128.

There are times in history when men and women of character must make difficult decisions
and wave goodbye to security and comfort in the pursuit of higher goals for all mankind, this
is one of those times.
“Guard with jealous attention the public liberty. Suspect everyone who approaches that jewel.
Unfortunately nothing will preserve it but downright force.”129.
Patrick Henry, 3 J Elliot, Debates in the Several State Conventions 45, 2nd Ed Philadelphia
1836

To fall in such a fight in whatever way it may occur is surely more honourable than a life
spent in quiet treachery to the dead and the unborn, beholden to the Fifth-Columnists, and if
you are vocal and active any misfortune that were to occur will underline your voice and
amplify your dissent a thousand fold, through many more voices even more forthright than
our own.
Now is the time to face up to reality as millions before us did with honour and nobility to
rescue freedom from the ravening jaws of tyranny. Even if it only your complicit support,
your unwillingness to suffer tyrants, withholding your purchasing power or clicks from
people who support them can be your voice, for tyranny thrives upon acquiescence.
It is the heroes, defenders of freedom all, through the ages and across the world who I
acknowledge here and who I have drawn strength from, whenever I felt afraid that I might
waiver from my duty here discharged.
That picture again:
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Fig. 26 A ration party of the Royal Irish Rifles in a communication trench during the Battle of the Somme. 1 July 1916. Source annotation
and / or attribution lost in PC hack.

For if we are not prepared to pay the ultimate price when the need arises then we have no
right to freedom.
We are forced thus to counter tyranny with self-sacrifice to enable the continuation of the
flowering of humankind and thus consciousness, for that is what was bought with all that
blood, and all that gore, and nothing less, and so it shall be done again and again and
again and again if freedom demands it, so that their sacrifice has not been in vain.
Or has it?
Return to Contents

A Guide to Surviving the 21st Century?
This book including has become inadvertently, something of a guide for civilisation,
potentially surviving the 21st Century, and which will, I hope, serve a vital moral purpose by
enabling the correcting of many fundamental errors of perception at historical, political,
economic, institutional, societal, cultural, grassroots, personal, pathological and
neurochemical level thus providing a full analysis of the annexation of Britain‟s, and indeed
much of the world‟s once proud and diverse autonomous culture by a covertly fascistic and
colonial system of subjugation, plunder and administration, led (somewhat counter intuitively
as we will see) by Charles Saatchi and his ilk, and which has resulted in a formula for
creating mind-controlled slaves of the populace by „manufacturing consent‟ by
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manufacturing pretend „celebrities‟ using a set piece formula of „Negative Selection‟ exposed
herein and which has been used across the West to great effect.
The presentation of such evidence in context of fuller political awareness of the reader‟s own
knowledge and experiences, will enable the public, if they so choose, to either acknowledge
and confirm, deny and refute, discuss, expand upon, base research upon, or simply
completely ignore my new contextualisation of certain key factors pertaining to
contemporary culture, in light of the revelations contained herein and, again if they so
choose, conjecture thereupon, or not, as their own moral compass, conscience, or any
commitment, prior obligation, or sense of freedom and responsibility either allows or requires
them to mobilise.
While I may draw my own conclusions and advance theories of my own I make it clear here
that these are my own conclusions based on a lifetime spent working in many disciplines
within what may be described as the anthropological field of grassroots contemporary art, for
this is a field now under the jackboot of subjugation, and thus being party to a wealth of
insider information about the spurious Saatchicentric parallel universe of money laundering, a
simulation propagated by the corporate Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech.
To bolster my assertions, and thus compensate for my social disadvantage, my lack of
traditional academic credentials, my nonconformist vocation and the counter intuitive nature
of the horrific revelations of systemic and grave Human Rights violations committed by
celebrities, public figure, and trusted institutions exposed for the first time herein, I have
anchored the conclusions I make and that accompany the findings of my experiences in as
much objective fact, with corroborating evidence and supported by as much established
academic knowledge and accepted fact as is possible, often by contextualising the current
contemporary arts and Culture Industry and its' supporting structures such as the media, tech
and museums, by stating historical information, citing accepted opinion, proven findings, and
by quoting the work of and thus giving a voice to trusted and proven authors, philosophers,
scholars, scientists, intellectuals, luminaries, experts in each particular field in the form of the
most appropriate writings and utterances I could find, that are pertinent to the illumination of
each particular instance in the utmost clarity possible.
This would be made impossible by the proposed new „censorship law‟ i.e. Article 13
Law of the European Union.
Meanwhile before the law enforces the EU totalitarianism completely, AND PUTS INTO
PLACE HITLER‟S DREAM, I hope their voices may add some academic and scholarly
context to the revelations, patterns, predilections and Crimes Against Humanity exposed
herein, and thus lend a certain amount of expert guidance to any conclusions that arise there
from, be they mine or those of the reader.
I have attempted this undertaking by quoting experts in each field to bolster my assertions
and evidence and in order that experts in each field and the public may be pointed toward
further research and thus come to their own conclusions and interpret their own observations
and experiences of the contemporary arts and thus the contemporary mediascape, and the
contemporary political reality, and build thereupon if they so choose.
Where appropriate and where no other source could be located, and where they proved
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insightful, I have used the work of the occasional maverick or eccentric whose words have
often proven highly illuminating given the maverick and eccentric political reality of the 21st
Century cultural climate revealed herein.
Occasionally I have used Wikipedia entries that have been personally verified only
where no other suitable source could be found.
The reader can themselves come to a decision regarding any value in all such sources in
context of my revelations and any subsequent assertions I may infer as they arise, and so in
such a spirit and as a humble public servant I offer this humble survey to the world.
Some sense needed to be made of the true price of, and reason for the vapid mediocrity
enforced on the public in the name of culture and the arts.
I hope my effort serves a worthwhile purpose to my peers and beyond into history, for what it
describes is, in truth, a tragedy of planetary dimensions with a thus-far unknown number of
victims, and immeasurable price in loss, given the hitherto secret nature of its existence, so
please bear with me if this book seems a little long, for it is unapologetically comprehensive.
Those of more enquiring minds and patient disposition will, I sincerely hope, find it
rewarding in its entirety, indeed there is much vital information to impart to those who wish
to understand how those arch deceivers who would seek to manipulate them into compliance,
and thus enable the wholesale destruction of the most precious and delicate eco systems, the
autonomous arts, are doing so with impunity.
Indeed as I began to recognise the political context of myself and my friends blacklisting and
witnessed the effect on the public who pine forlornly with the vain pangs of unrequited love
for refreshment of the soul with art, and who loathe the flashy emptiness of the Culture
Industry promoted by the Mainstream Media, only then I began to see the truly horrific
implications and realised I had to tell the story of this ongoing disaster in the light of the
narrative of human history, as I believe this to be the only way in which to get the
devastating magnitude of this atrocity into the global consciousness in order that people
may grasp something of the full extent of what is actually happening to culture, to
society, to the previously trusted institutions, to previously trusted media channels, to
our own minds, to our pocketbooks and indeed, (while we have been momentarily
distracted), to our very planet itself.
A war has been instigated by a deviant elite within the corporate serving political Culture
Industry and the Quisling elements within the mass media and museums who propagate it.
A war is underway not only on the poorest and most disadvantaged in society (who have been
deprived of our last possible recourse to social mobility through talent, and thus effectively
reduced to the status of slaves), and not only have this deviant elite instigated a war on the
'middling sorts' who for centuries have taken much needed respite in participation in culture
and who have invested a effort, time and money in the arts where possible, but this deviant
elite, this 1% of the 1%, have also instigated a war on key individuals among the very
richest in society, their fellow 1%ers, through an outright attack of daylight robbery on
millionaires, magnates, billionaires, bankers, barons, innovators, entrepreneurs, inventors,
investors, Princes and Sheiks, many of whom have themselves been open to the ideas of
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appreciating the contemporary arts, including those intrepid, exotic arts of the avant-garde:
“...the intellectuals, artists, and reformers in the isolated minority who speak out because they
are convinced they are ahead of the times.”130.
Em Griffin on Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann‟s „Spiral of Silence‟ in „A First Look at
Communication Theory‟, 7th Edition

Indeed those of wealth have always longed and pined after refreshment of the soul by finding
a link to the exotic either in the brutal honesty of the outsider, the cutting edge of the avantgarde or the vibrant illumination of the underclass urbanite and who have in return for
their unwitting trust and to enable money laundering, credulously gifted to charlatans
from the Saatchi hierarchy of patronage promoted by the Mainstream Media, Social
Media and Big Tech have been deceitfully sold inherently worthless stocks and bonds as
the genuine article, seeing them duped and reviled as 'marks', totems of their victimhood of
'sucker psychology', flags to their status as gulls to possibly the biggest confidence game in
history, in the belief that their purchases represented not only a worthy investment in
contemporary art, and not only a symbol of their refinement and culture, but as an ostensible
signal of their understanding of, and allegiance with, the avant-garde, with art and artists no
less, and who are, for their efforts, and in exchange for their currency, are publicly reviled
as „morons‟ and „cunts‟ in the very same Mainstream Media organs that guided them to
the Bunco booth.
All such victims across the social spectrum, whether multi billionaire collectors, middle class
working mums, aspirational students with utopian ideals or restless protesters with a spare
hundred quid or two, are not in fact 'morons' or 'cunts' as has been inferred, to have been
conned in the way outlined herein, but have, I will demonstrate, been in fact conditioned by a
mass social engineering experiment, a psyop of 'fake news' of planetary proportions,
exploited through a misunderstanding of modernism and ignorance of loopholes in
consciousness which appears to have been knowingly employed by the so-called experts who
sell their souls, the museums, auction houses and art dealers in conjunction with key aspects
of the Mainstream Media in order to override common sense and rational judgement, creating
a situation to enable money laundering in which ludicrous assertions:
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Fig. 27 Damien Hirst, LSD. 2000. Source: Fair Use. Available from: Wikiart, https://www.wikiart.org/en/damien-hirst/lsd/(accessed
December 12, 2018).

...from positions of authority, find credence through:
“...a peculiar factory of lies that manufactured, as if on a conveyor belt, a diversity of
sycophants, yea sayers and spiritual mediocrities who were, as people would say “ready to
sell their souls to the devil.”131.
Nikola Božilović, „Political Kitsch and Myth-Making Consciousness‟

Insomuch, the victims find themselves ushered through many sequential and plausible small
steps by the science of thought reform, vigorous coercion or „brainwashing‟; steps each one
acceptable by itself but together progressing to complete subjugation through a spurious
fabrication of an anti-aesthetic status quo and enabling a complete shutdown of critical
thought.
This is enabled through isolation from dissenting opinion and censorship of true art, in a
context of flattery of the victim in a climate of aesthetic deprivation in the media and
museums, thus enabling mass acceptance of the situation through engineering personality cult
adherence and comprising the underwriting of any imaginary value thus effecting a stock
swindle to the tune of trillions in currency enabled by what is very likely the biggest psy-op
and social engineering programme in history.
My primary sources in identifying and exposing this illusion and the ways it is fabricated and
enforced are either through my own experiences my deep insider knowledge gained from my
first hand experiences as an artist, or from main players, insiders and disillusioned refugees
from the inner circles of the Culture Industry who, betrayed by the atrocious scale of the
corruption, and knowing something of my plight, have provided me with key information.
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The rest has been tracked down from my own hunches and intuitions and subsequent
investigations, research and sleuthing, often in dangerous conditions „behind enemy lines‟, or
even through revelations received in threats while under direct and indirect attack of many
kinds, sometimes through revelations in the media viewed in context of insider information.
Such experience together with the benefit of my many sympathetic contacts together with
many tens of thousands of hours of careful reading and research of hundreds of books and
research papers and countless thousands of websites, journals and newspapers, has buttressed
the lifelong learning gleaned from my extensive library in an attempt to formulate a coherent
volume; so if certain parts of this book at first seem unrelated and unconnected bear with me,
the relevance of each strand of investigation will become wholly apparent as the narrative
unfolds and their illumination of the face of evil I divulge will actualise its awfulness in the
full exposure of context.
For the careful reading of this book promises to reward the patient and attentive reader with a
deep and profound understanding of the control mechanisms used upon us all, not just in the
contemporary art racket and not only in the meteoric rise of the new globalist fascism
currently colonising media and the arts in triumphal audacity, but in all manner of persuasion
across society in these times; every time you switch on the TV or radio, surf the net, walk
down the high street, drive past a billboard or read a newspaper. An essential ability some
may argue.
I have attempted to redress the mass societal delusions debunked in the volume, while only
providing enough evidence to disprove the commonly held misperceptions about the
personality cults dominating the contemporary arts and media, and to contextualise them in
political and historical context, I must presume that for most reasonably intelligent readers,
that learning such vile and hitherto secret information about the actual nature of the art
market and Culture Industry, will be enough to dramatically correct the official line
commonly held by so many to be fact, an illusion so elaborately spun in the perceptions of
most rational people by the mass media.
“Some men delight in things for no other reason but because they are ugly and infamous.”132.
Samuel Butler, 1680

I write, therefore, assuming that once most rational readers realise the manner of the deceit, I
can avoid endlessly repeating and then refuting the tiresome details of the staged personas,
actions, media events ,exhibitions, testimonials, and tiresome exploits, allusions and
assertions as mere fakes contrived to bolster the imaginary properties of the dismal artefacts
and unlikely personality cults that sustain the mass delusion of the Saatchi approved
hierarchy of contemporary art, and the elimination of political dissent through the promotion
of apathy to our current existential political predicament under globalism. Scheufele & Moy:
“The Mass media play a large part in determining what the dominant opinion is, since our
direct observation is limited to a small percentage of the population. The mass media have an
enormous impact on how public opinion is portrayed, and can dramatically impact an
individual's perception about where public opinion lies, whether or not that portrayal is
factual.”133.
Twenty-Five Years of the Spiral of Silence a Conceptual Review and Empirical Outlook

Even to the extent that:
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“After mock statistical data or opinions are chosen by an individual as the believed opinion
this leads to others agreeing, changing, or ignoring their own beliefs to take that of what the
quasi-statistical belief on the topic is.”134.
Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann, „Spiral of Silence‟

There is a wealth of material contributing to understanding such personality cult propaganda
and its endless proliferations of bunkum, hokum and ballyhoo available to those with the
inclination to research the tiresome particulars of the confidence trick and explore the vile
intricacies of this phenomenon in detail beyond the candid revelation of its operational
mechanics, for I myself neither have the time, nor the inclination to do so.
Neither did I wish to clog up or clutter this essential study of the psychopathological
mechanism of the scam and its repercussions and global impact with largely superfluous data,
or to flatter the tedious proponents of the con with undue attention and dignify what must
surely be the lowest point in human creativity with any more notice from myself than that
which is absolutely necessary at this point in time, further to that required in order to expose
the operational mechanics of the phenomenon at every level I could ascertain, and outline
something of the threats made against myself. More are recorded elsewhere..
By this method I aim to prove that almost anything that emanates from the hierarchy exposed
herein, and promoted by the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech, must as a
matter of course, (at some level), automatically be assumed to be both utterly
pathological and politically motivated for the most heinous purposes, and accordingly
examined with the accredited diagnostic tools of psychopathological research of the
totalitarian mind.
In order to enable this functionality in real-time, in the wild, I was forced to devise a tool for
popular psychic liberation, which I have attempted through the idea for our Social Media
startups of Propaganda Watchdog and RateMyHumanRights!
While I stopped using all electronic communications to discuss sensitive issues many years
ago due to repeated cyber-attacks, mentions of the existence of the release of a major project
have inadvertently cropped up in dialogue in telephone conversations and emails with close
friends, thus revealing to those who have been attacking and cyber attacking since I first
showed my art publicly in the East End in 2008 that their acts, hideous threats and vile
smears have not failed to stop my investigations and but have only served my purpose to
further embolden my enquiries.
As such I would ask readers when reading this book to reflect upon certain unusual public
actions by, and potentially sinister pronouncements of, and proclamations referring to,
certain high profile figures, bodies, so-called celebrities, and media and even government
organs over the last few years, in light of this fact, escalating, of course, upon the theft of key
sections of the manuscript in late 2015.
A chronicle and partial analysis of the explicit attacks on myself, my partner, and my friends
and our art that led to this book and the „Propaganda Watchdog‟ project has already been
written and illustrated.
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But your journey of discovery, starts here in this book, „The Celebrity Code – The Black
Book of Contemporary Arts‟,actually offers a fairly substantial unified theory of everything,
leading up to the lockdowns, how we got here culturally, how we lost our voice through the
arts, describing our current predicament of the Mainstream Media‟s Culture Industry,
formulated in a highly disturbing, but extremely simple, way of understanding what is going
on, across the cultural spectrum, presenting the 'Propaganda Watchdog' and
„RateMyHumanRights‟, while still not live due to hacking, as a potential way of tackling it
with completely peaceful, legal, democratic process that everyone can participate in, a
revolutionary Social Media protocol to flag propaganda and human rights violations.
This is very likely why it has been censored by every Social Media and Big Tech company,
who tell you they want a solution to Fake News, but when one presents itself, crush it with
the tricks of the totalitarian dictator using every resource at their disposal from Google
to the BBC to ensure you can continue to be lied to.
Return to Contents
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Dedication
The Celebrity Code is dedicated to the victims of
the lockdowns who are experiencing, due to media
hysteria, something of the life we traditionally
skilled artists have had to tolerate due to
gangstalking for many years.
Return to Contents
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PROLOGUE
A Reluctant Author
“Today the problem is...that the shock has worn off and that almost anything experimental
seems acceptable to the press and the public. If anybody needs a champion today it is the
artist who shuns rebellious gestures.”1.
E. H. Gombrich, „The Story of Art‟, Fifteenth Edition

Aware of the tragic price of the situation afflicting art from a position of deep personal loss I
have been obliged to formulate a meticulous examination of the situation we now face, in the
light of hitherto undisclosed evidence.
This is collated and presented for the first time in a multi-component dossier revealing the
hitherto unseen, hidden nature of the contemporary arts, the art market, the Culture Industry
and the culture of celebrity, which supports it using the most heinous means, and the
advertising and corporate worlds of the mass media and tech that control them through a
hitherto undisclosed system.
This is achieved from the vantage points of multiple fields that comprise the information that
contribute toward the annihilation of autonomous culture.
Now that matters of global political scale have meddled in my Human Rights, there was noone to stick-up for me against a legion of celebrity bullies and their silent enablers in banking
holding influence over the media, so I felt he had to do something.
Now that the arts must be overseen, and approved by globalisation, then globalist politics
must have got so bad that it must now be overseen and approved by artists, and thus we have
created a voice for the people themselves, through the „Propaganda Watchdog‟ and
„RateMyHumanRights‟.
In accordance with this principle I have generated this impassioned, yet hopefully practical
and logical analysis fuelled with the focussed insight, incandescent energy and pure love
which only a lonely struggle under a violently repressive criminal regime can breed, „The
Celebrity Code‟ is the result.
I had not the least intention of addressing the world on matters of global political scale, or of
getting involved in news, and felt such matters best left to those whose job it is to serve the
electorate in a so-called democracy, or to the „experts‟ within the academic fields and media.
Boy, was I ever wrong.
For while many could doubtless have done the job addressed in this book better than me if
they had tried, and thousands „at the top‟ know about what is happening to the arts and why,
they didn‟t, or wouldn‟t, so this will have to do.
It must be pointed out that in forwarding the idea for the „Propaganda Watchdog‟, and
„RateMyHumanRights‟ that whatever caricature will likely be asserted, I am not anticorporate, or anti-„brand‟, anti-celebrity, anti-shopping, anti-fast food, anti-consumer, anti-
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entertainment, anti-reality TV, anti-PR, anti-advertising, or anti-fun, anti-TV, anti-politicians
or anti-media.
Neither despite being a victim of childhood abuse, am I a criminal of any kind whatsoever,
bar the infrequent substance indulgence- neither do I have any tattoos, multiple piercings, nor
do I practise yoga, play a guitar, walk a dog on a piece of string, or have I ever lived in a tent
or a tree. I am neither left nor right-wing, racist or pro-unlimited immigration.
I am merely a hard-working, creative, moderate, honest law-abiding member of society, as a
self-taught, working-class, traditionally-skilled, artist, designer, author, and web innovator.
I simply like the idea of a genuine liberal democracy with honest politicians doing their jobs
transparently on behalf of the best interests of an informed electorate enabling a meritocratic
society offering social mobility, education, healthcare and freedom of expression within a
sustainable society and environment to pass on to future generations: which is rather
ironically almost exactly the same mantra endlessly repeated by the ruling
establishment as the core superiority of Western „Free Market‟ capitalist globalist
democracy, over all other forms of government...
FREEDOM
This being the case I never imagined that traditionally skilled autonomous art would be so
feared in the UK that I would be blacklisted from exhibition for my entire adult life.
I never imagined that traditionally skilled autonomous art would be so feared in the UK that
my first self-representing exhibition would be sabotaged, by having the gallery admin, houselighting, internet connection and even the drains put out of action!
I never imagined that art would be so feared in the UK that just over a year later I would have
a car driven at me at top speed for trying to open my own gallery showing traditionallyskilled, working-class autonomous artists!
I certainly never imagined that traditionally-skilled, autonomous art would be so feared that
one of my artist friends, John Robertson aka Robbo, would be found lying in the streets of the
East End of London in a pool of blood with massive head injuries, just three days before a
group exhibition of traditionally-skilled autonomous art he had organised, was to open.
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Fig. 1©Channel4, Graffiti Wars Documentary. Winner of the Royal Television Society Award for Best Arts Documentary 2011.
Documentary film „still‟ of Graffiti Artist John Robertson aka Robbo. Source: Fair Use. Available from: YouTube,
https://youtu.be/S9CdAS3dORg (accessed December 12, 2018).

I never imagined that art would be so feared that a group exhibition of traditionallyskilled art
to raise food money for my friends children, when their Dad, John Robertson aka Robbo, was
fighting for his life in an induced coma with massive brain injuries, that the organisers would
be warned by an anonymous telephone call that they would:
“...all end up like Robbo.”2.

...if the show went ahead. (It did, they didn‟t, but the show was sabotaged anyway.)
Neither did I imagine that the contents of a documentary, „Graffiti Wars‟, which documented
the series of events leading up to John Robertson‟s fatal head injuries, and which I featured
in prominently...
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Fig. 2 ©Channel4, Graffiti Wars Documentary. Winner of the Royal Television Society Award for Best Arts Documentary 2011.
Documentary film „still‟ of Artist Jon Hammer aka Elate who featured prominently as good friend of Artist John Robertson aka Robbo and
critic of the art world. Source: ©Channel4, „Graffiti Wars‟ Documentary Still, Fair Use. Available from: YouTube,
https://youtu.be/ulOiB3xEkzM (accessed December 12, 2018).

...thus far the only explicit media acknowledgement approaching recognition of this
ongoing disaster, would be self-censored by Channel 4 despite winning a Royal
Television Society Award for Best Arts Documentary 2011.
But it is.
At the time of writing you can‟t watch the documentary anywhere, it has completely
disappeared from „4OnDemand‟, any time anyone uploads it online to any video sharing site,
it immediately disappears without a trace, while endless multimedia that flatter the so-called
„contemporary art‟ and „urban art‟ with spurious legitimation remain ubiquitous.
(Someone has even uploaded a fake video with the same name to YouTube, so it appears to
casual researchers, that it is still there, but it is not!)
SINCE WRITING THIS AND THE BURGLARY OF THE DRAFT OF HIS DOCUMENT
IN 2015 IT HAS BEEN RE-UPLOADED TO YOUTUBE AND BACKDATED

SPURIOUSLY TO 2012!
Neither did I imagine that mention of the award was even censored by that supposed
„people‟s champion‟, The Guardian, from its coverage of the event!
But it was.
In fact, there is a total media blackout on reporting the awful truth of the contemporary art
market, JUST LIKE THERE IS A BLACKOUT ON DISCUSSING A LOT OF OTHER
IMPORTANT THINGS meaning all of the above violence, blacklisting and censorship and
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much more have happened, and continue to happen, with the full support and assistance of
certain key sections of the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech.
Meanwhile under this blanket of tacit approval, the attacks against autonomous traditionally
skilled artists continue, in one form or another, across the spectrum of human creativity,
almost completely unreported, and always from the web of influence of Charles Saatchi,
acting, it is widely acknowledged in contemporary art insider circles, apparently in concert
with globalist banking.
This is a travesty considering the gravity of the situation, a travesty, transforming the
calling of the traditionally skilled artist from being one of the safest occupations
imaginable, to being what is possibly, the most dangerous job in Britain.
However, this fact is still, at the time of writing, unspeakable.
A situation that makes Harvey Weinstein‟s „web of influence‟ look positively tame by
comparison!
I sorely underestimated how much opposition there would be to the arts, for while the
government, Culture Industry and much of the Mainstream Media of the United Kingdom,
while presenting itself as the motherland of parliamentary democracy and a global beacon of
freedom of expression actually forbids new artistic expression unless expressly
sanctioned by Saatchi or his minions.
Hopefully „The Celebrity Code‟ will go some way to change that.
„The Celebrity Code‟ identifies a process which has birthed a new formula for the creation of
celebrity, based on „negative selection‟ the recruitment of those with little or no talent, and a
new formula for its‟ continuation based on „locking down‟ we traditionally skilled artists
WITH TALENT, using„zersetzung‟, a form of gangstalking; a formula revealed herein as part
of „The Celebrity Code‟ and which refers to a totalitarian„turning upside down‟ of art.
May it thus prove testament to how much I have been underestimated by my foes, for despite
my faults as a human, my underclass status, I hurt no-one and do nothng wrong.
I would rather be like this than be like my oppressors for all their money and privelige and
my lack of it. I have a clear conscience.
What I lack in establishment approval or class privilege I make up for in integrity, tenacity,
and resilience for I am stubborn and resourceful, capable of measured focus and keen insight,
thanks to the severe emotional child abuse and neglect that characterised my
upbringing fortifying my resilience to almost superhuman levels and making me not a
psychopathic abuser as are some but a highly empathic and respectful friend of
humankind despite my imperfections.
I am not in the slightest bit cowed by illegitimate authority, no matter how authentically
it is presented.
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Thanks to autonomous art being the ruling aspect of my selfhood I am nothing without it, so
while myself and my partner, both skint and disabled, the victims of a protracted human hunt
continually terrorised by the puppets of banking, I am not in the least bit daunted of a struggle
for justice as I am absolutely and utterly in the right, and thus will not give up my freedom
easily, even under duress, threats and harassment of the most heinous kind imaginable, for
my character is GOOD beyond question despite my disadvantages and failings and in 100%
knowledge of this I have intrinsically built up a considerable immunity from any
psychological pain intended by any slander, misrepresentation or attack...
However as may be expected from one who follows such an unconventional calling, I am
prone to the indulgences of lifestyle, spirited temperament, lust for life and fierce
independence of thought, deed and voice, however while I may be irredeemably wild at heart,
undomesticated, unpatriotic and antisocial, selish or immoral I most certainly am not.
Indeed my moral compass, after years of escapades, remains utterly intact, and my
conscience clear, desiring that they remain so I am obliged to discharge the responsibility
shouldered upon me as a burden, to relate my discoveries in a manner that befits their gravity.
With nothing but scorn for the politically engineered idiocy of the „political correntness‟
globalism colonising the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech, and ravaging
autonomous culture in the name of culture and the arts, and equipped with the insider
knowledge, the wit and the wherewithal to explicitly understand what is going on, and with
an intimate enough familiarity with social, political and military history and psychopathology
to recognise the current phenomenon for its' exact species, and with the substance to enable
its accurate aesthetic categorisation in the taxonomy of socio-political folly, and hopefully
with the literary skill to communicate the phenomenon, and with the freedom from
indoctrination to transcribe it truthfully,and without a single jot of allegiance to, respect
for any specious hierarchy of authority or power vertical currently hacking our hard
won democracy, whether scholastic, academic, corporate, governmental, royal,
celebrity, media, or otherwise,and with ZERO indoctrinated adherence to any spurious
societal convention, and far beyond any fear of reprisal through utter and complete
seething fury at the situation revealed herein, I hereby publish a factual study of the 21st
Century‟s incoming totalitarianism of globalisation in its most scandalous form for
subjugation through culture, and using so-called celebrity through media and the arts
in the form of Mainstream Media „Fake News‟.
Indeed the exact methodology for the aforementioned annihilation of art is mirrored
throughout life in the devastation of innumerable autonomous ecosystems from local
communities to sub-tropical rainforests, from coral reefs to ocean bottoms, globally, always
masked by the identical species of counterintuitive imagery, oceanic slogans, moralising
clichés and token displays of sham empathy, carefully contrived into a media matrix to elicit
the illusion of a community of empathy and thus blind the global populace to the dire
actuality of the ongoing Armageddon destroying the world, not just for ourselves but for
future generations.
Accordingly and with a profound understanding of the potential of Social Media and the web
as a counter-propaganda tool I propose that we may collectively use the hitherto-hijacked
Social Media, to reclaim the web and thus our brains, in order to counterbalance the media's
apparent new role in its current corporate incarnation, (very often), not as a people‟s
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chronicler, but in its‟ new role very often as a politico-corporate propagandist, and advocate
of globalism, fomenting silent complicity with ecological, and national and even racial
genocide, ALL HIDDEN BEHIND LIES OF „DIVERSITY‟ AS IT KILLS DIVERSITY,
FIRST IN THE ANNIHALTION OF ART, NOW IN THE ANNIHILATION OF
CIVILISATION THROUGH THE DISPROPORTIONATE LOCKDOWNS in which it acts
as an enabler of what Professor John McMurtry in „Unequal Freedoms: The Global Market as
an Ethical System‟, describes as:
“...the private-property rights of mass media owners, their designated managements, and their
advertisers, who together establish a range of what can be said or represented in the media of
public communication they control.”3.

...effectively vanity publishing for the so-called „elite‟ establishment, Fake News, creating a
simulation of reality which is falsely presented as public-spirited, independent editorial.
Return to Contents

Britain - The Gangster State
Editors Note: Since the burglary of this manuscript in 2015 numerous
online sources have changed their definition of gangster or mafia state,
apparently to diminish the seriousness of the situation
It is a simple fact that Britain, much of its cultural infrastructure, and supported by an entire
sub-section within its media, has effectively become, by definition, a „mafia state':
“A mafia state is a state system where the government is tied with organized crime, including
when government officials, police, and/or military take part in illicit enterprises. The term
mafia is a reference to any organized crime groups strongly connected with the authorities.”4.

Its Mafioso rule of „Omertà‟ or „silence‟ in the media denotes consensus, and thus the UK the
once proud home of parliamentary democracy is by definition, no longer part of civilisation.
Colin Wilson:
“Civilisation, as Freud pointed out, demands self-discipline on the part of its members. No
one can be licensed to threaten people with carving knives.”5.

...or drive cars at people, or kill them in the street, or threaten to 'frame' them for the most
heinous sex crimes just for making and showing art, or threaten that they will:
“…all end up like Robbo.”6.

...I.E. IN A COMA WITH OUR HEADS SMASHED IN, but they are, and certain key
sections of the government, the media and state culture apparatus appear to be very well
aware of it indeed, and still blithely promote and thus protect the perpetrators, omitting the
truth, apparently in full and complete knowledge. Michael A. Hoffman II:
“It is an ancient rule of both the moral and common law that silence connotes consent silence and a lack of meaningful action constitute consent in the face of these crimes.”7.
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So without recourse to justice or a voice in my own land, or within the Human Rights
organisations, which have been appropriated to support this genocide, I must appeal to the
global community for help.
„The Celebrity Code - The Black Book of Contemporary Arts‟, the revelations it contains and
will hopefully serve to pass enough insights on to those able to do more with them and in a
more coherent, thorough and meticulous manner than my limited means, modest position,
disparate vocation and limited time have allowed, and to TRANSPARENTLY and under
constant public scrutiny to continue the work of unravelling the hitherto inexorable tangle of
black propaganda.
This is (at least partially) unmasked herein; black propaganda keeping the arts and thus
humanity servile and in bondage, and in a state of „learned helplessness‟, with a meticulously
constructed meritocratic mirage of so-called liberal/democratic bias and „affirmative action‟,
„political correctness‟, and endless „identity politics‟, repeatedly asserting that
opportunities for social mobility and autonomy exist for all in an atmosphere or caring
concern and humanity, in what we are told is the participatory democracy of the free
market, and behind which lurks a totalitarian tyranny of unimaginable recklessness
and unbridled entitlement, a genocidal cruelty ravaging the arts and individualism via
the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech.
I hope I have succeeded in making some significant headway into the job of remedying the
dominance of this carefully crafted global delusion in order that some coherent action may be
taken.
In order to serve this urgent purpose that has somehow, and unbidden, fallen in my path „The
Celebrity Code - The Black Book of Contemporary Arts‟ attempts to follow in the spirit at
least, of those preceding literary investigations into systemic mass Human Rights violations
of almost biblical proportions such as „The Black Book of Communism‟, „The Black Book of
Capitalism‟, „The Black Book of Colonialism‟, „The Origins of Totalitarianism‟ and „The
Gulag Archipelago‟, in order to attempt to awaken global society to the seriousness of the
current political reality, not by concocting conspiracy theories, but instead, by attempting to
compile what Professor Emeritus of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the world‟s most
cited public intellectual, Noam Chomsky has outlined as institutional analysis, concentrating
primarily on the public, activities of recognised figures and institutions, as recorded in
academic documents and Mainstream Media.
“If I give an analysis of, say, the economic system, and I point out that General Motors tries
to maximize profit and market share, that‟s not a conspiracy theory. That‟s an institutional
analysis. That has nothing to do with conspiracies. And that‟s precisely the sense in which
we‟re talking about the media. The phrase “conspiracy theory” is one that‟s constantly
brought up. And I think its effect, simply, is to discourage institutional analysis.”8.
Noam Chomsky, „Manufacturing Consent: Noam Chomsky and the Media‟ Documentary
Film, 1992

As to the methodology for those who have discovered something important regarding large
scale corruption, a type of study which will be made impossible by „Article13‟ of the
„European Union Censorship Machine‟, in its banning of „fair use‟ and imposition of a
„link tax‟, and which is due still, to anytime come into force, for such writing can result in an
understanding of:
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“The deeper question of life-and-death principles of regulating value systems which connect
across and explain social orders.”9.

The telling of the tale is rendered in context, my own journey of discovery in the
contemporary arts and as a core narrative, by relating as hitherto unknown facts about the
secret political and methodological structure of and secret control systems in use in the
contemporary art market and the Culture Industry via the Mainstream Media, Social Media
and Big Tech, and the principles which govern them, to enable money laundering for global
gangsterism, a tale illuminated by the context of deep insider information.
In such a manner I attempt to correct fundamental misconceptions about the current social,
cultural, political and economic reality in the UK and beyond globally, for we are in the grip
of a hitherto invisible invasion by a hostile group supremacist cult of psychopathic cultural
hitmen working on behalf of the so-called globalist elite, who have staged a global coup
d‟état against planetary society and who have hijacked the planetary aesthetic and covertly
wrested control from their traditionally appointed and trusted sentinels, as we watch, until
now helpless.
It‟s time to take back the power, peacefully if possible.
Return to Contents

The British System of Apartheid in the 21st Century
“The socially privileged, typically, assume that they have the right to control the interactions
in their relationship with members of subordinated groups. Challenging this assumption can
be risky for a subordinate and, as a consequence, they usually go unchallenged. The repeated,
everyday experience of being treated as an inferior produces a public image of being an
inferior, which may be internalized as an image of self-inferiority. In the socially privileged,
in contrast, such interactions will produce a public image of superiority and a corresponding
self-image. Such non-egalitarian everyday interactions between the socially dominant and the
oppressed help to keep the system of oppression in place by the public images and selfimages they produce and perpetuate.”10.
Morton Deutsch, „Maintaining Oppression‟, March 2005
“The artist‟s job is to be a witness to his time in history.”11.
Robert Rauschenberg

The traditional way for gifted people to escape the poverty trap of working-class and underclass deprivation, has always been talent and very hard work.
Talent, through culture, is that gift with which to lift up and glorify the humanity of all
mankind and to get a genuine voice of the full spectrum of society, a representative of all
sections, from the poor to the richest, in order to have an equal opportunity to exercise
freedom of expression in the minds of the people and thus have an influence in the public
domain.
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However, in the 21st Century this leveller - genius - is neutralised, controlled and policed by a
rigorously enforced system of apartheid.
Yes, apartheid.
If you thought apartheid was something which came to an end under the leadership of Nelson
Mandela in 1994, something that only happened to black people in South Africa under the
rule of the white supremacist National Party from 1948 (a party who were incidentally
supported by Margaret Thatcher, PRed by Charles Saatchi)...well you would be totally,
completely wrong.
A brutal system of apartheid is currently enforced in the UK, and beyond globally, in 2020,
and it has been going on for many years.
The UK system of social and cultural apartheid, however, is a secretly enforced, hitherto
invisible apartheid, and would appear to be enforced according to a set of innate internal
characteristics such as autonomy, artistic talent, free-thinking, intelligence, autonomy,
personal charisma, and the inclination toward transcendence, genius and blazing originality.
While unbelievably savage and unjust, apartheid was impossible to hide for the South African
government, thus despite all the brutality, it at least, in its inhumanity enabled global
acknowledgement of, and sympathy with, the plight of indigenous South Africans, and the
subsequent overthrow of a despotic regime.
The current UK system of apartheid is, in some ways, even more frustrating for us, the
victims, for it is not openly enforced by external characteristics such as skin colour.
We are in a prison without walls for the rainbow colours of our souls. Our plight is thus
invisible. As such, it has been plausible, until now, for our oppressors to deny its existence;
something impossible for their South African peers.
The British, and thus the globalist system of cultural apartheid, controls exactly which artists
you, the public, are allowed to see in the galleries, at events and festivals, in the media and on
TV, and even on the very streets themselves.
Watching the film „Exit Through the Gift Shop‟, by Banksy and Shepard Fairey, (the graphic
designer responsible for the US Democrat Party‟s Obama political campaign „HOPE‟
posters) and the entire system around it as spread by the Mainstream Media, Social Media
and Big Tech, is a tool that helps prevent you from perceiving certain facts about the
Apartheid, just exactly as a squid emits a cloud of black ink to conceal its movements from
potential pursuers.
“I don't want to answer questions directly relating to the film plot. I want to keep as much
mystery about the film as possible...”12.
Banksy, discussing the „Exit Through the Gift Shop‟ film, via email interview, with „The
Times‟ newspaper, 2010

My personal experiences when trying to show my own paintings, and other artists who are
blacklisted, would appear to indicate that the UK system of apartheid is even more oppressive
than the South African apartheid, for while blacks in South Africa were allowed to run
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their own facilities to celebrate their own culture, under the current UK system of
apartheid, we are even denied that right.
The global public are therefore banned from experiencing an enormous, and crucially
important, part of British and global culture. Art!
Return to Contents

Cultural Genocide in the UK
“A man who has nothing which he is willing to fight for, nothing which he cares about more
than he does about his personal safety, is a miserable creature who has no chance of being
free...”13.
John Stuart Mill

The global media has, until now, been uninterrupted by awareness of the art, the plight, and
even the very existence of myself and my friends.
Their cultural spotlight shines instead on a meticulously contrived contemporary art world
that is being systematically micromanaged.
At the centre stage of this incrementally cleansed cultural wasteland, lie the kind of objects
that advertising tycoon Charles Saatchi‟s „protégés‟ quite openly refer to as:
“...really bad art...”14.
Damien Hirst

...and...
“...smelly old ancient things like my passport or bits of fabric from my sofa...nothing that
looked like an exhibition.”15.
Tracey Emin

...which, alongside similarly artless artefacts displayed by their contemporaries from
Goldsmiths and beyond, are dishonestly heralded as among the best achievements British art
can offer the world, and are marketed for enormous prices by the most devious propaganda
imaginable, and which appears to be enabled by merciless social conditioning executed at the
very highest echelons of the British and global establishment.
The most accurate and proper term for the campaign of apartheid, persecution, exile,
censorship, violence and terror, that enables the above charade to continue, unchallenged
with the help of the Mainstream Media by the reality of art, is cultural genocide as identified
in „Article 7‟ of a 1994 draft of the „United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples‟:
“Indigenous peoples have the collective and individual right not to be subjected to ethnocide
and cultural genocide, including prevention and redress for:
Any action which has the aim or effect of depriving them of their integrity as distinct peoples,
or of their cultural values or ethnic identities.
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Any action which has the aim or effect of dispossessing them of their lands, territories or
resources.
Any form of population transfer which has the aim or effect of violating or undermining any
of their rights.
Any form of assimilation or integration by other cultures or ways of life imposed on them by
legislative, administrative or other measures.
Any form of propaganda directed against them.”16.

Actions from each of the above categories have been perpetrated against me, and my
comrades from my indigenous folk culture in order exactly as brainwashing worked:
“...during the Korean War [committed] by the Chinese...[who]...decided to divide...into two
groups: the enterprising ones and the passive ones. ...When this dominant 5 per cent was
removed from the rest of the group, the others could be left with almost no guard at all.”17.

We have the most enterprising 5 per cent who have been removed from culture by a system
of apartheid, thus enacting the crime of Cultural Genocide to enable the brainwashing of the
population of the planet, in collusion with much of the Mainstream Media.
So what exactly is meant by „Cultural Genocide‟:
“When we speak of cultural genocide we are not referring to the global nature of the fast food
industry, the homogenising of clothing styles along Western lines, or the apparent persistent
desire of millions...to migrate to the United States or European Union. Rather we are
interested in purposeful destructive targeting of out-group cultures so as to destroy or
weaken them in the process of conquest or domination.”18.
Lawrence Davidson, „Cultural Genocide‟ [Added Emphasis]

The details will be itemised herein, for:
“...the shock of the Holocaust now deters today‟s great powers from the practise of physical
genocide. Majority populations, cognizant of outside pressure and knowing that they should
not resort to mass murder, have turned instead to cultural genocide as a “second best”
politically determined substitute for physical genocide.”19.

Now however the Cultural Genocide has extended beyond the arts to the next level, beyond
art to the stage of civilisation itself, to businesses, churches, restaurants, all the things we
hold dear, in an asserted plan to save us, in a move which is destroying us, while riots are not
merely allowed, as long as they benefit globalisation, in its apparent purpose to divide and
conquer to create order out of chaos, but are passed off by the media as „peaceful protests‟
even if the newscaster is standing before a block of burning buildings.
But the intent appears to be identical, in all tyrannies and genocides, as we shall see, and
understand why and how, it is always the artists first, and then the rest.
Return to Contents
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So Who the Hell Are We Then?
We are the hitherto voiceless vanguard of British art.
We are the indigenous pioneers of British underground culture who have mastered the
classical skills of the studio and now draw and paint with total originality, and the intoxicated
fury of passionate love.
We are the self-conscious, enlightened, lumpenproletariat, the eternal working class „poets in
rags‟, or we are visionaries and outsiders, proud veterans of the glorious days of the golden
age of British underground culture.
We are the voice of the British underclass and in our untutored and indoctrinated state we are
the last bastion of hope representing the undiluted aesthetic urge for autonomy and
freedom of expression in Western society.
This makes us targets.
“Cultural genocide is the much-maligned and oft-forgotten companion of the simply termed
concept of "genocide." Unlike genocide-a word used to characterize horrors such as the
killings in the former Yugoslavia, Rwanda, and, controversially, Darfur-cultural genocide
does not require the killing of a single person.1 In fact, no physical harm need ever befall a
victim of cultural genocide? That is because cultural genocide3 strips from humanity all
manner of cultural contributions by human groups, through the destruction of those artefacts,
documents, books, monuments, or even languages that embody the group's identity.4 More
simply, it is nothing more or less than the total destruction of a culture so as to obliterate the
identity of a people. 5 As such, a culture and identity can be destroyed "even if all the
members of the group [are] still alive." 6
It is, of course, an extraordinarily rare occurrence that cultural genocide happens on its own,
without any kind of physical abuse simultaneously inflicted on the victims.7 More often than
not, cultural genocide is wrapped up in, and overshadowed by, physical violence.
[...]
The term 'genocide' was coined in 1943 by a Polish law professor, Raphael Lemkin, 13 as a
combination of the Greek word 'genos' or 'genus' meaning race, and the Latin word 'cide'
meaning killing (as in homicide or fratricide). 14 He used it to describe the Armenian
decimation by the Turks during World War I, but the concept became firmly embedded in
legal and political terminology when he applied it to the German Nazis' policies to
exterminate the Jews and the Roma throughout Europe during World War II. 15 Lemkin's
definition of genocide was a very broad and holistic one, and reflective of the wide variety of
destructive measures employed by the Nazis, encompassing the "disintegration of the political
and social institutions, of culture, language, national feelings, religion, and the economic
existence of national groups, and the destruction of the personal security, liberty, health,
dignity, and even the lives of the individuals belonging to such groups."16 For Lemkin, the
destruction of the lives of the victims seemed almost an afterthought, as if taking their lives
was, while cruel, a mercy in comparison to the annihilation unleashed on their culture,
society, and identity.
Broadly defined, cultural genocide encompassed "attacks [beyond] the physical and/or
biological elements of a group...seek[ing] to eliminate its wider institutions; such an
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elimination policy could be accomplished through the prohibition of the use of a local
language and schools, the restriction or ban of artistic, literary, and cultural activities, and the
destruction or confiscation of "national treasures, libraries, archives, museums, artefacts, and
art galleries.”20.
Kristina Marie Hon, „Bringing Cultural Genocide in by the Backdoor: Victim Participation at
the ICC‟

The exact methodology of the above will become fully apparent in due course.
Return to Contents

The Banished Generations
“When the forest was cut down, where did the mystery go? Some say there were fairies in the
forest - angry bad tempered creatures (the unwashed children of Eve), ill-met by moonlight,
who loitered with intent on banks of wild thyme listening furiously to the encroaching axes.
Where did they go when the forest no longer existed?”21.
Kate Atkinson, „Human Croquet‟

So who are we, this banished generation?
We were Thatcher‟s unheard, unspoken, unseen children. Those who grew up in poverty and
fear under the Cold War nightmare of the nuclear shadow, bathed in the cathode tube flashes
of inner city riots and miners strikes, of „Protect and Survive‟ nuclear warning leaflets, amidst
the advice on how to build makeshift fallout shelters.
We were, in our youth, the 'outsiders' of straight society, participants of impassioned protests
and spectacular activism, we were the optimistic harbingers of protest and proto-hip hop art
in the early 1980s, then the rolling thunder and sparking clatter of the golden age of London
graffiti trains from the mid-1980s derelict tube system, then the frenzied delirium and
mystical serendipity of the acid house revolution in which we collectively reignited the
ancient shamanic interface into the eternal and so expanded the entire consciousness of
society:
“Dancing is surely the most basic and relevant of all forms of expression. ...only the dance
lives at once in both space and time...There could be no better metaphor for an understanding
of the mechanics of the cosmos.”22.
Lyall Watson, „Gifts of Unknown Things‟

From the late 1980s and onward into 1990s and new millennium, while the world was
distracted and dumbed down by the „Cool Britannia‟ mass manufactured political psy-op of
the Spice Girls, Blur and BritArt, and the banal recycled 60s/70s rock posturing of Oasis, we
quietly pioneered the way forward for human culture, well away from the eyes of the
mainstream, from the attention of the masses, for a new dynamic was at work.
For the first time, the British people were being deliberately insulated from the avant-garde
by the machinations of the Mainstream Media.
“The state of the world depresses me- it‟s such a fickle place, there are just so many people
into things for the wrong reasons, I mean, the Spice Girls. Fair do‟s to them... But there are so
many people making great music out there and not getting anywhere, there‟s something just
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not right about that.[...] Being famous has always been the best way of fighting the
system...”23.
„Fabio‟, House, Techno and Drum & Bass Deejay, „Mixmag‟ Interview, June 1997

We helped pioneer the countless mutations that sprang from these seeds and infused the rich
tapestry of British culture with pure funk, expanded consciousness, transcendence and the
honesty of the street.
With age and responsibility, certain of us, those with open minds, a gift of prodigious talent
and a desire to 'keep moving forward' with ideas and „take it to the next level‟, have matured
far beyond our outlaw past to become responsible artists in society, upstanding members of
our communities with positive visions for the future of human culture.
We remain to this day at the vanguard of imagination, the nerve centre of creativity and we
hold the time-signature of the Great British cultural essence in our deed and action.
We continue in this 21st Century to pioneer new and original ideas using the classical
techniques themes and influences and standards evolved over millennia by the old masters,
but now enlivened with the passion, originality, movement and funk inspired by our roots,
our perception of the present, and our visions of the future.
While I do not claim to be a spokesman for my peers, I have registered from conversations
the idea that we commonly share certain understandings.
We have risen, staring at the stars, rising from the gutter and separated by a „Glass Floor‟.
We shun and scorn the phoney sentimental cliché ridden street and urban art.
We shun the passionless production line of the sentimental personality cults of the
„stockbroker art‟ of Saatchi‟s so-called yBas such as Tracey Emin and Damien Hirst.
We shun, and find ridiculous, the phoney populism contrived by Jeff Koons, Gilbert and
George, Grayson Perry, Banksy and Shepard Fairey.
We value the transcendental, and talented, over the now stagnant tsunami of conceptual selfindulgence.
We value the amazing over the mundanity of mawkish sentimentality.
We value breathtaking talent above the talent-free manufactured dross.
We value great genius above the gimmicks, and the inspired and prodigious above the
endless deliberately bad „art‟ that has flooded human consciousness like a sewer that has
burst and then overflowed into the street, so incrementally that people hardly even notice the
stench of shit it has introduced to constantly gradually increase, (like the classic metaphorical
folktale of a frog sitting in water that increases in heat which eventually reaches boiling point
and the frog has compliantly sat in the pan of water which ultimately is leading to its
doom),to the extent we willingly wade in it, as a matter of course, accepting „that‟s just the
way it is‟.
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However we do not accept it, and I certainly will never accept it.
We personally deliver our own unique concepts, with the prodigious manual manipulation of
pigments with deft fingers as our stock-in-trade.
We hold originality, ingenuity of imagination, the personal mastery of traditional skills above
all other virtues in the realm of the arts.
You would think that in Britain, she who declares herself to lead the world in freedom of
expression, frequently calling herself a:
“cultural superpower”24.

...and in a global culture which has supposedly accepted the outsider, and the visionary, the
graffiti artist, the protest artist, as valid sources from which great art to rise, that we who
both pioneered the cultures and subsequently pursued our vision from its humble origins into
fine art of traditional skills, would be publicly acknowledged, or acclaimed even.
However instead, like those students who attempted to learn fine painting skills, and who
wrote in despair to Brian Sewell, we too:
“…are damned…for wanting to pursue the tradition of putting paint on canvas…[we are
subject to] vehement attacks…and…constant derision…[as] skill, attention to detail and
natural talent are to be crushed. They fear it…[and so we live in an atmosphere which] is
dismissive and oppressive, and…natural talent…[is] crushed and aptitude frustrated…[by]
downright hostility to [artists] who hope for a measure of technical competence…[as] paint
on canvas is old hat and drawing based on scrutiny is utterly condemned as irrelevant…”25.

So we find ourselves utterly banned from exhibiting, banned from publicity, and therefore
banned from making a living from our lifetime‟s vocation.
This has meant that the public has never had the opportunity to decide for themselves
whether the tastes of Charles Saatchi, expressed in the likes of Emin, Koons, Hirst, Gormley,
Whiteread, etc. are really the world‟s greatest contemporary artists or merely:
“Thatcherite mediocrities...applauded on the sidelines by those who should be reviewing
Disney World.”26.
Simone Dulac, „The Guardian‟ Newspaper Article Comments Section

While we are forbidden from the public square, under lockdown imposed by terror. Why has
this come about?
Well let‟s find out.
Return to Contents

The Free Market - Utopia or Dystopia
“There are two main competing economic approaches which determine how we humans
manage the world and distribute wealth. These are the Classical and Neoclassical schools.
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The Classical school favours less government interference, more personal autonomy and
recognises that humans cannot function without natural resources.
The neoclassical school which has a more dismissive view of natural resources thinks
governments should rule the economy, solve social problems and leave the free-market to
look after the distribution of wealth.
The Neoclassical school emerged around 100 years ago due to vested interests desires to
protect their assets; this meant that neoclassical mathematical models and assumptions were
divorced from reality.
They are based on what ought to be instead of the classical models which are based on what
actually is. It's these Neoclassical models that favour large corporations that have been used to
legitimise the Financialisation of the global economy, championed by Ronald Reagan and
Margaret Thatcher, Neoclassical economics still dominates policy-making today.”27.
Dominic Frisby, Narrator, „Four Horsemen Documentary‟

The fanatical extremist ideology underlining Neo Classical Economics, Free-Market
Fundamentalism of globalisation is an almost religious edict that informs the people that
through global markets in which corporations are free to do as they please in the pursuit of
profit, that the benefits will 'trickle' down to the masses, through their faith in what Adam
Smith called “the invisible hand”.
The actual meaning of his work „The Wealth of Nations‟, published in 1776, has been, it
appears, twisted in order to imply providence for the poor through the wealth of the rich:
“The problem with market fundamentalism, the dominant theology of our time, is that it is
decoupled from society's life conditions - the civil commons of clean water for all, education
of the young to speak and write, rules to protect the life of every citizen against assault or
disease, supportive care for all when ill or old, public spaces to enjoy in free time, and
vocations for citizens to work for the common life interest. Market Fundamentalism is unable
to recognise any value...except as it can be made to serve corporate stockholders.
Since the commitments of a society to safeguard the lives of its members and to ensure they
are able to express themselves as human is the measure of its civilisation, this market ethos is
not only uncivilised, it is pathological. For if we recognise the real meaning of 'terrorism' - to
instil in innocent people fear for their life security in order to coerce their compliance to an
armed party's demands- we see a terrorist pattern that is increasingly pervasive but
unnamed.”28.

So what is the result of the Free Market on eco systems?
“Across the world, poverty-stricken indigenous peoples have been driven off their land-bases
by local oligarchies…to export their takings to richer markets. Those who have sought to
protect the life of their communities by organized resistance have been hunted down by
death-squads,…or otherwise attacked by armed forces representing the invasive corporate
agents…
[…]
…communities across the globe may be deprived of their livelihoods, security and ancestral
homes by rootless corporations entering their societies, extracting what is required for further
money-sequence growth, and then abandoning them for another site of the same money-
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sequence growth.
[…]
None of this process is recognised as a problem by the global market paradigm, or by
governments…It is in this way a different sort of order than witnessed before. It is structured
with nodal assistance by governments to exploit, depredate and leave life-hosts across all
national borders so as to turn what is appropriated into more money returns for non-living
growth cycles.”29.

So thanks to the deregulation intrinsic to the Neoclassical Economics brought in by the Adam
Smith Institute, under the rule of Thatcher and Reagan with the help of Charles and Maurice
Saatchi, the perhaps unforeseen results (as Reagan appears to have been a moral being who
railed against fascism) are that corporations are free to pretty much do as they please in the
pursuit of private profit.
And the results of this pursuit are that a secret war would appear to be being waged against
both the planet and its people, us, in order to enable the extraction of maximum money profit,
from available resources no matter what cost to life systems.
The facts of this war on the planet are so utterly horrendous to the everyday person that the
corporate sector appears to be fighting a battle for hearts and minds to ensure it can operate
without interference from annoyances like autonomous culture, because, after all:
“...the global corporate system depends for every step on public acceptance of its
contradictions of value-set, which in turn requires that they are kept hidden and repressed
from the view of even the global marketeers.”30.

And if people were allowed to have free and unfettered interaction with such people as we
autonomous artists, playwrights, poets, songwriters, producers, visionaries, well known as
free-thinkers and passionate speakers-out against injustice and corruption, such as is
supposed to be allowed in the democracy of a free market, such as is enshrined in the Human
Rights Act, let alone the UK law, well that could make people think about what is
actually happening!
Indeed that is what culture does and has done for many hundreds, if not thousands of years,
except now the situation has become so dire that if people are free to engage with
autonomous culture in its capacity as playing humanity a genuine and uncensored feedback
of its own collective actions it could have serious impacts of private profits because, to quote
Professor John McMurtry:
“...the global corporate system depends for every step on public acceptance of its
contradictions...”31.

Such a state can only exist in the absence of certain groups of people, including the artists.
Return to Contents

The New Iron Curtain of the 21st Century Psychopath
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“It is not in the still calm of life, or the repose of the pacific station, that great characters are
formed. The habits of a vigorous mind are formed in contending with difficulties. Great
necessities call out great virtues. When a mind is raised, animated by scenes that engage the
heart, then those qualities which would otherwise lay dormant, wake into life...”32.
Abigail Adams

Here then, begins an autonomous attempt to instigate a popular tradition to acknowledge,
quantify and hopefully to go some way to correcting a global plague of systematic evil by
offering an alternative source of inside information about the world of contemporary art - a
voice of truth in a meticulously micromanaged mediascape of well camouflaged censorship
and pathological deceit emanating from an almost completely infiltrated patho-political
domain.
Return to Contents

Introducing the Psychopath
“What does psychopathy have to do with personal or social evil you may ask?
Absolutely everything. Whether you know it or not, each and every day your life is touched
by the effects of psychopathy on our world. You are about to learn that even if there isn‟t
much we can do about geological and cosmological catastrophe, there is a lot we can do about
social and macro social evil, and the very first thing to do is to learn about it. In the case of
psychopathy and its effects on our world, what you don‟t know definitely can and will hurt
you.
Nowadays the word “psychopath” generally evokes images of the barely restrained - yet
surprisingly urbane - mad-dog serial killer, Dr Hannibal Lecter, of Silence of the Lambs fame.
I will admit that this was the image that came to my mind whenever I heard the word; almost,
that is. The big difference was that I never thought of a psychopath as possibly being so
cultured or so capable of passing as “normal”. But I was wrong, and I was to learn this lesson
quite painfully by direct experience.”33.
Laura Knight-Jadczyk, Editor‟s Preface, „Political Ponerology‟

While tyranny will doubtless continue; the methods, attitude, violence, symbolism, aims and
existence, participants, propagandists, supporters, collectors and identities of the corporate
sponsors of the ruthlessly cunning consortium that collude to achieve it will no longer be a
secret, for the knowledge revealed herein will serve as a powerful searchlight to illuminate
the darkness with a flood of clarity which will show those usually invisible mechanics, and
thus give to readers the hitherto secret „insider‟ knowledge with which to carefully assess all
future emanations from the field of contemporary art, in whichever form they may manifest
for:
“...the glare of the spotlight is the only effective response to mass crimes that are committed
in secret and kept hidden from prying eyes.”34.
„The Black Book of Communism‟

„The Celebrity Code - The Black Book of Contemporary Arts‟, in such an aim, must first
stand alone as a vanguard, a rallying point, a reference work for further research and
hopefully as an inspiration for ongoing investigation, by presenting undeniable evidence of a
particular tyrannical methodology and organisation, by identifying its patho-political human
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structure, its historical and cultural significance thus revealing its‟ devastating socio political
context, its‟ collective group-supremacist mindset, its‟ revolting biased extremism, its‟ illegal
existence as a domestic terrorist organisation and money laundering facility for global
gangsterism, and its‟ sinister secret code which boast in the Mainstream Media of the true
terrorist agenda of the global Fifth Column‟s insurgency; in images, objects, words and
events which billions of people are already only too familiar with.
“Let us remember that [the psychopath‟s] typical behaviour defeats what appear to be his own
aims. Is it not he himself who is most deeply deceived by his apparent normality? Although
he deliberately cheats others and is quite conscious of his lies...[h]is monumental lack of
insight indicates how little he appreciates the nature of his disorder.”35.
Hervey Cleckley, „The Mask of Sanity‟

However we find, on consulting terrorism expert Jerrold M. Post‟s standard reference work,
„The Mind of a Terrorist‟, that in fact:
“Severe psychopathology is incompatible with being a member of a terrorist group. Indeed
terrorist groups regularly screen out individuals who are emotionally unstable.”36.

However, in light of the facts of the proliferation of both violence and violent symbolism, we
appear to be dealing with what Post refers to as:
““Criminal Terrorism” which refers to acts of terrorism by a criminal enterprise in order to
further its goals. So when the narco-terrorists in Columbia assassinate a judge, the goal is not
merely eliminating a judge who has threatened their enterprise, it is also to intimidate other
judges in order to give the terrorists the freedom to operate they desire.”37.

However we appear to be dealing with a particularly unpleasant sub-species of „Criminal
Terrorism‟, which as a result of its‟ disordered actions, (thankfully for we „normal people‟),
means that the terrorists appear to bear the seeds of their own doom within the existential
fabric of their existence, in their capacity as pretend culture heroes and people‟s champions,
by hiding their true agenda in symbols representing:
“…a grotesque mockery of the very principle touted. …macabre arrogance border[ing] on the
clownish for those initiates (or self-initiates) who have the wit to see it.”38.

...in countless audacious words and symbols, thus leaving those that Simon Stewart describes
in „A Sociology of Culture, Taste and Value‟, as:
“...key players in consumer society, in advertising, in public relations, in branding...”39.

...and who are involved in this atrocity, wide open for exposure, which effectively means they
don‟t actually make very good:
“...spies, terrorists, or mobsters, simply because their impulsiveness...make[s]
them...careless...”40.
Robert D. Hare PhD, „Without Conscience‟

...a carelessness that has thankfully enabled this revelation of „The Celebrity Code‟ and its‟
inherent „Propaganda Watchdog‟ awareness-expansion roadmap to go way beyond the sphere
of art, and meaning that through quiet learning, a wide programme of reading around certain
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key subjects and authors, combined with vigilant observation of the Mainstream Media‟s
output, healthy scepticism, discussion, and by opening channels for the recognition, and
assistance, of the abused, we can we begin to assess the vast scope of the actual identified and
confirmed problem, and thus to calculate something of its terrible human cost.
Return to Contents

The Cost of Being a Skilled Artist
“There is nothing more beautiful [in nature] than the mysterious…”41.
Albert Einstein

The fact is that I have, like many other blacklisted artists (and also like the countless
historical members of the RA devalued by Le Brun), devoted my life to hard work and study
to cultivate my talents.
It feels slightly ridiculous, rather embarrassing even, having to point out the obvious, I never
particularly wanted publicity for myself I just wanted the freedom to share my work and
communicate through my painting with the people, but seeing as that is banned, not just for
me but for many, including many of my good friends, then the world MUST understand what
has happened to we artists, so here goes...
Being an artist, and by that I mean one who relatesoriginal ideas using traditional techniques
and materials with virtuosity, actually takes an enormous amount of self-sacrifice in the form
of the gruelling hard work - work needed to cultivate inborn skill.
Being poor and from a working-class background with absolutely no prospects for a decent
education, (let alone an art education), and not being related to any famous people, there were
no short-cuts offered to me, I taught myself to be an artist in the great university of life.
Since I gave up significant illegal artwork painting graffiti writing on trains in 1989, I have
spent a quarter of a century, working day after day, reading book after book, gazing into
nature and into art and into the inner universe, trying, and then mastering, traditional art
technique after traditional art technique, practising them again and again and again, gladly
sacrificing my opportunities to have a paying career, sacrificing my opportunity for leisure,
sometimes working in a job all day to buy food and materials, and then painting all night, and
then back to a job in the morning after little, if any, sleep, so I could afford materials again;
and living like this for years and years and years on end.
Hundreds, if not thousands of hours, have been spent in the National Gallery, London and
others, gazing intently at, and deconstructing, the works of the Great Masters, and then home
to one shabby little room, in one low rent part of London after another, (which I would use as
a makeshift studio), to the ecstasy of my pencils, brushes, pigments, books and canvases in an
attempt to master the finest techniques, and to discover new ones, to put the old ones to new
uses, to push my mind to the limits of its capacity and endurance, to learn to deconstruct and
reverse engineer the works of each artists, to learn anatomy by drawing and painting obliging
girlfriends and friends, and going out and sketching statuary and skeletons and artefacts in
museums, to learn natural form drawing and painting the landscape, and the sky and
innumerable clouds and trees and flowers, rocks, bushes and grassy dells.
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I learned the rules of drawing perspective, architecture, people and animals and in fact pretty
soon I found that I could draw anything I could envisage fairly well, just by imagining it, so I
turned my investigations away from the observable world and into the inner world.
Like the many artists who came before me, years were spent taking sacramental entheogens
and hallucinating, exploring inner-space.
I then devoted myself to studying the art of primitive peoples from stack after stack of books,
and voyaging into inner worlds and then recording my experiences in journals and
sketchbooks so I could apply the rules of fine art, and the intuition of the shaman, to the inner
realm of the fantastic.
I set my mind that I would read and read and read, and write and write and write, and draw
and draw and draw, and I made mistakes, and made mess, and ruined my clothes and carpets,
and lived surrounded by books of paintings and paint tubes and brushes and I discovered by
the early 1990s that despite the many people from all works of life who loved my work with a
passion, and many artist friends who had similar ideas, it was impossible to find a gallery to
show in.
They were all full of, well...nothing that looked anything like art whatsoever.
Painting had been banned, unless it looked like it had been done by a halfwit.
Everyone I spoke to agreed how disappointing and unrepresentative it all was and that soon
enough the tide would turn with humanity enjoying a renaissance of art.
So I kept painting...and partying.
I got drunk and high in despair at a contemporary art world existing in a parallel universe
created by people who seemed to actually despise art.
I got depressed, addicted to drugs and went through homelessness, living in hostels and
squats in my determination to keep on painting no matter what. I got chucked out more than
once, (for the spiritual path of the artist is not lined with physical gold).
Eventually however, I got clean, and got fit in the gym, whilst still spending lots of time
partying at illegal raves and partying with lots of girls.
I worked in countless dead end jobs, and a few good ones.
In some, I was asked to stay forever. In others, I had fights and was sacked.
Increasingly working out harder in the gym, I became a „gym-junkie‟.
I got a feel for all manner of skills and environments from unemployment to gardening, to
selling cleaning materials on doorsteps, working on building sites, in warehouses, shops,
factories, kitchens, and chemical plants and painting commissioned murals. I got to know
people from all walks of life.
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In the midst of this chaos, and alienated by a contemporary art world, a simulation completely
removed from the natural aesthetic of humankind, I continued on my inner journey of
discovery attempting to understand the great mysteries, to understand light and shade and
colour theory, perspective and the „golden section‟, the Fibonacci sequence (the math which
dictates the aesthetics of nature) not to mention the latest developments in science such as
fractal geometry and the secrets of quantum physics and the holographic theory.
I read many great literary works, and the work of many brilliant minds in light of the new
perspectives cast thereupon, not to mention the light such discoveries threw upon the histories
of art, religion and folklore.
I also read lots and lots of art theory with nothing more in mind than to follow the trail of
discovery of the future of art through engineering representation in the transcendental, nonsentimental method of the researcher, investigating the matter and manifestation of spirit,
through painting.
When I had become knowledgeable in a great many subjects, I learned „the rules‟ of
numerous artistic disciplines and thus became fluent in them.
These ranged from psychedelic calligraphy, painting free-hand graffiti „pieces‟ on trains,
through to academic realism on gessoed linen, and „trompe l'oeil‟ („fool the eye‟).
From painting architectural and botanical detail to scale, to drawing classical to draughtsmanlevel technical-perspective drawing and spontaneous portraiture.
From easel painting nature in oil, acrylic and watercolour, to engineering multidimensional
real-time light and soundscapes, sculpting in clay in many styles from the classical to the
medieval to the modern, to building stage sets and creating spontaneous abstract expression
with splashes, and drawing sober portraits from life, (not to mention pretty much everything
in-between).
I found I was able to fairly paint and draw anything I could imagine in any style or
medium I so chose.
Then, after a lifetime of extremely bloody hard work and painful personal sacrifice swimming
against a strong tide of discouragement, poverty, and lack of education, I found that I had a
clutch of strong personal styles with which I could break any „rules‟ of art, to the delight of
many people, to break new ground in the human aesthetic story, effectively going into
spontaneous trance.
This is the spirit of art itself; Nietzsche elaborates:
“If there is to be art, if there is to be any aesthetic doing and seeing, one physiological
condition is indispensable: frenzy. Frenzy must first have enhanced the excitability of the
whole machine; else there is no art.”42.

Accordingly, I found my imagination and dexterity equipped with a powerful faculty.
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I was gifted with the ability to depict new realms of the human condition in its current
predicament, and hopefully add something significant to contemporary art, to Britain, to
human culture and humankind; to elucidate the secrets of the universe, to bring mementos of
my journeys, signposts to the other-world, back from the brink of beyond, for all humanity to
share:
“The poet makes himself a visionary by long, boundless and systematic disorganisation of the
senses. All forms of love of suffering, of madness; he searches himself, he exhausts within
himself all poisons, and preserves their quintessences. Unspeakable torment, where he will
need the greatest faith, a superhuman strength, where he becomes all men: the great invalid,
the great criminal, the great accursed - and the supreme scientist, for he attains the unknown!
Because he has cultivated his soul, already rich more than anyone! He attains the unknown,
and if demented, he finally loses the understanding of his visions, he will at least of seen
them!”43.
Arthur Rimbaud

Working upon this basis but still with a wish to understand what was going on in culture to
stop myself and my friends from having contact with a public which seemed to love what we
did with a passion, my reading expanded into political and economic theory, anthropology,
and everything in between. Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi:
“You cannot transform a domain unless you first thoroughly understand how it works. Which
means that one has to acquire the tools...learn the basic principles...and become aware of the
current state of knowledge. But the old Italian saying seems to apply: Impara l‟arte, e mettila
da parte (learn the craft, and then set it aside). One cannot be creative without learning what
others know, but then one cannot be creative without becoming dissatisfied with that
knowledge and rejecting it (or some of it) for a better way.”44.

This is the very spirit of civilisation itself so as the truth is hidden I have had to:
“Impara l‟arte, e mettila da parte (learn the craft, and then set it aside).”45.
“The further a society drifts from Truth, the more it will hate those who speak it.”46.
Selwyn Duke, „Stopping Truth at the Border: Banning Michael Savage From Britain‟,
Conservative Crusader,June5, 2009

Unfortunately the definition of art loved by billions and epitomised by the afore-related
words of Einstein, Rimbaud and Nietzsche, not to mention many others, which have brought
us the most incredible cultural artefacts of humanity, appear to have been completely
banned from contemporary art, (apart from the occasional and unremarkable token
corporate schmoozer), and have been almost exclusively colonised instead by the inept, the
mundane and the banal in the form of the gimmick which displays little if any skill, just a
whim, and that‟s not through lack of either talent or hunger for it.
For every time I have succeeded in getting my art, or that of my friends, seen by the public,
or my or our voices heard in the media, I am sabotaged, terrorised, smeared, censored, stalked
by thugs, followed in the street and on public transport by thugs.
I am burgled, smeared, slandered, warned, threatened, and even sent threatening images and
been the subject of threatening artworks.
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I have even been subjected to attempted murder.
One of my good personal friends Robbo484 who spoke out against the system and tried to
exhibit art autonomously, as I did, has died in mysterious circumstances. So did another
artist, Pavel183 a contact I was helping!
I've been stalked, gang-stalked since 2009, had my blog vandalised, my phone is continually
hacked, my GPS satellite location from my phone signal is being used by stalkers to harass
and stalk both me and my girlfriend according to police.
My PC was taken over and threatening material hinting at framing me planted thereupon on
more than one occasion alongside threats that I would be „framed‟, hidden in plain sight in
the Mainstream Media, I have received numerous threats of violence against myself and my
disabled partner, Jenny, a child abuse survivor, as am I, which made those threats of
„framing‟ me particularly repugnant. Neither of us would ever lay a finger on or coerce a
child, we know too well how this can wreck a life. The very fact that it has got so bad that
I even have to write such a ridiculous statement is an indicator of how things have
become We live to create not to destroy.
She however, is just as resolute as me that we do not give in to this armed terrorist group who
is literally hiding in plain sight with the help of the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big
Tech intent now it seems on destroying not just art but civilisation itself.
Indeed we find that Nietzsche, (in the same passage from which the previous quote was
taken), is prophetic in his 1888 description of the current mundane and skill-less
contemporary art world we now sustain without question:
“It would be permissible to imagine…a specific anti-artistry by instinct - a mode of being
which would impoverish all things, making them thin and consumptive. And, as a matter of
fact, history is rich in such anti-artists, in such people who are starved by life and must of
necessity grab things, eat them out, and make them more meager.”47.

If you don‟t like my work, which I am sure many readers will not, and if you find my story
tedious, which I have no doubt many will, doesn‟t merely being aware of its existence, or the
possibility of reading it or seeing my art should you choose, enrich your understanding of
contemporary life?
If so, doesn‟t that that make you wonder which other artists whose work you may enjoy and
whose stories you may be sympathetic with, that you are being kept from enjoying; those who
haven‟t managed to find the strength to write such an expose?
Don‟t my experiences of threats of framing nake you question a culture from which
such horrors could emanate?
Doesn‟t realising that your enjoyment of art is carefully censored and policed by violence and
terror make you wonder what other forms of culture you may be being missing, but you don't
know it? Madeleine L'Engle:
“...to take away a man's freedom of choice, even his freedom to make the wrong choice, is to
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manipulate him as though he were a puppet and not a person.”48.

Doesn‟t discovering the fact that you are being force-fed a completely false, edited, faked
version of the reality of culture, a simulation, by the Mainstream Media, make you feel just a
little bit „cheated‟ out of your freedom to enjoy your life, as you see fit?
Doesn‟t it make you wonder as to the kind of mind-set and philosophy possessing those
people who are implementing this spurious law? Colin Wilson:
“Criminality is...a childish tendency to take short-cuts. All crime has the nature of a smash
and grab raid; it is an attempt to get something for nothing. The thief steals instead of working
for what he wants. The rapist violates a girl instead of persuading her to give herself. Freud
once said that a child would destroy the world if it had the power. He meant that a child is
totally subjective, wrapped up in its own feelings and so incapable of seeing anyone else‟s
point of view. A criminal is an adult who goes on behaving like a child.
But there is a fallacy in this childish morality of grab-what-you-want. The person who is able
to indulge all his moods and feelings is never happy for more than a few moments together;
for most of the time, he is miserable. Our flashes of real happiness are glimpses of objectivity,
when we somehow rise above the stifling, dreamlike world of our subjective desires and
feelings. The great tyrants of history, the men who have been able to indulge their feelings
without regard to other people, have usually ended up half insane; for over-indulged feelings
are the greatest tyrants of all.
Crime is renewed in every generation because human beings are children; very few of us
achieve anything like adulthood. But at least it is not self-perpetuating, as human creativity is.
Shakespeare learns from Marlowe, and in turn inspires Goethe. Beethoven learns from Haydn
and in turn inspires Wagner. Newton learns from Kepler and in turn inspires Einstein. But
Vlad the Impaler, Jack the Ripper and Al Capone leave no progeny. Their „achievement‟ is
negative, and dies with them. The criminal also tends to be the victim of natural selection - of
his own lack of self-control. Man has achieved his present level of civilization because
creativity „snowballs‟ while crime, fortunately, remains static.”49.

…or at least it did until Operation Paperclip spawned MKULTRA human experiments in
Nazi affiliation with the CIA. Doesn‟t it make you wonder as to the kind of mindset and
philosophy possessing those globalists who are benefiting from this?
It makes me wonder what Friedrich August von Hayek would say about the situation.
Hayek (1899-1992) was a highly celebrated Nobel Prize winning economist and philosopher
famed for his defence of classical liberalism.
Hayek wrote the most eminent definition of the free market, the formula which is used as the
template for, and in defence of, the modern capitalism of the Global „free market‟ to this very
day.
He wrote in his essay „The Use of Knowledge in Society‟, published in 1945 in „The
American Economic Review‟, the assertion that:
“Parties in the market should be free to sell and buy at any price at which they can find a
partner to the transaction…free to produce, sell, and buy anything that may be produced or
sold at all.
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Any attempt to control prices or quantities of particular commodities deprives competition of
its power of bringing about an effective coordination of individual efforts, because price
changes then cease to register all the relevant changes in circumstances and no longer provide
a reliable guide for the individual‟s actions.”50.

So what is the likely conclusion we can safely ascertain from Hayek‟s definition?
“As Hayek‟s formula emphasizes, the principal argument for the „free market‟ is the freedom
it grants producers, buyers and sellers: that is, freedom from any external control in the
production and exchange of goods between buyers and sellers who agree to the transaction.
Because this freedom applies to the basic spheres of people's lives - what they eat, drink, live
in, travel by, read, are entertained by and so on - it appears on the face of it to be the most
important and fundamental realm of freedom there can be. This is the great selling point of
the doctrine.”51.

But you are not allowed to see and enjoy, read or write about my art in books or magazines or
on websites and even blogs.
You are not allowed to go to exhibitions of my art, buy or sell my art at auction, see
programmes on TV or hear them on the radio of which include my artor that of any of my
similarly skilled and innovative friends, or in fact ANYONE who can paint with any
outstanding meaning, passion, originality or skill.
Instead you are fed a constant stream of those with no skill more than you would find in any
snake oil man, none of whom are artists in the traditional understanding of the word.
So practically, in this case that means we must ask:
“Can there be any objection to genuinely talented people earning big money if they bring
something new and tangible to the world...In a free-market, if I have a brilliant idea, that I can
run an automobile on grass-clippings as an example, and I produce that car, my motivation
might be to make money but if the market says “my goodness, this is the greatest automobile
ever invented by mankind”, and I make a billion dollars, I have not only served myself but I
have served everyone else that needs that transportation. And that is the brilliance of a freemarket, is that paradox, that you could serve yourself and simultaneously serve others and
that's what it's all about.”52.

However, if we look closely we find that a new dynamic has subverted any such noble intents
of capitalism for it would appear, by the 1970s, a dynamic of globalist deregulation known as
neoliberalism, that would practically mean that in direct opposition to the avowed intent of
the free market it uses as its raison d‟être, any significant progress in anything that interfered
with existing business interests of corporate stockholders, which may not be quite so eagerly
greeted by the overriding dynamic that now pervades in the corporate world, may possibly be
prone to sabotage, interference and terror by unaccountable market forces such as I have
experienced.
This dynamic was epitomised in a famous film „Wall Street‟ by the infamous movie
psychopath „Gordon Gecko‟.
Return to Contents
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The Gordon Gecko of Art?
You are about to find out exactly which kind of political state we live in, no matter how well
it is dressed up.
““Gordon Gekko:I create nothing. I own. We make the rules, pal. The news, war, peace,
famine, upheaval, the price per paper clip. We pick that rabbit out of the hat while everybody
sits out there wondering how the hell we did it.
Now you're not naive enough to think we're living in a democracy, are you buddy?
It's the free market…
…you're not naive enough to think we're living in a democracy, are you buddy? It's the free
market.”
Bud Fox: “Why do you need to wreck this company?”
Gordon Gekko: “Because it‟s WRECKABLE, all right?””53.
Gordon Gekko talking to his protégé Bud Fox, „Wall Street‟ Screenplay

This Gordon Gekko „Might is Right‟ amorality of „Greed...is good‟ from the film „Wall
Street‟, the reality of the so-called „Free Market‟, is a million miles from the Free Market
ideology of Hayek and is defined by Professor John McMurtry:
“If protection of life support system or resource control is profitable to deny or destroy, then
private and borderless corporate extractors will eradicate them as “barriers” unless peoples
stop them. There is no limit to what will be seized or eliminated in the name of “market
freedom”. Even if the enemy is a poverty-ridden peasant movement seeking untilled land to
farm or to deploy resource revenues for food subsidies, free healthcare, education, or other
public means of life, they are lethally attacked, or bombed to oblivion.”54.

So are we really living in the era of free market capitalism?
“Edmund Phelps, published an analysis in 2010 theorising that the cause of income inequality
is not free market capitalism, but instead is the result of the rise of corporatism. Corporatism
in his view, is the antithesis of free market capitalism. It is characterised by semimonopolistic organisations and banks, big employer confederations, often acting with
complicit state institutions in ways that discourage or block the natural workings of a free
economy. The primary effects of corporatism are the consolidation of economic power and
wealth with end results being the attrition of entrepreneurial and free market dynamism.”55.
[Added Emphasis]

If we return to the film „Wall Street‟ we can see that the effect is „tyranny‟; to quote the
character „Carl Fox‟:
“The rich have been doing it to the poor since the beginning of time. The only difference
between the Pyramids and the Empire State Building is that the Egyptians didn‟t allow
unions. I know what [Gordon Gekko] is all about, greed. He doesn‟t give a damn about [the
company I work for] or the unions. He‟s in and out for the buck and doesn‟t take prisoners.”56.
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However, despite this „life blind‟ and „eco-genocidal‟ attitude which remains prevalent and
de rigueur, Hayek‟s philosophy on the free market is still used as what T. Jackson Lears
describes in his essay „The Concept of Cultural Hegemony‟, as a „legitimating symbol‟:
“Ruling groups do not maintain their hegemony merely by giving their domination an air of
moral authority through the creation and perpetuation of legitimating symbols; they must also
seek to win the consent of subordinate groups to the existing social order.”57.
„The American Historical Review‟, Vol 90, Issue 3

In fact the 'Free Market' and 'growth' is still fanfared from the rooftops globally by the
Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech, despite the current state of affairs, not just in
art but across the spectrum of human achievement.
So it would appear to have become apparent from what has happened to art, which is evident
from the story of what has happened to myself and my friends (and many others) that we are
in fact not living in a free market at all, but a 21st Century reality more akin to 1920s Russia,
or 1930s Germany.
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The British Artist As Dissident
“Nothing is more characteristic of the totalitarian movements in general and of the quality of
fame of their leaders in particular than the startling swiftness with which they are forgotten
and the startling ease with which they can be replaced.”58.
Hannah Arendt, „The Origins of Totalitarianism‟

While we have been continually told that art has been returned to the people, in fact the
situation is practically identical for we radical artists who have worked towards the
democratisation of art under the current capitalist economic doctrine of the Free Market, as it
was for artists under Soviet Communism, which alike supposedly revolutionised expression
for the people, artists such as authors like Zamiatin:
“Zamiatin had worked and suffered so that the [Russian] Revolution might take place. When
it finally became a reality, he greeted it with enthusiasm... But he was quick to notice the
alarming tendencies that were developing in the new society, and in his writing he boldly
pointed out the impending dangers. "I Fear," an essay which appeared in 1920, warned
against the insidious pressures for conformity: the new Russia would have no real literature
until it cured itself of this illness; and the illness proved incurable, then there would be only
one future for Russian literature-its past...”59.
Peter Rudy, Introduction to Eugene Zamiatin‟s „We‟

The same has happened to art in the UK and globally, the people‟s 'urban' art „revolution‟ of
graffiti, the street and the outsider has been hijacked and usurped for use as yet another
„legitimating symbol‟ to stand in alongside Hayek‟s „Free Market‟ in error, commandeered
alongside the spurious „legitimating symbol‟ which is the imaginary existence of Hayek‟s
„Free Market‟ and many others.
As you may imagine, I as a supposedly freeborn Englishman do not readily accept being in
effectively the same situation as Zamiatin was in communist Russia, in my home country of
Britain, the supposed home of freedom of expression and democracy.
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I do not accept being banned from showing my artwork or that of my friends, while Britain is
heralded daily around the world as a font of liberty, a beacon of freedom.
“It is a great tragedy - this spiritual loneliness of the artist who cannot speak to his own
people.”60.
Greg Zilboorg, Foreword to Eugene Zamiatin‟s „We‟

I do not accept being prevented from speaking the truth, for exactly like Zamiatin I have
fought against usurpers through my actions and activism for revolution in my own sphere, art,
the art of the outsider the art of graffiti the art of the street, so exactly like Zamiatin did in his.
Now that the freedoms we sought have supposedly arrived in the form of the ostensible
acceptance of „urban art‟ by the establishment, and all the wonderful diversity it supposedly
brings, I, a key originator find myself, and all of my key originator friends, completely
banned from exhibiting.
Needless to say I have not obeyed the bans, in fact I have done everything in my power to
overcome the censorship and speak out about what is happening whenever and wherever
possible in the most uncompromising way and sometimes I have succeeded. Like Zamiatin I
have been persecuted and blacklisted.
“Antagonized by Zamiatin's insistence on telling the truth as he saw it, by his open disdain for
anything that smacked of literary servility, Communist critics opened an offensive against
him...and every effort was made to prevent any further contact between him and the public.
Publishers and theatres were intimidated into ignoring him; libraries were forbidden to
circulate his work.”61.
[Added Emphasis]

Exactly the same thing has happened to me and my friends. However despite this
programmed and targeted systematic censorship, smear, terror and assassination against its
indigenous artists, Britain, we are told, is a “cultural superpower”. However the atrocious
Crimes against Humanity carried out a matter of bureaucratic policy, would indicate that
Britain would be more accurately described as a “cultural super-prison” run along the
lines of a particularly unpleasant dictatorship.
For what is happening to targeted British artists in the 21st Century in top secret, and under
the false flag of freedom, in the heart of the UK every day...
“...in the name of “market freedom”...[against]...a poverty-ridden peasant movement...”62.

...is not only utterly identical to what happened to Zamiatin and thousands of others in postrevolutionary Communist Russia under Stalin, but also is utterly identical to what happened
to the artists of the Bauhaus, Cubist, Dada, Expressionist, Fauve, Impressionist, and Surrealist
movements in Germany in the 1930s under Hitler‟s Nazis.
Return to Contents

Orwell‟s New Victorian „Trousers‟
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So if things are really so bad under capitalism that they have fulfilled Nietzsche‟s worst
predictions for the oppression of art, as:
“[A] specific anti-artistry by instinct - a mode of being which would impoverish all things,
making them thin and consumptive. And, as a matter of fact, history is rich in such antiartists, in such people who are starved by life and must of necessity grab things, eat them out,
and make them more meager.”63.
Friedrich Nietzsche, „Twilight of the Idols: How One Philosophises with a Hammer‟

If artists in the UK and beyond have been abandoned by Hayek‟s promises for a free market
and are instead silently reliving the horrors of the oppression of 20th Century Nazism and
Communism in 21st Century Britain Tory party rule, then why is it not an international
sensation?
Why is there not yet a public outrage at the time of writing? Well it‟s thanks to the
Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech censorship.
Professor John McMurtry explains:
““We didn't know what was going on” is a familiar refrain from past obedient conformities to
„a new order‟. […]
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Fig. 3 Identification for prisoners in the concentration camps, Shows triangle marking system for prisoners in German concentration camps
distinguished by form and colour of the marks. May 12, 2006. Source: United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, Public
Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Kennzeichen_für_Schutzhäftlinge_in_den_Konzentrationslagern.jpg (accessed December 12,
2018).

[…]Yet, in that familiar case, the value program behind what was going on in this case was
rapidly adopted by people as their own. […]
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Fig. 4 Nazi & East German Propaganda, A poster promoting the German railway system. This looks to be from the 1930‟s.Source: German
Propaganda Archive via Calvin College Website. This poster courtesy of J. Castillon. Available from:
https://www.bytwerk.com/gpa/posters2.htm (accessed December 12, 2018).

[…]The inhuman consequences they were complicit with followed from the value principles
they triumphantly presupposed and obeyed. […]
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Fig. 5 Oakes, H (Sgt), No 5 Army Film & Photographic Unit, The Liberation of Belsen Concentration Camp April 1945: A British Army
bulldozer pushes bodies into a mass grave at Belsen. April 19, 1945. Source: This is photograph BU 4058 from the collections of the e
Imperial War Museums, Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bergen_Belsen_Liberation_03.jpg(accessed December 12, 2018).

[…]By and large, those who 'did not know what was going on' accepted all the principles of
value that played out as choreographs of mass life destruction. What is at work in such cases
is a denial of consciousness at the most fundamental level - a resignation to the herd turns of a
value program that is permitted to substitute slogans and conditioned reflexes for thought.”64.

…to understand how the:
“...slogans and conditioned reflexes...”65.

…like:
“Free Market”66.

…and „Celebrity‟, „Showbiz‟ and „Art‟ , „diversity‟, „liberal‟ and „democrat‟ can be
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manipulated in the collective consciousness, by the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big
Tech, in order to mean something quite different and thus engineer:
“...a resignation to the herd...”67.

...we must turn to George Orwell‟s introduction to „Animal Farm‟, unpublished, due to its
being censored while the West was briefly allied to Soviet Russia in World War Two, and
called „The Freedom of the Press‟, then we can see very clearly indeed, for:
“The sinister fact about...censorship in England is that it is largely voluntary.
Unpopular ideas can be silenced, and inconvenient facts kept dark, without the need for any
official ban. ...The British press is extremely centralized, and most of it is owned by wealthy
men who have every motive to be dishonest on certain important topics. But the same kind of
veiled censorship also operates in books and periodicals, as well as in plays, films and radio.
At any given moment there is an orthodoxy, a body of ideas which it is assumed that all rightthinking people will accept without question. It is not exactly forbidden to say this, that or the
other, but it is 'not done' to say it, just as in mid-Victorian times it was 'not done' to mention
trousers in the presence of a lady.
Anyone who challenges the prevailing orthodoxy finds himself silenced with surprising
effectiveness. A genuinely unfashionable opinion is almost never given a fair hearing, either
in the popular press or in the highbrow periodicals...At this moment what is demanded by the
prevailing orthodoxy is an uncritical admiration of Soviet Russia.
Every-one knows this, nearly everyone acts on it. Any serious criticism of the Soviet régime,
any disclosure of facts which the Soviet government would prefer to keep hidden, is next door
to unprintable. And this nation-wide conspiracy to flatter our ally takes place, curiously
enough, against a background of genuine intellectual tolerance... So long as the prestige of the
USSR is not involved, the principle of free speech has been reasonably well upheld.”68.
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Fig. 6 Nazi Propaganda Poster.Source and Available from: Fair Use, Personal Collection of the Author.

The extent of the parallels to the current situation, in respect to its wilful blindness to the
horrors of totalitarianism will become apparent.
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...the:
“...orthodoxy, [or] body of ideas which it is assumed that all right-thinking people will accept
without question...”69.

...is that contemporary art must be to a certain degree mundane, derivative and almost entirely
genius free, in keeping with Saatchi-puppet Damien Hirst‟s idiotic edict:
“I don‟t believe in genius.”70.

The media duly oblige in denial of the very essence of humanity in autonomous
contemporary art, for as Orwell states:
“It is not exactly forbidden to say this, that or the other, but it is 'not done' to say it, just as in
mid-Victorian times it was 'not done' to mention trousers in the presence of a lady.”71.

So traditionally skilled contemporary arts, particularly visual art from British artists has
become the new Victorian „Trousers‟, not just in front of a gentlewomen, but anywhere, and:
“Anyone who challenges the prevailing orthodoxy finds himself silenced with surprising
effectiveness. A genuinely unfashionable opinion is almost never given a fair hearing, either
in the popular press or in the highbrow periodicals...”72.

The people who dictate what is, or is not, an:
“...unfashionable opinion...”73.

...are the new breed of cultural dictators running the Mainstream Media, and the arts
establishments, and their gang of obedient lackeys; Brian Sewell:
“There seems to be a philosophy here in these places of art that skill, attention to detail and
natural talent are to be crushed. They fear it.”74.

Exactly as they did under Hitler.
Exactly as they did under Stalin:
“Ideas are more powerful than guns. We would not let our enemies have guns, why should we
let them have ideas.”75.

So it must be eliminated quietly behind a phoney veneer of politically-correct diversity
virtue-signalling, a simulation created by the Mainstream Media. Indeed as Charles Saatchi‟s
favourite potter, the transvestite Grayson Perry so chillingly puts it, there is:
“…a conspiracy of silence in the art world.”76.

Chomsky:
“State propaganda, when supported by the educated classes and when no deviation is
permitted from it, can have a big effect. It was a lesson learned by Hitler and many others,
and it has been pursued to this day.”77.
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…now it is pursued in„Media Control‟ apparently exerted by globalisation in money
laundering schemes as we will see in due course.
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The Royal Academy Mystery
Author‟s Note: Since the theft of this manuscript, the Royal Academy has attempted a „charm
offensive‟ rebranding however, this appears to be merely cosmetic.

Fig. 8William Shipley, Royal Academy of Arts, London. 19th century. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Royal_Academy_Simon_Fieldhouse.jpg (accessed December 12, 2018).

“...the honours list unfortunately acts as a corrupter of public life because it offers so much
scope for manipulation.”78.
Melanie Philips, „The Daily Mail‟ Newspaper, June, 2014
“The level of ideological indoctrination and cultural manipulation that prevails in this era of
crisis-ridden global capitalism has truly reached that of a totalitarian system.”79.
William I. Robinson, Professor of Sociology, Global and American Studies, University of
California at Santa Barbara on „The Propaganda Society‟

A key task of this book is to enable understanding of exactly why and how, while myself and
my friends who are traditionally skilled artists have been assigned to „fourth world‟ status,
Michael Craig-Martin, who most notably placed a glass of water on a shelf in an art gallery
and called it „An Oak Tree‟:
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Fig. 9 Michael Craig-Martin, Picture ofAn Oak Tree, a conceptual art installation in the Tate Modern, London. 1973. Source: Fair Use
Creative Commons attribution: Photograph taken by Jim Harper, September 9, 2005. Available from: Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:An_Oak_Tree_(conceptual_art_installation).jpg (accessed December 12, 2018).

...and was the art teacher at Goldsmiths University whose ideas and influence shaped those
money laundering enablers championed by Charles Saatchi, such as Damien Hirst who said:
“When I went to art school we were a generation where we didn‟t have any shame about
stealing other people‟s ideas. You call it a tribute.”80.

...has been awarded medals of the British Royal Honours system for his services to art when
he appears to be largely responsible for the cultural shift which has meant that, according to
The Tate Gallery:
“Many of the most interesting artists working today don‟t believe in art. There is an aesthetic
atheism...Ideas of art as...occupying a higher place in human culture are rapidly losing
ground...it is becoming clear that art and artists are not necessarily special.”81.

Does it not seem paradoxical, and somewhat Orwellian, that „services to art‟:
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Fig. 10 Image of the breast star as worn by Knights Grand Cross and Dames Grand Cross of the Order of the British Empire. Source: Fair
Use Creative Commons attribution: Robert Prummel. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ster_Orde_van_het_Britse_Rijk.jpg (accessed December 12, 2018).

...worthy of a Royal honour could go to people who are no longer:
“...believ[ing] in art...”82.

In attempting to enable a full understanding of the whys and wherefores of this phenomenon,
this book will also attempt to explain why Goldsmiths pupils Tracey Emin, who most notably
put her bed in an art gallery, and Rachel Whiteread, who most notably filled an art gallery
with empty boxes, and Michael Landy who most notably destroyed all his possessions in an
Oxford Street shop, and Gillian Wearing who most notably filmed some working class men
getting drunk have all been awarded OBE or MBE medals of the British Royal Honours
system - for their services to art!
Readers wondering what on earth any of the above listed actions have to do with art should
be heartily commended for retaining their common sense under the adversity of a relentless
bombardment of treacherous propaganda, for I intend to demonstrate beyond any reasonable
doubt that, despite the Royal fanfare and saturation global coverage, that many of the key
artefacts that have come to the public notice through the media incorrectly termed as „art‟
under the influence of Charles Saatchi and Sir Nicholas Serota (the ex-head of the Tate and at
the time of writing,Head of the Arts Council), by logical definition represent instead a new
proliferation of a notorious species of patho-political phenomenon, hitherto unrecognised.
““Magnificent! Charming! Excellent!” resounded on all sides; and everyone was
uncommonly merry. The Emperor shared in the general satisfaction; and presented the
impostors with the riband of an order of knighthood, to be worn in their button-holes, and the
title of “Gentlemen Weavers.””83.
Hans Christian Andersen, „The Emperor‟s New Clothes‟
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I also intend to demonstrate quite clearly that the consecration of it as the greatest
contemporary art thanks to the Mainstream Media represents one of the most outstanding
occurrences of Fake News, mass distraction, repression, treachery and deceit in the entire
history of human civilisation.
“The greatest patriotism is to tell your country when it is behaving dishonourably, foolishly,
viciously.”84.
Julian Barnes

Such Royal honours described have traditionally been awarded to people who have achieved
the utter pinnacle of the most outstanding accomplishments, very often in the face of
overwhelming adversity, and requiring years and sometimes decades of gruelling dedication,
self-sacrifice and hard won skill, thus enabling the glorification of humankind:
“...the...British Empire Medal was awarded to...Mary and Roy Hansell who have spent 27
years running a lunch club for vulnerable older people in Norwich.”85.

The award of such medals for such imaginary 'services to art' appear not only to insult
Britain‟s collective intelligence as a nation, and appear not only insult and devalue
humanity's legacy of prodigious artists who have laboured to master their vocation, and not
only appear to insult the great artists of today who have sacrificed their lives in pursuit of
their vocation, and not only appear to insult and devalue Britain's history of Royal patronage
of the arts, but also appear to insult all those who have earned their Royal honour,
honourably.
So why are such people given them?
In attempting to prove my answer to this perplexing riddle, this book will also identify the
curious mechanism by which all the above-mentioned and many more like them have been
elected as members of the Royal Academy, Britain‟s oldest art school, an institution which
was effectively set up by King George III in 1768 in order to establish preeminent training
and judgement and exhibition in the contemporary arts based on acknowledged standards of
good taste.
What has followed would appear to be an almost treasonous contravention and deliberate and
disrespectful disobedience to the avowed intent of the personal legacy of an ordained King of
England.
My offer of a solution to 'The Royal Academy Mystery', will attempt to explain why the
aforementioned and utterly imaginary achievements of ad tycoon, Charles Saatchi‟s cronies:
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Fig. 1128 Tracey Emin, My Bed. 1998. Source: Creative Commons attribution DatBot, Fair Use. Available from: Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Emin-My-Bed.jpg (accessed November 26, 2018).

Fig. 12 Damien Hirst, LSD. 2000. Source: Fair Use. Available from: Wikiart, https://www.wikiart.org/en/damien-hirst/lsd/ (accessed
December 12, 2018).
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…are fallaciously enshrined among such geniuses of painting as Henry Fuseli, as if they are
the current manifestation of the avant-garde:

Fig. 13Henry Fuseli, The Nightmare. 1781, painting, oil on canvas, Height: 101.6 cm (40 ″); Width: 127 cm (50 ″). Source: Detroit Institute
of Arts, Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:John_Henry_Fuseli__The_Nightmare.JPG (accessed December 13, 2018).

Fuseli was a Swiss painter and art critic based in London who conjured the feverish romance
and frenzied delirium of the dream with languid dexterity of formal and prodigious tonal
modelling giving tangible weight depth and space to the terrifying meanderings of the
unchained psyche.
His work revealed an often grotesque but always elegant tableau of mythic theatre of the
unconscious all its delirious glory, he refracted enough pale light into the darkest corners of
the human condition, to enable a glimmering of our own inner selves to reflect our very own
phantoms back at us.
Rendering curious symbolic visions loaded with significance, Fuseli‟s ethereal brushwork
sparkling and crashing with myriad meanings which change with our moods, like lapping
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water from the depths of the murky blackness of the collective unconscious bringing dark
fragments like precious stones which glimmer nightmare visions of ancient and interminable
forgotten epics into the comparative safety of the day:

Fig. 14Henry Fuseli, Odysseus in front of Scylla and Charybdis. 1794-1796, painting, oil on canvas, Height: 126 cm (49.6 ″); Width: 101
cm (39.7 ″). Source: The Yorck Project (2002), Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Johann_Heinrich_Füssli_054.jpg (accessed December 13, 2018).

Charles Saatchi‟s cronies also find themselves stumbling blithely into the company of Turner:
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Fig. 1529 Joseph Mallord William Turner, The Fighting Temeraire. 1839, painting, oil on canvas, Height: 90.7 cm (35.7 ″); Width: 121.6
cm (47.8 ″). Source: National Gallery of Art, Public Domain. Available from:
Wikicommons,https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Fighting_Temeraire,_JMW_Turner,_National_Gallery.jpg(accessed
December 13, 2018).

Who else could evoke the reigned in potency of nature‟s wrath with every stroke of his
brush?
Who else could betray the great secrets of the primordial wrath of the evolving universe with
each inflection of his prodigious hand but Turner?
Who else could show the nature‟s power and expose the microscopic insignificance of man
with such masterful atmospherics evoked with a mere dry brush dab of pigment and a scratch
of scumble?
Who else could master such clarity and coherence over the evocation of atmospherics to
usher form from a maelstrom of supernatural steam? Surely some spark of God existed within
his hand, and some wonder of prodigy as would surely befit heaven itself with its purity of
genius, its prodigy of ecstatic expression through pigment.
How do you think Turner would feel about his new fellow academicians and the ridiculous
„Turner Prize‟, which now annually sullies his name, parasites his legacy and lampoons his
inheritance?
How would Turner feel in the knowledge that his name and his genius is now used to
consecrate the hysterically inept; his own kind, pioneering painters of virtuosity and
originality using timeless skills, materials and techniques to reveal spectacular new aspects
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of the human condition, are now rewarded with STASI terror tactics and violence for their
efforts, in his very own beloved, sacred, England?
How do you think Turner would feel about that?
Also, we can see that ad jingle-Saatchi's 'good old pals' find themselves enshrined at the
Royal Academy alongside Constable:

Fig. 1630John Constable, Seascape Study with Rain Cloud. 1827, painting, oil on paper, Height: 22.2 cm (8.7 ″); Width: 31.1 cm (12.2 ″).
Source: The Yorck Project (2002), Royal Academy of Arts, Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:John_Constable_025.jpg (accessed December 13, 2018).

…that prodigious manipulator of pigment into a sublime harmony peculiar only to England.
Registrar of all that is sacredly English, with a deft mixture of holy pigment and a lively
dance of hallowed line, Constable unveiled the very verdant greenness of England's lush
pastures stretching beneath boundless skies revealing a golden vision of harmony that makes
the heart sing and fills the spirit to bursting with joy:
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Fig. 1731John Constable, Salisbury Cathedral from the Bishop's Grounds. 1823, painting, oil on canvas, Height: 87.6 cm (34.4 ″); Width:
111.8 cm (44 ″). Source: Victoria and Albert Museum, The Yorck Project (2002), Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:John_Constable_017.jpg (accessed December 13, 2018).

Now, not only are the wife-strangling tycoon's accomplices dementedly placed on pedestals
next to these giants of humanity at the Royal Academy, but we find that Tracey Emin, one of
Charles Saatchi‟s most personally favoured protégées, and herself unable to draw with any
proficiency, passion, inspiration or intellect above the level of countless millions of absent
minded telephone doodlers who thoughtlessly discard their envelope scribbling with the
contents of their ashtray and snotty tissues:
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Fig. 18Tracey Emin, 'The Central Line‟ design released as the 16th cover of the London Underground Tube Map. 2012. Source: Fair Use.
Available from: http://artobserved.com/2012/07/tracey-emin-underground-tube-map-7-26-2012/#more-80610(accessed December 13,
2018).

...is at the time of writing the PROFESSOR OF DRAWING at that very same Royal
Academy.
Gary Hume, another of Charles Saatchi‟s most personally favoured protégées appears unable
to paint with any proficiency, passion, inspiration or intellect whatsoever above the level of
any odd-job man among billions of absent minded odd-job men and occasional weekend
DIY‟ers:
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Fig. 19Gary Hume, picture of artwork on gallery wall. Source: Fair Use. Available from: Image and picture of this artwork has been
completely scrubbed from the Web and our original annotation and source lost/stolen in PC hack.

...is now, at the time of writing, a PROFESSOR OF PAINTING of the Royal Academy.
In fact, Hume scorns the infinite complexity, subtlety, nuance and velvet rich viscosity, and
difficulty of mastery of oil paints, which have served the great geniuses for centuries with a
way to reveal the finest imaginings and perceptions in the glory of epiphany and instead uses
household gloss with which he simply colours in...
“…tracings...from magazines or books...and…uses an overhead projector...”86.

Yes, a Professor of painting at the institution set up by King George III of England to further
good taste and expert skill, uses one of these devices...
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Fig. 2032 Scan of splash page (page 1) of the Justice League 6 DC Magazine. Source: Public Domain. Available from:
CollectedEditions.com, https://www.tapatalk.com/groups/marvelmasterworksfansite/my-comic-collection-t17333-s1160.html(accessed
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December 13, 2018).

How do you think the erstwhile King of England would feel about that?
Return to Contents

The Doctrinal Annihilation of Art
“The sign of a truly totalitarian culture is that important truths simply lack cognitive meaning
and are interpretable only at the level of “Fuck You”, so they can elicit a perfectly predictable
torrent of abuse in response. We‟ve long ago reached that level.”87.
Noam Chomsky, Professor Emeritus at Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Despite the Royal Academy's purported position as historical bastion of the rarest skills and
cradle to nurture the most ethereal of passions, and despite the complete and utter absence of
them in key figureheads of its educational policy in direct contravention to the stated aims
plainly asserted by its founder King George in 1768; the president, Christopher Le Brun
actually described the likes of Emin and Hume in professor positions as:
“...probably the strongest groups ever in the history of the academy...”88.
The Guardian Newspaper, July 2, 2013

For after centuries of nourishing the most spectacular geniuses, how can that be?
Even Tracey Emin herself has stated in a moment of „duping delight‟ in the Observer in
2001:
“...I should be careful what I say here but I don‟t think I‟m visually the best artist...”89.
Lynn Barber Interviews Tracey Emin, The Guardian Newspaper, April, 2001

...and yet somehow the Royal Academy have managed to get away with this appointment
without legions of furious protesters chaining themselves to the railings daily; surely Winston
Churchill was right when he said:
“Without tradition, art is a flock of sheep...”90.

So what is going on?
Why is Le Brun placing the most laughable incompetence imaginable as a virtue above the
most astounding genius in human history?
The Taliban would do well to hold back on their current policy of suppressing education:
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Fig. 21 Taliban execute Zarmeena in Kabul in 1999. Source: Fair Use, Revolutionary Association of the Women of Afghanistan (RAWA).
Available from: Wikicommons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Taliban_execute_Zarmeena_in_Kabul_in1999_RAWA.jpg
(accessed December 13, 2018).

...and take a Public Relations lesson from the Royal Academy for by placing the
hilariously inept, in top positions of teaching the most complex, delicate and sensitive skills
known to man, usurpers can inflict terminal damage to a society and destroy any progress in a
culture of learning and sophistication built over millennia with none of the awful negative
publicity associated with shooting young girls in the head.
Let‟s hope that their victim, Malala's, educational aspirations in the UK do not extend to
learning the complexities of fine art or else she may put herself in danger for quite a
disappointment.
For what is, (or rather what isn't) happening at the Royal Academy, and in the UK, signifies
of a much less pleasant face of Britain than that which Sigmund Freud called:
“lovely, free, magnanimous England”91.

...after his escape here from Nazi persecution, and England, the country of which Voltaire
came after his grateful escape from persecution in France, and upon which he mused:
“How I love English boldness, how I love those who say what they think, those who
[don‟t]…are only half alive.”92.

What would Voltaire say about the England and Englishmen of 2019, if he could read this
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book; for what is happening represents a much less pleasant face than that utopian idealism
which has been trumpeted to Malala, (and insomuch the whole world), by the Mainstream
Media and at the United Nations.
Return to Contents

Serving the People?
“In our country the lie has become not just a moral category but a pillar of the State.”93.
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn as quoted in „The Observer‟, December 29, 1974

The type of contemporary „art‟ favoured by Charles Saatchi and thus also favoured by Sir
Nicholas Serota, thus that which is on public display at all the major contemporary art
galleries in Britain and beyond, alongside the works of the Great Masters and which is thus in
the collections of Global Corporations, of Russian Oligarchs and international Oil billionaires
and in the collections of business magnates, the mansions of Saudi Princes complementing
their collections of Ferraris is sold on the given assurance and absolute trust that it is indeed
the very greatest and thus most prestigious contemporary art in the whole world, and is thus
sold to them to demonstrate their status as refined connoisseurs.
They do not spend millions to flaunt the fact that they are in fact the credulous „marks‟ of a
global confidence trick of money laundering who are being openly ridiculed by their
swindlers both in front of the whole world with the assistance of the Mainstream Media,
Social Media and Big Tech.
People I speak to from all walks of life when faced with this kind of „art‟ almost universally
seem to wonder:
„What has actually happened to the great traditionally skilled artists?‟
...or trusting the Mainstream Media think to themselves...
„if there were any genuine new art movements or brilliant original artists you would hear
about them‟
...and will carry on with their lives resigned to the idea that:
„that‟s just the way things are with art these days‟
...often I am informed, with a deep and lasting pang of profound sadness; a depression which
lingers in their hearts forever.
For people are, in fact, generally a trusting bunch who really do love art made by artists with
skill, originality and traditional materials, and hold good faith that those in esteemed
positions of trust and authority in their privilege as guardians of the British culture, the
country's heritage and use of public money, are honest folk too who are acting in the public
interest.
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Yes, the general public truly believe that such people as those who have been put in charge of
the pillar institutions of the supposedly civilised world will do their best to ensure that they
are served to the best of their interests, in line with the express wishes of the founders of the
institutions they represent.
So the people remain quietly disappointed.
Therefore if the bureaucrats of art and the Mainstream Media appear not to be serving the
ideals of the founders of the institutions and museums they now inhabit, and they are not
serving aesthetics, and they are ignoring and censoring the most original prodigious and
pioneering British painting, then what are their affiliations?
Let‟s look a little more carefully.
Professor of the Royal Academy (at the time of writing), Gary Hume, has displayed there,
what would appear to be his version of the logo of the Romanian Iron guard, the notorious
Fascists (albeit tilted):
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Fig. 22Top Left: Romanian Iron Guard Logo. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Guardiadehierro.svg(accessed December 13, 2018).Top Right:Gary Hume, picture of artwork on
gallery wall. Source: Fair Use. Available from: Image and picture of this artwork has been completely scrubbed from the Web and our
original annotation and source lost/stolen in PC hack; Bottom: Party Flag of the Romanian fascist "Legionary Movement" or "Iron Guard".
May, 2011. Source: Creative Commons attribution: Trimnapaschkan. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_the_Legionary_Movement.png(accessed December 13, 2018).

So what indeed are their affiliations?
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Crime Scene: The Murder of Art
“There's a scarlet thread of murder running through...life, and our duty is to unravel it, and
isolate it, and expose every inch of it.”94.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, „Sherlock Holmes A Study in Scarlet‟

It has been widely acknowledged for centuries that:
“It is the duty of the artist, as a member of a renegade class situated at the fringe of society, to
challenge...philistine standards, thereby reclaiming the practice of art as a spiritual
enterprise.”95.

...and many have stepped up to the mark for, to quote Howard Fallon from „The
Corporatization of Art‟:
“Art has always been the last refuge of political dissent. Art movements have historically
originated among groups of artists whose work is devoted to new and revolutionary concepts
that subvert institutional norms and standards.”96.

...groups of artists, such as the Impressionists:
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Fig. 23 Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Claude Monet. 1875, painting, oil on canvas, Height: 850 mm (33.46 ″); Width: 600 mm (23.62 ″). Source:
Musée d'Orsay, Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Auguste_Renoir__Claude_Monet_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg (accessed December 13, 2018).

...the Post-Impressionists:
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Fig. 24 Vincent van Gogh, Self-Portrait. 1887, painting, oil on canvas, Height: 33 cm (12.9 ″); Width: 41 cm (16.1 ″). Source: Van Gogh
Museum, Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Zelfportret_-_s0065V1962__Van_Gogh_Museum.jpg(accessed December 13, 2018).

...the Blues men:
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Fig. 25 Author Unknown, Blind Lemon Jefferson publicity photograph. Between 1926 and 1929. Source:
http://musiccritic.purplebeech.com/2010_05_01_archive.html Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Blindlemonjeffersoncirca1926.jpg (accessed December 13, 2018).

...the Cubists:
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Fig 26 Photograph by Ricard Canals i Llambi. Pablo Picasso. 1904. Paris. Source: Public Domain, Photo (C) RMN-Grand Palais. Available
from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pablo_Picasso_1904_Paris_photograph_by_Ricard_Canals_i_Llambi.jpg#mw-jump-to-license
(accessed June 2, 2019).

...the Jazz musicians:
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Fig 27 World Telegram Staff Photograph, Louis Armstrong. 1953. Source: Public Domain, Library of Congress Prints and Photographs
Division, New York World-Telegram and the Sun Newspaper Photograph Collection. Available from: Wikipedia,
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_Armstrong#/media/File%3ALouis_Armstrong_restored.jpg (accessed June 2, 2019).

Fig 28 Ralph F. Seghers c/o Ken Seghers, Billie Holiday. Holiday at the Club Ball Washington with Al Dunn (Drums) and Bobby Tucker
(Piano). Source: Public Domain. Available from: https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Billie_Holiday_5.jpg/mw-jump-tolicense(accessed June 2, 2019).
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...the Surrealists:

Fig 29 Author Unknown, Photograph depicting Roberta Matta.1960s. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Matta_revista_cleaned.jpg#mw-jump-to-license (accessed June 2, 2019).

...the Folk singers:
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Fig 30 Bob Dylan.Bobby Dylan as the College Yearbook Lists him: performing at St. Lawrence University, Upstate New York, November
26, 1963. Source: Public Domain. Available from:
Wikicommons,https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bob_Dylan_in_November_1963.jpg#mw-jump-to-license(accessed June 2,
2019).

The Rock‟n‟Roll bands:
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Fig 31 Promotional photo of The Jimi Hendrix Experience.November 26, 1968.Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Jimi_Hendrix_experience_1968.jpg#mw-jump-to-license(accessed June 2, 2019).

...the Punk Rockers:
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Fig 32 Koen Suyk, Photographer, Sex Pistols in Paradiso-Johnny Rotten and Steve Jones. January 6, 1977.Source: Public Domain, Dutch
National Archives. Permiision to use this file http://jahetna.nl/over-ons/open-dataAvailable from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sex_Pistols_in_Paradiso_-_Johnny_Rotten_%26_Steve_Jones.jpg (accessed June 2, 2019).

...the Hip Hop MCs:

Fig 33 Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five. Source: Fair Use, most likely owned by the company who created the promotional item or
the artist who produced the item in question. Available from:
Wikipedia,https://en.m.wikipedia.org/File:Grandmaster_Flash_and_The_Furious_Five_Promotional.jpg#mw-jump-to-license(accessed June
2, 2019).
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...and the Graffiti Writers:

Fig 34 Fuel CCD graffiti art on train running on Hammersmith & City Line featuring Fuel staring from window with Epitaph „THE
ARTFORM WAS A STEPCHILD DISOWNED BY THE REST OF SOCIETY‟.Circa ‟89-‟91.Source: Author‟s Collection, ©Fuel CCD,
Permission to use granted to Author by Fuel CCD.

All have been enjoyed by the people and risen to popularity in glorious autonomy:

Fig 35 Enthusiastic crowd celebrates freedom fighters of Danish Resistance at Gammeltorv in Copenhagen. May 5, 1945. Source: Public
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Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:5th_May_1945_(9669783027).jpg#mw-jump-tolicense(accessed June 2, 2019).

However, now we find that culture is now no longer created and chosen by the people but
instead is selected for us by:
“Corporations replacing the democracy of art with plutocracies of money...replacing selforganizing artistic markets with centrally planned corporate artistry, and...replacing diverse
artistic and cultural expression with their...culture of greed and materialism.”97.

Fig 38 Heads of Corporations Meeting. Source: Public Domain. Previously available from Wikicommons but now appears to have been
either removed or „buried‟ from Web and original image citation details lost/stolen in PC hack.

And who have in this capacity carried out an insurgency against the people which has been
enabled by the creation and mobilisation of an army of „straw men‟, a puppet regime of
prefabricated pseudo celebrities, pseudo artists, covert corporate assets created by the
advertising industry and Mainstream Media, for:
“The most effective way to restrict democracy is to transfer decision-making from the public
arena to unaccountable institutions: kings and princes, priestly castes, military juntas, party
dictatorships, or modern corporations.”98.
Noam Chomsky, „Z Magazine‟, May, 1998

In order that this annihilation of democracy may occur, a veritable army of straw men have
been conjured from obscurity and calculatedly imbued with imaginary attributes, and are
accordingly manoeuvred like chessmen by self-appointed 'Grandmasters' of corporate
illusion, who with the complicity of the Mainstream Media, to quote the master of
Propaganda, Eddie Bernays:
“…influence...the public…[by]...creating circumstances and…creating pictures in the minds
of millions of persons… [and thus] regimenting the public mind every bit as much as an army
regiments the bodies of its soldiers.”99.
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They act in a global game, a theatre of lies playing out in planetary consciousness.
Their main job would appear is to imitate, infiltrate replace and neutralise whichever
current of cultural autonomy may pose a threat to the corporate dominance of consciousness.
These straw men represent, to quote Professor John McMurtry:
“...the dominant instruments of social power...[the arts, which have been]…wrested from
traditional authorities, and then unleashed with none of the formerly inhibiting mechanisms of
law, custom and social norm to limit their use and magnification.”100.

Let‟s get to know them.
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Exhibit - The Hitman: Introducing the „Straw Man‟
So, what is a „straw man‟, „strawman‟ or „straw-man‟?
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Fig 39 Scarecrow with farmer in field. Source: Public Domain. Previously available from Wikicommons but now appears to have been
either removed or „buried‟ from Web and original image citation details lost/stolen in PC hack.

Well, the definition, that is up until the burglary of the manuscript in 2015, according to
Merriam-Webster‟s dictionary, is:
“A person usually without means or position who is vested with some nominal or fictitious
post or responsibility as a cover in proceedings of doubtful legality or to shield the real author
of an action: front, dummy…”101.

Fig 40 Crop and close-up of Scarecrow of the Scarecrow with farmer in field image (above). Source: Public Domain. Previously available
from Wikicommons but now appears to have been either removed or „buried‟ from Web and original image citation details lost/stolen in PC
hack.

An entire legion of them are newly colonising the entire spectrum of the arts and culture
through the corporate control of those entities are loudly trumpeted as celebrities (alongside
their ever diminishing genuine counterparts), as heroes of public life, and planetary
consciousness, while the greatest and most charismatic originators of autonomous culture are
blacklisted, stalked, attacked, smeared, persecuted and banned from even speaking in the
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media, and where possible are even murdered, under a total news blackout.
So what is the traditional job of a straw man?
The job of a straw man, in the traditional agricultural sense, is to make it look as though a
„field‟, such as barley, wheat or rye and from which the green shoots of the crop are expected
to develop and mature, is occupied with activity through the presence of life, the:
“...real author of an action...”102.

...is of course the farmer!
If you know where to look you can sometimes spot him lurking around in the background.
There he is! Hello farmer.

Fig 41 Crop and close-up of Scarecrow of the Scarecrow with farmer in field image (above). Source: Public Domain. Previously available
from Wikicommons but now appears to have been either removed or „buried‟ from Web and original image citation details lost/stolen in PC
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hack.

The straw man, in the form of the scarecrow, sends a false signal to those birds with not
enough cognitive function to tell the difference between a real man and a straw man, a signal
that there is human endeavour in progress in the field, through mimicking the appearance of
life, even if the clever farmer has gone away; and so the silly old birds are scared from the
field.
The job of a straw man, in the contemporary cultural sense, that of celebrity, is very similar;
it is to make it look as though a cultural field, such as art, music, style, fashion, sport,
photography, dissent, protest from which exciting autonomous expression, political
resistance, activism and even mass mobilisation against the establishment elite could begin to
grow, as they have done time and again throughout history, is occupied with activity in
this time of globalisation. For while what Professor McMurtry calls:
“...the dominant instruments of social power...”103.

...like art, music, style, fashion and photography have traditionally been occupied by the
naturally charismatic types Huxley describes as:
“The mental species to which [William] Blake belonged […]
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Fig 42 William Blake.Engraving from Frontispiece from Gilchrist‟s Life of William Blake. 1880. Source: Public Domain. Available from:
Wikicommons, https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Life_of_William_Blake_(1880),_volume_1,_frontispiece.png#mw-jump-tolicense(accessed June 2, 2019).

[...] [which] is fairly widely distributed even in the urban-industrial societies of the present
day.”104.

...and while the appreciation of their output has traditionally, throughout history, been
autonomous from the people and chosen by the people from a variety of available options, it
has often been highly critical of the unfair policies of the ruling elite, fomenting a widespread
culture of criticism and resistance veering toward the support and repair of life systems;
Chomsky:
“...if power is actually rooted in large parts of the population - if people can actually
participate in social planning-then they will presumably do so in terms of their own interests,
and you can expect the decisions to reflect those interests. Well, the interest of the general
population is to preserve human life; the interest of corporations is to make profits-those are
fundamentally different interests.
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[…]
…people need to have jobs.] but having jobs doesn't require destroying the environment
which makes life possible. I mean, if you have participatory social planning, and people are
trying to work things out in terms of their own interests, they are going to want to balance
opportunities to work with quality of work, with type of energy available, with conditions of
personal interaction, with the need to make sure your children survive, and so on and so forth.
But those are all considerations that simply don't arise for corporate executives, they just are
not a part of the agenda.”105.

So in order that such:
“...participatory social planning,...”106.

...of holding a stake in society never becomes a serious or coherent part of the public agenda,
thus allowing the corporate agenda a free hand, the corporate straw man sends a false signal
to those with not enough cognitive function to tell the difference between a real celebrity and
a straw man, that there is human endeavour in progress in the cultural field through
mimicking the appearance of culture:

Fig 43 Left:William Blake.Crop of Engraving from Frontispiece from Gilchrist‟s Life of William Blake. 1880. Source: Public Domain.
Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Life_of_William_Blake_(1880),_volume_1,_frontispiece.png#mw-jump-to-license(accessed
June 2, 2019).Right:Crop and close-up of Scarecrow of the Scarecrow with farmer in field image. Source: Public Domain. Previously
available from Wikicommons but now appears to have been either removed or „buried‟ from Web and original image citation details
lost/stolen in PC hack.

...while eliminating any potential of any real danger to the money maximisation of corporate
interests in their capacity as:
“…the private-property rights of mass media owners, their designated managements, and their
advertisers, who together establish a range of what can be said or represented in the media of
public communication they control.”107.

...for such cultural fields as music, style, fashion and art, have of course, traditionally been
hotbeds of activism for artists who find themselves at the fore of society as often unwitting
spokesmen for the people.
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Genius - A Force of Nature - In a Good Way
Hannah Arendt writes in „Men in Dark Times‟:
“Only the genius is driven by his very gifts into public life, and is exempted from any
decision of this sort. In his case alone, honours only continue the concord with the world,
sound an existing harmony in full publicity, which has arisen independently of all
considerations and decisions, independently also of all obligations, as if it were a natural
phenomenon erupting into human society.”108.

Indeed genius is a force of nature, and this occurs because, to quote Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi, certain people:
“...find inspiration in “real” life - emotions like love and anxiety, events like birth and death,
the horrors of war,...”109.

...and gifted with highly increased sensitivity, are able to gauge problems with the world and
currents in society ahead of their peers, and articulate them in a way that is fully coherent and
highly inspirational, for gifted in communication, artists of all descriptions are able to
articulate problems in society in a way which is innately extremely enjoyable to behold, and
so artists organically gravitate to prominence in the true participatory democracy of a
meritocracy, indeed:
“We readily recognise disease…at the individual level, even with a brief cold virus. […]
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Fig 44 Cold Virus.

[…]But we may not recognize underlying patterns of disease at the social level.
[…]
We cannot normally „feel that something is wrong‟ the way we can with a diminution of our
own life functions. Systemic deficits of life function and development can impair the life
capacities of the social body and, more so, its environmental host without our being much
aware of it.”110.

The genius, and those of high talent and originality however, are very often able to...
“...recognize underlying patterns of disease at the social level.”111.

…and flag them up to his or her peers through art!
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Fig 45 Warner Publicity Poster, US Poster for Never Mind the Bollocks, Sex Pistols. 1977. Source: Public Domain (published before 1978
requiring Public Domain notice). Available from: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sex_Pistols#/Media/File:PistPost8.jpg (accessed June 2,
2019).

Meaning of course that the fields of expression of the soul that have been the habitat of the
genius, fields of expression in ingenuity such as music, style, fashion, art, photography, film
and even food have traditionally been the arena from which one would expect the full
spectrum of human feeling reflecting the world we live in to emanate from, thus these fields
of expression, in a democratic society, have provided a 'bellwether' or litmus test for the
health of a society.
Autonomous culture thus sends a signal to the rest of society on how to behave, whether to
accept the status quo, or to act, to mobilise, to protest, to organise, to revolt, to try to identify
and thus eject the pathogen.
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Fig 46 Author Bruno Ehrs (frankiboi), Sex Pistols with Thomas Dellert. 1978 (or 1977-78). Source: Public Domain. Available from:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tdpe_0002_xs_Thomas_Dellert_and_the_Sex_Pistols_1978.jpg (accessed June 2, 2019).

Professor John McMurtry:
“Social life-organizations [will only] survive because they evolve strategies of recognition
and response to select out what endangers them. Thus from the beginnings of human society,
people living in productive and reproductive exchange with one another have regulated their
lives and functions so as to prevent or to expel what is perceived as dangerous to their
communal health. Whether we consider ancient Jewish or Egyptian or Hindu or Melanesian
societies, we find an underlying common pattern more or less universal to human cultures.
What is „unclean‟, „polluted‟, „malignant‟, „contaminated‟ or „defiled‟ must be cleansed and
purified, or the social body will suffer a breakdown of its life-structure. The dominant rituals
and organizing orders of daily life are thus everywhere concerned with preventing the spread
of some contagion within the social body which may infect and destroy the structure of
collective life.”112.

Autonomous culture acts as a social immune system, an antibody, on a macro scale, for
humanity and indeed all life, sending a signal to others to mobilise:
“We're the poison in your human machine,
We're the future your future.”113.
Sex Pistols, „God Save the Queen‟
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Fig 47

“…the “essence” of fascism? It is the outcome of capitalism in decay.”114.
Harold J. Laski, „Reflections on the Revolution of Our Time‟

The social immune system mobilises, even under fascism in each new masque, it exhorts to
join in the fight, using all available means to mobilise others for to quote Professor John
McMurtry again:
“Social life-organizations [will only] survive because they evolve strategies of recognition
and response to select out what endangers them.”115.
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Fig 48 Crass, N.A.Palmer(left) and Steve Ignorant pictured at Digbeth Civic Hall, Birmingham. 1981. Source: Public Domain. Available
from: Wikicommons, https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Crass3.jpg#mw-jump-to-license

This is attempted using any means necessary, both in the modern era, and in antiquity, means
such as graffiti:

Fig 49 Fight War Not Wars, Destory Power Not People. Source: Author‟s Collection. Donated by Gee Vaucher, Crass.

...which sends a message to the antibody, that:
“poison in the human machine”116.

...of fascism, is the „antibody‟ to mutate and organise against the “machine”, fascism:
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Fig 50 Exit Stencil Card Number 9. Stop the City, People Not Power. September, 1983. London. Source: Gee Vaucher, Crass. Available
from: https://crassahistory.wordpress.com/2011/07/09/exitstencil-card-number-9 (accessed June 2, 2019).

Culture appears to have worked like this against corrupt authority for centuries, for millennia
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even, as have attempts to compromise it, as we shall explore in meticulous detail, for the
uninterrupted presence of autonomous culture in a democracy actually means that, (to return
to Chomsky), if:
“...power is actually rooted in large parts of the population-if people can actually participate
in social planning…in terms of their own interests, and you can expect the decisions to reflect
those interests...[and]…to preserve human life.”117.

Now, if such fields appear as music, fashion and art appear to be occupied with life, and the
occasional vague or incoherent rumble of vague dissent is heard, but nothing too coherent,
(or specific), then people naturally assume there is a broad consensus in society, with the way
it is being governed, from society‟s natural community leaders, the artists, who are in lack of
any dissent, assumed to be in an unspoken consensus with the state of affairs, thus
emanating a false sense of a mutual consensus and thus a spurious signal that:
“All is well with the world”118.

...that everything, despite the myriad problems in society, is more-or-less okay; otherwise
people would be making a helluva noise, „cos after all, we live in a democracy, RIGHT? For:
“It is an ancient rule of both the moral and common law that silence connotes consent silence
and a lack of meaningful action constitute consent...”119.

So now we must recognise that the creation of celebrity straw men is, in fact, the newest
method of what Noam Chomsky and Herman Broch famously called:
“manufacturing consent”120.

...in their seminal book of the same name, deconstructing the purpose of the Mainstream
Media in indoctrination.
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Fig 51 Illustration from book cover of „Media Control: The Spectacular Achievement‟s of Propaganda‟, Lies, Lies, Lies, Lies, graffitied on
newspaper vending stands.Used on Noam Chomsky‟s. February, 2008. Source: ©Chomsky, Seven Stories Press. Available from: Buy on
Amazon (accessed June 3, 2019).

So in practice what does this mean for culture?:
“Democratic [society is]...limited in its capacity to control by force. Therefore, it has to
control what you think. ...If the voice of the people is heard, you‟d better control what that
voice says,... One of the ways you control what people think is by creating the illusion that
there‟s a debate going on, but making sure that that debate stays within very narrow margins.
Namely, you have to make sure that both sides in the debate accept certain assumptions, and
those assumptions turn out to be the propaganda system.”121.
Noam Chomsky, „Chronicles of Dissent‟, Interviews with David Barsamian 19841991[Added Emphasis]

Now, increasingly, since the „Age of Enlightenment‟(also known as the „Age of Reason‟ or
simply the „Enlightenment‟), of 1715-1789, with the demise of the credibility of traditional
power bases which dominated the poor, like the church, the monarchy, the politician, the
army, and which consisted of what Professor Noam Chomsky calls:
“…people who are a special class who are in the business of imposing thoughts, and framing
ideas for people in power, and telling everyone what they should believe,…whose task is to
uphold the doctrinal truths of the society.”122.

…and which Professor John McMurtry describes as:
“…a priest caste of...experts [which] prescribes the necessities and obligations to all, with loss
of livelihood or life the punishment for disobedience.”123.
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Fig 52 Artist not credited, published by International Pub. Co., Cleveland, Ohio, Pyramid of Capitalist System. Industrial Worker (Industrial
Workers of the World (IWW newspaper) publication advocating industrial unionism that shows the critique of capitalism. It is based on a
flyer of the “Union of Russian Socialists” spread in 1900 and 1901. 1911. Source: Public Domain. Available from:
Wikicommons,https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pyramid_of_Capitalist_System.jpg(accessed June 2, 2019).

There has been a new type of leader giving guidance to the masses, the aforementioned
„people‟s champion‟, the celebrity, in the form of autonomous artists of all the
aforementioned manifestations, and many, many more, artists whose guidance has not always
necessarily been in favour of the establishment elite.
Like the prior 'priest caste', who has, since the beginning of Modern era when Gutenberg
invented the printing press meant the dissemination of ideas through books, and meaning that
cultural choices widened, which increasingly attacked organised hierarchies peaking with the
Enlightenment and such luminaries as Voltaire and Rousseau, (which sparked the hideous
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French Revolution).
The Modern era, beginning with the printing press and the Gutenberg Bible, printed in the
vernacular language instead of Latin for the first time, signified the releasing of the minds of
men from the shackles of unnecessarily heavy and corrupt church dogma, and became a
global cultural current which peaked with the rise of the Impressionists and their rejection of
the art establishment of the Paris Salon, in 1863 when cultural choices widened and onward
into the age of photography, when cultural choices widened even more, and increasingly in
the last fifty years since the end of World War II with the subsequent information revolution
which has taken consciousness from the printed word to the age of radio to magazines to
television when cultural choices widened even more with every new innovation, to video.
This has meant that since the increasing sharing of knowledge, that artists of ingenuity and
autonomy gained enormous power, and with the invention of the internet and the dawn of
social media, people gained information about injustices in the world, which was transmitted
to them with cultural choices widened to include the entire spectrum of human existence?
This has until recently, occurred very often through art, autonomous art enabling people to
think for themselves, instead of being brainwashed with unsubstantiated assertions from the
priest caste, for why would anyone choose to hear dry and dusty sermons preaching blind
subservience to the elite...

Fig 53 Artist not credited, published by International Pub. Co., Cleveland, Ohio, Crop and Close-up ofPyramid of Capitalist System.
Industrial Worker (Industrial Workers of the World (IWW newspaper) publication advocating industrial unionism that shows the critique of
capitalism. It is based on a flyer of the “Union of Russian Socialists” spread in 1900 and 1901. 1911. Source: Public Domain. Available
from: Wikicommons, https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pyramid_of_Capitalist_System.jpg (accessed June 2, 2019).

...when they have the entire world at their fingertips?
This autonomous power of artists, upon the advent of the internet, and with the rise of social
media, and with inequality in the world reaching monumental proportions of unfairness:
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Fig 54

...has become dangerous for the continued corruption of the elite, for under totalitarian rule,
(for that is what we face):
“There are no dangerous thoughts, thinking itself is dangerous.”124.
Hannah Arendt

So the very act of thinking, that the most private and human of acts, such as is provoked in
the masses by autonomous culture, as it has done for millennia,has increasingly threatened
the security of the establishment elite and their stranglehold on resources and power, for
people found that in the light of the new technology of communications, technology in the
post war period, from radio to TV to video to internet to social media, that new worlds of
knowledge were opened up, including worlds of information about suffering and injustice,
not to mention ways of combating that injustice.
So with the burgeoning technology at each stage ever-increasingly empowering the
individual, people were suddenly able to reject the imposed indoctrination of traditional
power hierarchies and choose their de facto leaders for themselves from those of genius and
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charisma, in the form of the autonomous arts, indeed to quote from Barbara Kellerman's 'Bad
Leadership':
“...secular democracy [in the waning influence of the church and state] has rendered
traditional forms of leadership nearly obsolete...”125.

...and given this shift of societal influence, and in order to preserve the privileges of the elite
previously protected by the influence of church and state, that…

Fig 55 Artist not credited, published by International Pub. Co., Cleveland, Ohio, Crop and Close-up ofPyramid of Capitalist System.
Industrial Worker (Industrial Workers of the World (IWW newspaper) publication advocating industrial unionism that shows the critique of
capitalism. It is based on a flyer of the “Union of Russian Socialists” spread in 1900 and 1901. 1911. Source: Public Domain. Available
from: Wikicommons, https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pyramid_of_Capitalist_System.jpg (accessed June 2, 2019).

…the role of certain aspects of the media has needed to mutate from simply chronicling
events and on to manufacturing consent in the masses, as articulated in the aforementioned
Chomsky masterwork.
Return to Contents

Manufacturing Consent
In the wake of the information revolution, and the global awakening or 'red pilling' it has
enabled, the Mainstream Media has moved on further than merely Manufacturing Consent to
its current phase, for to manufacture consent effectively in the age of the information
revolution and Social Media and Big Tech, when the knowledge of injustice is everywhere,
with the corporate irresponsibility destroying ecosystems globally at an unprecedented scale
and with the internet allowing each and everyone platforms for all to voice their opinions in
informed dissent, it has been discovered by the so-called elites that it is necessary also to
manufacture dissent.
This is achievedin a use by the „elite‟ of the aforementioned Hegelian dialectic of
Problem/Reaction/Solution, by manufacturing key aspects of culture itself to give humankind
the illusion that the 'antibody' of culture is, (while it has in actuality been immobilised), still
active against the pathogen of corruption, to trick the „body‟ under attack, (humanity and
the planet itself); that the „immune system‟ is still at work.
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This need has been addressed:
“...in the sense used by Tancredi, scion of the decaying noble Sicilian family in Giuseppe di
Lampedusa's great novel The Leopard: “If we want things to stay as they are, things will have
to change.””126.
Brian Jenkins, „France in the Era of Fascism‟

As a result we find that both celebrity and the appreciation of celebrity, are being
manufactured into a phoney consensus by the Mainstream Media and being fed to the public
by the media as a prearranged conclusion, like pigswill, with no viable autonomous
alternative anywhere in sight, an achievement enabling a situation:
“...where the economic divide is widening and cultural choices narrowing…”127.

...across the spectrum of cultural viewpoints across multiple fields of previously autonomous
culture, to the undemocratic narrative required by the deregulated corporations and the
financiers that pull their strings through the trading floor who are often implementing policies
of asset-stripping that are bleeding their host countries and communities white, a
phenomenon enabled and subsidised by the political elite using the resources rightfully
belonging to the electorate, thus decimating life systems and societal infrastructures, while
pumping profits into offshore tax havens (and parking wealth and laundering money in
imaginary commodities of contemporary art), while eliminating any coherent voice of dissent
from the populations being plundered globally by „pulling the strings‟ of the
aforementioned straw men and broadcasting their actions in the Mainstream Media:
“In a self-reinforcing cycle, the powerful in any society control the state and control of the
state increases the power of those who control it. In the United States and other Western
democracies, large corporations and wealthy individuals are the primary funders of political
campaigns, political parties, and political candidates; they also own and control most of the
mass media; additionally, they provide the support for most of the private policy-planning
network - the think thanks, research institutes, policy discussion groups, and foundations which help to set the national policy agenda and to establish policy priorities...
The result is an immense bias in the political system favouring large corporations and the
economically privileged in the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of the government.
The effects of this bias are evidenced in which groups experience the various forms of
injustice…
In the United States, it is apparent that such minorities as African-Americans, Hispanics,
Native Americans, the physically impaired, single mothers, and children have relatively little
power and are more likely to be poor and to suffer the other injustices associated with
poverty.
At the global level, a similar process occurs: the large multi-national corporations, the more
powerful nations, and wealthy investors are able to influence the processes and practices
affecting international trade, aid, and investment to their own advantage and, often, to the
detriment of the people in third-world states.”128.
Morton Deutsch, „Maintaining Oppression‟, March 2005

However, this has, until now been achieved while still managing to keep up a highly
convincing appearance of democracy, thanks to the so called „magic‟ of PR and advertising,
as Professor John McMurtry explains:
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“Non-living corporations are conceived as human individuals. Desire to turn money into more
money for unknown stockholders to nameless places is represented as personal produce and
service to fellow citizens. Consumers who are mass-conditioned under their conscious
awareness are portrayed as freely choosing individuals. Continent-wide machine extractions
of the world's natural resources, pollutive mass-manufacturing and throwaway packages are
imaged as home-spun market offerings for the local community. Junk and unneeded
commodities are made to appear as necessary for vital life as food to eat. Faceless corporate
bureaucracies structured to avoid the liability of their stock holders are represented as intimate
and caring family friends bearing the responsibility of the larger society.”129.

…and now to add to the illusion, the Mainstream Media is still filled with willing cultural
figures, who in their noisy antics and idiotic rantings, are actually complicit with this ecogenocide, with the managed decline of human culture, cancelling out the voices of the REAL
CULTURE thus enabling the managed decline of society and breakdown of the essential
infrastructure to enable the profit and power of the wealthiest.
But hang on there‟s a problem.
This sounds kind of audacious and traitorous even. Maybe even treasonous.
So who would possibly have the audacity, the temerity to enable such an attack on
democracy?






On culture?
On their own countrymen?
On the planet?
On the poor, racial minorities, single mothers, remote tribes?
On life itself?

Who would have the cold bloodedness too take on such a position as a mountebank in the
centre stage of the public eye, in the role as a charlatan selling worthless snake-oil to the sick
and desperate in the era of globalisation?





A Judas accepting thirty pieces of silver in exchange for selling everyone‟s future?
While pretending to be the people‟s champion?
Who could be such a traitor?
And still appear in public, in the Mainstream Media, day after day?

Well the psychopath of course!
Return to Contents

Exhibit - The Weapon - The Psychopath
“If you take a sampling of individuals in any given field, you are likely to find that a
significant number of them display pathological symptoms to one extent or another. Politics is
no exception, and, by its very nature, would tend to attract more of the pathological
“dominator types” than other fields. That is...not only logical, it was horrifyingly accurate;
horrifying because pathology among people in power can have disastrous effects on all of the
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people under [their] control... If an individual with a highly contagious illness works in a job
that puts them in contact with the public, an epidemic is the result. In the same way, if an
individual in a position of political power is a psychopath, he or she can create an epidemic of
psychopathology in people who are not, essentially, psychopathic.”130.
Dr. Andrew M. Lobaczewski and Preface Laura Knight-Jadczyk, „Political Ponerology‟

At the start of my dive into the poisonous parallel universe of the cultural and political
landscape of globalisation, I already had a hunch of what may be going on thanks to years of
voracious reading, and indeed I had a good idea of where to look in order to find out more.
However I was shocked to find that, while certain writings on contemporary art and
advertising contained great wisdom; that the real answers to what was going on were not to
be found in the writings on creativity, and the arts as you would expect, but instead in
writings on destruction, in particular concerning the sadistic cruelty fundamental in what is
known as the „Dark Triad‟ (or tetrad = 4, according to which idea you subscribe to) of the
personality disorders known as Narcissism, Machiavellianism and Psychopathy/Sociopathy;
indeed Psychopathology.

Diagram. 1Author‟s Diagram entitled „The Dark Triad‟ consisting of Top: Machiavellianism, Bottom Left: Psychopathy and Bottom Right:
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Narcississm.

It was never an intention or something I looked for to go into this domain.
Rather it was a result of research in efforts to understand the mindset behind the terror
campaign directed at the terminal sabotage of every exhibition of autonomous, traditionally
skilled art any of us was involved in using any means necessary, including organised
sabotage, terror, stalking, threats of framing for non-existent crimes, and threats of fatal
violence directed against myself and my friends not to mention the institution of gloating
imagery of utter and total depravity and gleeful sadism that accompanied the violence
appearing in the newly weaponised Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech,
celebrating the sickening persecution and carried out by those usurpers who had spuriously
taken our places in the art world.
The actions of those fraudulently presenting themselves as the voices of the counterculture
forced my research to this uncomfortable place.
Indeed we like others before us:
“...didn‟t start out with such any such “diagnosis” or label for what we were witnessing. We
started out with observations and searched the literature for clues, for profiles, for anything
that would help us to understand the inner world of [...] a group of human beings - who
seemed to be utterly depraved and unlike anything we had ever encountered before. We found
that this kind of human is all too common, and that, according to some of the latest research,
they cause more damage in human society than any other single so-called “mental
illness”.”131.

Such revelations came in revealing to the world for the first time, the form of the 21st Century
psychopath - those with no conscience.
But hang on, when we hear the word:
“...psychopath...”132.

...we instantly picture Norman Bates in the Hitchcock movie „Psycho‟.
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Fig 56 Left:Norman Bates, portrayed by Anthony Perkins, from the 1960 film Psycho. Source: Fair Use for „Screenshot of 1960's Psycho‟
because Fair Use Laws covered are: 1) It is a historically significant photo of a famous individual, 2) The photo is only being used for
informational purposes and 3) Its inclusion in the article adds significantly to the article because the photo and its historical significance are
the object of discussion in the article. Wikipedia User attribution MatthewHoobin. Available from:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Norman_Bates_in_"Psycho"_(1960).jpg(accessed December 11, 2018).Right:This is a police crime photo
used to depict serial killer Ed Gein. Source: Fair Use, www.allserialkillers.comAvailable from: Wikipedia,
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Edgein.jpg#mw-jump-to-license(accessed June 5, 2019).

…and the real life monster who spawned his character, the murderer, necrophilie and
cannibal Ed Gein.
Also the inspiration for Leatherface in the Texas Chainsaw massacre.
Or indeed, we think of the Moors Murderers, Hindley and Brady, insecure nobodies, cowards
obsessed with Nazi SS atrocities before becoming child serial sexual abusers, torturers and
killers:
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Fig 57 Mug shots of Moors murderers.Left: Ian Brady. Right: Myra Hindley. October, 1965. Source: Fair Use. Available from: Wikipedia,
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Moors_Murderers.jpg#mw-jump-to-license (accessed June 5, 2019).

Or maybe we think of the Zodiac Killer or Charles Manson, mass murderers who both left
chilling clues and coded hints to their murders and attacks in the form of cryptic graffiti in a
cold blooded game of „cat and mouse‟ with the public and police.

Fig 58 Left: Sketch of the Zodiac Killer. 1969. Source: Fair Use, San Francisco Police Department. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Zodiac-killer.jpgRight:San Quentin, Charles Manson booking photo. January 25, 1971. Source:
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Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons, https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Charles-mansonbookingphoto.jpg#mw-jumpto-license

Or we think of John Wayne Gacy and Ted Bundy who enjoyed terrifying and stalking their
victims in a chilling game of „cat and mouse‟ until they reached their grisly ends:

Fig 59 Left: Serial killer John Wayne Gacy. Source: Public Domain. Image appears to have been scrubbed from the Web and citation
details lost/stolen in PC hack. Right:Ted Bundy, 31 years old, in custody, 10 years before his state execution in 1989. 1978. Source: Public
Domain. Available from: Wikicommons, https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ted_Bundy_headshot.jpg#mw-jump-to-license

Or maybe we think of cannibal murderers, misfits like Peter Kurten or Dennis Nilsen:
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Fig 60Left:Unknown Photographer, Peter Kürten. April, 1931. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_102-11502,_Polizeliaufnahme_eines_Massenmörders_(face).jpg#mwjump-to-licenseRight:Mugshot of Dennis Nilsen taken at. Source: Fair Use, Full Sutton Prison. Available from: Wikipedia,
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Dennis_Nilsen.jpg#mw-jump-to-license

...or maybe gangsters like „Lucky‟ Luciano or Al 'Scarface' Capone:

Fig 61 Left: Charles „Lucky‟ Luciano. Source: New York Police Department. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Charles_Luciano_(cropped).jpg#mw-jump-to-licenseRight: Al Capone. June 17, 1931. Source:
United States Bureau of Prisons. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:AlcaponemugshotCPD.jpg#mw-jump-to-license
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...who fool the masses into perceiving them as heroes with their acts of conspicuous public
generosity:

Fig 62 Photographer unknown, Unemployed men queued outside a depression soup kitchen opened in Chicago by Al Capone. February,
1931. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Unemployed_men_queued_outside_a_depression_soup_kitchen_opened_in_Chicago_by_Al_C
apone,_02-1931_-_NARA_-_541927_(cropped).jpg

...while simultaneously massacring those very same people who stood in their way.
Or we might think of far right extremist Anders Breivik, who massacred 77 people.
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Fig 63 Author: Lukepryke, Sketch of Anders Behring Breivik. July 28, 2016. Source: Fair Use, Creative Commons Attrbution-Share Alike
4.0 International. Available from: Wikipedia, https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sketch_of_Breivik.png

Or we might think of cool calm and collected conmen like Ponzi who conned countless
trusted „investors‟ with a fake stock swindle:
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Fig 64 Ponzi featured in a Florida Times Union article about him. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ponzi1920.jpg#mw-jump-to-license

Or, if we are historically aware, we may think of Satanic child rapists and cannibalistic ritual
murderers, like Countess Elizabeth Bathory or Gilles de Rais:
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Fig 65 Jean-Antoine-Valentin Foulquier, Gilles de Laval Lord of Rais performs sorcery on his victims. (1822-1896).1862. Source: Public
Domain. Available from: Wikicommons, https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gilles_de_Rais_murdering_children.jpg#mw-jumpto-license

Or political leaders who fool the masses with their acts of contrived acts of „generosity‟ like
Stalin and his (disappearing) right-hand-man, Yezhov who became a victim of the system he
worked for, as ALWAYS HAPPENS IN TOTALITARIANISM IN POWER:
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Fig 66 Kilment Voroshilov, Vyacheslav Molotov, Stalin and Nikolai Yezhov a the shore of the Moscow-Volga canal. After Yezhov was tried
and executed he vanished between 1939-1991 from this image. April 22, 1937. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Voroshilov_Molotov_Stalin_with_Nikolai_Yezhov.jpg#mw-jump-to-license

Or we may think of the head of the NKVD secret police, torturer and serial rapist Beria, or
his assistant, Blokhin the most prolific single executioner and mass murderer in recorded
world history:

Fig 67 Left:Lavrenti Beriya. Circa 1920s. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons, Right: Official Communist-party
photograph of Major-General Vassily Blokhin. 1926. Source: Public Domain, Official KGB photo archives. Available from: Wikicommons,
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https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Vassily_Blokhin.jpg#mw-jump-to-license

Or we may look back at World War II and think of Hitler or Himmler:

Fig 68 Left:Adolf Hitler in his Nazi Party uniform. Source: Public Domain. Available from:
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_183-S33882,_Adolf_Hitler_retouched.jpg#mw-jump-tolicenseRight:Heinrich Himmler in his Nazi Party uniform. Source: Public Domain.

Occult obsessed crackpots ruling over the minds of an entire people through censorship by
destroying freedom of expression, and access to history by burning books…
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Fig 69 Photographer Unknown, Thousands of books smoulder in a huge bonfire as Germans give the Nazi salute during the wave of bookburnings that spread throughout Germany. 1933. Source: Public Domain, US National Archives and Records Administration. Available
from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Thousands_of_books_smoulder_in_a_huge_bonfire_as_Germans_give_the_Nazi_salute_durin
g_the_wave_of_book_burnings_that..._-_NARA_-_535791.tif#mw-jump-to-license

...to enable the sole promotion of their twisted worldview by stopping those they deemed
'undesirable', first from trading. A similar exclusion, albeit behind propaganda to avoid
comparisons, is now happening to the poor under the auspices of the CoVid Lockdown and
the burning of Black Lives Matter and Antifa …
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Fig 70 Photographer Unknown, From the April 1, 1933 onwards Jewish shops in Nazi-Germany were vandalised to warn people not to buy
here. The signs on the shop read:Jew! Between 1935 and 1936. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Jewish_shops_in_Nazi_Germany.jpg (accessed June 6, 2019).

...herding them into ghettoes and eventually through the propaganda of men like Goebbels
and the bureaucracy of men like men like Eichmann…
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Fig 71 Photographer Unknown, The image shows Adolf Eichmann in his Obersturmbannführer (lieutenant colonel) uniform, with four silver
pips and a stripe on the left collar. He became Obersturmbannführer on November 9, 1941. This photograph was taken between 1941 and
1943. Source: Public Domain. Available from; Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Adolf_Eichmann,_1942.jpg#mw-jump-to-license (accessed June 6, 2019).

…and the strategy of men like Kietell…

Fig 72 Photographer Unknown, Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel. 1942. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
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https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_183-H30220,_Wilhelm_Keitel.jpg_(cropped).jpg#mw-jump-to-license
(accessed June 6, 2019).

…engineering mass genocide of so called „undesirables‟ from society in concentration camps
to turn healthy free people with love and pride, culture and hopes and dreams:

Fig 73 Photographer Unknown, Deportation of Sinti and Roma Asperg. Displaced Jewish people. 1940. Source: Public Domain. Available
from:Wikicommons, https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_R_165_Bild-24448,_Asperg,_Deportation_von_Sinti_und_Roma.jpg

...into living skeletons which, as Primo Levi described are dehumanised to become:
“...an anonymous mass, continually renewed and always identical, of non-men who march
and labour in silence, the divine spark dead within them...”133.
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Fig 74 Soviet POWs standing before a barracks in Mauthausen Concentration Camp, Austria. Source: Public Domain, German Federal
Archive. Available from: Wikicommons, https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_192208,_KZ_Mauthausen,_Sowjetische_Kriegsgefangene.jpg#mw-jump-to-license

...and then into corpses:
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Fig 75 The bodies of prisoners lie stacked in a shed in the Ohrdruf concentration camp. April 12, 1945. Source: Public Domain, United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum. Available from: Wikicommons, https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ohrdruf_Corpses.jpg

...and then into ovens:

Fig 76 Survivors of the Dachau concentration camp demonstrate the operation of the crematorium by pushing a corpse into one of the
overs. 1945.Source: Public Domain, US Holocaust Memorial Museum. Available from: www.ushmm.org/collections/the-museumscollections/about/photo-archives/world-war-ii-liberation-photography

...and then burned...
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Fig 77 Pfc. W. Chichersky, Photographer (Army), Bones of anti-Nazi German women still are in the crematoriums in the German
concentration camp at Weimar (Buchenwald), Germany, taken by the 3 rd U.S. Army. Prisoners of all nationalities were tortured and killed.
April 14, 1945. Source: Public Domain, The U.S. National Archives and Records Administration. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia/wiki/File:Bones_of_antiNazi_German_women_still_are_in_the_crematoriums_in_the_German_concentration_camp_at_Weimar,_Germany.jpg

…into smoke at death factories like Treblinka where they would „Exit Through the
Chimney‟, the relevance of which will become tragically apparent to the reader in due course:

Fig 78 Photographer Unknown, Deportation of Polish Jews to Treblinka extermination camp from the ghetto in Siedlce, Poland during
German occupation. 1942. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Deportation_to_Treblinka_from_ghetto_in_Siedlce_1942.jpg
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There are many names that haunt our collective memory epitomising the very depths of
human depravity; names such as Chelmno, Belzec, Sobibor and Majdanek. We also may
think of camps such as Auschwitz or Gusen and the psychopaths conducting hideous
experiments on living people, such as freezing them to death in iced water:

Fig 79 Medical experiment conducted by doctors on a prisoner in the Dachau concentration camp, Germany. The photograph was
submitted in evidence during one of the Doctors‟ trials, part of the Subsequent Nuremberg trials held by the United States in Nuremberg
from 1946 to 1949. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikipedia,
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Dachau_cold_water_immersion.jpg#mw-jump-to-license

...using forced labour for chemical corporations such as IG Farben at Auschwitz Monowitz:

Fig 80 IG Farben‟s plant of Buna and Montan near Auschwitz. 1941. Source: Public Domain, German Federal Archive. Available from:
Wikicommons, https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_146-2007-0057,_IG-Farbenwerke_Auschwitz.jpg
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...where Joseph Mengele and his assistants did his sick experiments on children and
especially twins, perfecting his maverick art of „trauma based mind control‟ or „trauma
bonding, apparently creating mind-controlled slaves through torture, electric shock, surgery
without anaesthetic, rape

Fig 81 Photographer Unknown, Josef Mengele (1911-1979), German SS officer. Photo taken by police photographer in 1956 for Buenos
Aires for Mengele‟s Argentine identification document. Source: Public Domain, “The last Nazi – The Life and Times of Joseph Mengele”
Pg 206. Available from: Wikicommons, https://commons/m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:WP_Josef_Mengele_1956.jpg#mw-jump-to-license

“Mengele began searching the boxcar arrivals for twins. When he found them, he performed
beastly experiments,…Several doctors who had been sent to Auschwitz for aiding Jews were
forced to work as his assistants and described him thus. His experiments and observations
were carried out in an abnormal fashion. When he made transfusions he purposely used
incorrect blood types. He would inject substances and then ignore the results. He did what he
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pleased and conducted his experiments like a mad amateur. He was not a savant. He had the
mania of a collector.
He was also fascinated with gypsies and dwarfs as human specimens. His experiments,
lacking scientific value, were no more than foolish playing and all his activities were full of
contradiction.
In other words, he was a hack with an MD and a Ph.D. in Eugenics, a quack science.”134.
Marshall Thomas, „Monarch: The New Phoenix Program‟

Psychopaths also reigned at Buchenwald where they took great pleasure in forcing the dying
and weak to play sick pointless and humiliating games at gunpoint behind barbed wire:

Fig 82 Photographer Unknown, Mauthausen concentration camp victims being forced to play games. Source: Public Domain, German
Federal Archive. Available from: Wikicommons, https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_192048,_KZ_Mauthausen,_Jugendliche_Häftlinge.jpg

...while simultaneously imposing contrived crackpot sentimentality championing the nobility
of the human spirit via the global mass media as a cover for their horrendous crimes:
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Fig 83 Olympic flame at opening of Berlin games 1936. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikipedia,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Olympictorche-Berlin.jpg#mw-jump-to-license

...and rewriting the history of art through censorship and the ridicule of the avant-garde as
degenerate:

Fig 84 Photographer Unknown, Nazi Propaganda minister Joseph Goebbels at the “Degenerate Art” exhibition in Munich in 1938. Source:
Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons, https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ausstellung_entartete_kunst_1937.jpg#mwjump-to-license

...while plundering the history of art to „consecrate‟ their ludicrous aesthetic glorifying
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humanity:

Fig 85 Olympics in Berlin. 1936. Source: Public Domain. Available from: Wikicommons,
https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Olympics_in_Berlin_1936.jpg#mw-jump-to-license

...with some semblance of spurious legitimation in the history of art:

Fig 86 Peter Brueghel the Elder, „The Peasant Wedding‟ during recovery from the Altaussee salt mine. 1945. Source: Public Domain.
Available from: Wikicommons,
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https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bauerhochzeit_Pieter_Bruegel_der_Aeltere_Altaussee.jpg#mw-jump-to-license

...by placing hilariously inept kitsch made by the starving slaves of Dachau:

Fig 87 Hitler with a collection of Alach Figurines made by slave labour in Dachau Concentration Camp. Source: Fair Use. Available from:
The Guardian Newspaper, https://theguardian.com/books/2015/sep/18/figurines-dachau-nazis-love-porcelain--porzellan-manufaktur-allachhimmler-hitler

…alongside the stolen heritage of the Old Masters:

Fig 88 American soldiers carry recovered paintings from Neuschwanstein castle in Germany under the supervision of Captain James
Rorimer MFAA. 1945. Source: Public Domain, National Archives. Available from: https://mashable.com/2015/07/16/monumentsmen/?europe=true
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...(later claimed back by the allies) lending their idiotic myth of their version of art history
thus in turn lending their group supremacy some spurious semblance of historical credibility!
So quite naturally when we think of the word 'psychopath', it conjures images of savage
hunters, sadistic serial killers leaving curious symbolic clues, strange signs, odd runes. We
think of con men who delight in taking the money of trusting dupes, we think of satanists and
cannibals, violent bullies, sexual predators and paedophile deviants, insane surgeons engaged
in hideous mind control experiments, frame-up artists, poisonous show offs, torturers,
Machiavellian manipulators who would control entire populations if allowed.
So how could such apparently noticeable people with such noticeable crackpot narcissistic
predilections, with a culture of extreme depravity and disregard for all human feeling,
integrate unnoticed in today‟s hyper-vigilant society in which we are blessed with the
internet, and 24 hour satellite and cable channels enabling history be beamed to our electronic
devices, continually relating ever more graphic reports as the grisly details and evidence of
such psychopaths throughout history?:

Fig 89 Google screengrab representing search query „Psychopath dvd‟. Source: Fair Use. Citation details and retrieval date lost/stolen in
PC hack.

How could such apparently noticeable people with such noticeable crackpot narcissistic
predilections, hide in a society characterised.in ever more graphic reports as the grisly details
and evidence of previous totalitarianisms are still being unearthed and beamed to our myriad
devices, their grisly atrocities pored over in heart rending detail in innumerable
documentaries and online archives?
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Fig 90 Google screengrab representing search query „Hitler dvd‟. Source: Fair Use. Citation details and retrieval date lost/stolen in PC
hack.

How could such people, (if they were still around) remain unnoticed under the scrutiny of a
media environment in which everything is beamed to devices in real time, an environment in
which we are continually on the lookout to spot signs of such behaviour of the kind of people
who might:


























view themselves as superior
enable mass propaganda
signal their virtue by glorifying aspects of humanity
isolate victim groups
dehumanise them
stalk innocent people
taunt police and public with clues, and
taunt the public and their victims with sinister coded warnings
abduct children
butcher their victims and eat them
desecrate churches
scrawl obscene symbols
commit human sacrifice
make grisly artefacts from bodies
lead cults who sexually abuse their brainwashed adherents, and
get their followers to commit murders
micromanage the lives of millions using secret police squads
orchestrate mass genocides
conduct bizarre experiments upon the living
censor art and literature
gloat over their crimes
blackmail their squirming victims with ludicrous threats
delight in abusing their power by framing innocent victims
delight in destroying the lives, businesses and families of their victims
profit in riches by abusing their position of trust
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commit horrific crimes against the weak
beat and torture those in their captivity
terrorise people into fearing for their lives
orchestrate elaborate schemes to rob peoples cash

...and of course the trait that apparently unites them:
 to gloat about how clever and superior they are, in an attempt to make up for their inner
emptiness
 otherwise known as
 duping delight
All characteristics which are enabled in living out their unbridled sadism thanks to the...
“...severe emotional detachment...”135.

...which enables them to commit such deeds, and as a result quite rightly psychopaths are
regarded as the lowest form of humankind and are punished for their crimes!
The idea that they could be running free is just ridiculous huh?
How could they possibly infiltrate us?
Us with all our superior knowledge?
Us with all our superior information?
Us with all our superior technology?
Us with all our superior Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech?
Us with all our superior empathy for minorities.
Us with our hate for institutional racism.
Us with our intolerance of fascism broadcast all over social media?
Us led by celebrities?
, all together signalling our virtue to the planet???
It‟s just ridiculous!
How could they possibly do it???
Let alone rise into the top of society without us noticing them???!!
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Fig 91 Norman Bates, portrayed by Anthony Perkins, from the 1960 film Psycho. Source: Fair Use for „Screenshot of 1960's Psycho‟
because Fair Use Laws covered are: 1) It is a historically significant photo of a famous individual, 2) The photo is only being used for
informational purposes and 3) Its inclusion in the article adds significantly to the article because the photo and its historical significance are
the object of discussion in the article. Wikipedia User attribution MatthewHoobin. Available from:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Norman_Bates_in_"Psycho"_(1960).jpg(accessed December 11, 2018).

IS THAT EVEN POSSIBLE????
Surely we would instantly discover them and put a stop to their antics, such as we did in
World War II when they last tried to take over the world?
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How could they infiltrate us without us noticing?
Well they have and...errrr...
Well largely we haven't.
Why?
Well, it‟s quite simple really we can‟t see the wood for the trees because:
“Psychopaths don't act or look crazy, they're not mentally ill, in fact, they're masters as
appearing normal. Their main defect, what psychologists call „Severe Emotional
Detachment‟, is harder to diagnose then Schizophrenia or Bipolar Disorder. They don't feel
emotion, but act as if they do.
They know right from wrong, but lack remorse and empathy. Psychopaths are pathological
liars who love to con and manipulate others.”136.
[Added Emphasis]

…and as a result we do not raise a commotion, we do not string them up in the public square,
as the betrayed Italians did to Mussolini, we do not demand their arrest, hell we don't even
shun them, just the opposite in fact, Laura Knight-Jadczyk:
“Whether you know it or not, each and every day your life is touched by the effects of
psychopathy on our world. You are about to learn that even if there isn‟t much we can do
about geological and cosmological catastrophe, there is a lot we can do about social and
macro social evil, and the very first thing to do is to learn about it.In the case of
psychopathy and its effects on our world, what you don‟t know definitely can and will hurt
you.
Nowadays the word “psychopath” generally evokes images of the barely restrained – yet
surprisingly urbane - mad - dog serial killer, Dr. Hannibal Lecter, of „Silence of the Lambs‟
fame.
[...]
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Fig 92 Hannibal Lector screenshot from „Silence of the Lambs‟. Source: Fair Use. Citation details and retrival date lost/stolen in PC hack.

I will admit that this was the image that came to my mind whenever I heard the word; almost,
that is. The big difference was that I never thought of a psychopath as possibly being so
cultured or so capable of passing as “normal”. But I was wrong, and I was to learn this less on
quite painfully by direct experience.”137.
[Added Emphasis]

…and now it is time for the world to learn about psychopaths by direct experience for thanks
to the Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech:

















We read about them daily in the media
We like their posts on social media
We hang on their every word and move
We applaud their 'humanitarian' work
We admire their 'beauty'
We laugh at their 'jokes'
We watch their TV shows
We laud their sporting achievements
We beg for their autographs
We queue for hours just to glimpse them
We take their photographs
We pay fortunes to hear their (so called) music as it is presented alongside the great
masters of history!
Or to own their (so called) 'art', as it is preseted alongside the great masters of history!
We collectively worship them as the epitome of human culture
We worship them almost as gods and goddesses
We elect them to political office

All thanks to Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech, the same people who
collectively censor everything done by myself and my partner Jenny, who definitely are not
psychopaths, and, after being abused by psychopaths as children, just wanted to get on
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with our lives, and then, simply for showing my art, the stalking started...
Return to Contents

„Without Conscience‟ Hiding in Plain Sight
Now this is the 'mad' bit, they even tell us they are psychopaths, in plain sight, and laugh at
how stupid we are for not noticing; in fact that is the main unifying theme of their „work‟.
Their status as having no empathy is gleefully displayed for us all to see; if we would only
look!
However, their nasty habits and vile character traits exist in tandem with virtue signalling
propaganda, orchestrated by PR teams with the help of the Mainstream Media, Social Media
and Big Tech, propagating contrived acts of kindness, and heroic posturing, thus covering-up
their true nature.
Thus many look to them for advice on:
 how to live
 how to dress
 what culture to follow

...and possibly most importantly:






how to behave morally
what social action to become involved in
what social action not to become involved in
what political party, ethics or group to support
what political party, ethics or group NOT to support

...and of course:
 which corporate brands to patronise
Indeed the masses even 'side' with them over real people's champions thanks to „clever‟
propaganda.
In fact conning YOU that they are just the opposite of their true nature, and conning YOU
that those who really are good people are, in fact, like them, apparently excites their 'duping
delight' the most.
It is the psychopathic technique most prevalent in today's reality, and thus features heavily in
this book.
It is what is know as the Reverse (or Reversive) Blockade. So what does that mean then? Dr.
Andrew M. Lobaczewski:
“Emphatically insisting upon something which is the opposite of the truth blocks the average
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person's mind from perceiving the truth. In accordance with the dictates of healthy common
sense, he starts searching for meaning...between the truth and its opposite, winding up with
some satisfactory counterfeit. People who think like this do not realize that this effect is
precisely the intent of the person who subjects them to this method. …We rarely see this
method being used by normal people,...”138.

Meaning basically that if someone who is doing something bad, presents themself, or is
presented as very good; even if we detect the bad, we make what is known as an „ad hoc
hypothesis‟ and as the perception of good „blockades‟ us from perceiving the awful truth, we
find them to be somewhere between the two. Psychopaths know this technique „brainwashes‟
we normals:
“The reversive blockade is a psychological manipulation meant to mislead. By insisting very
strongly on the opposite of the truth, the one who uses it prevents many people from
considering the truth as a possibility. In following "common sense", many people instead

look for the truth "in the middle" – between the truth and its opposite.
[...]

The use of this tactic is uncommon among normal people; it is part of the special
psychological knowledge developed by psychopaths. As most people are ignorant of
it, and contemporary culture is strongly based on the assumption that generally, "the
truth is in the middle" in a dispute, it often achieves the effect intended by the
manipulator.”139.
Reversive Blockade CassWiki now scrubbed from web available from
https://web.archive.org/web/20160424094854/http://thecasswiki.net/index.php?title=Reversiv
e_blockade

Thanks to this manoeuvre by simultaneously putting on a display of what people would
perceive as extreme good, such as charitable work, they manage to tell us about, or get away
with the deeds of their narcissism and psychopathy in plain sight, often using symbols, threats
or boasting right in front of our faces.
And we don‟t even notice!
Or put two and two together!
Clever, huh?
“They know right from wrong, but lack remorse and empathy. Psychopaths are pathological
liars who love to con and manipulate others.”140.
Narrator, „National Geographic: The Psychopath Next Door‟ Documentary, 2014[Added
Emphasis]

...and they:
“...are dangerous because they have learned how to simulate trustworthiness (and) enjoy
taking advantage of others.”141.
Paul J. Zak, „How to Run a Con‟, Psychology Today[Added Emphasis]
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This book exposes explicitly how in the supposedly 'liberal' and 'democratic' West, for the
first time ever, the most depraved in society, the psychopath and his twisted criminality has
incrementally moved from outside the establishment and from the mobs and gangs into the
inside of the establishment, to the point at which in certain key sections of the establishment,
the financial and political, and now the cultural sector have been occupied by individuals
with what we will come to know as a „Dark triad‟ psychopathological mindset of:
 Narcissism
 Psychopathy
 Machiavellianism
...in fact it appears to have become a cast iron prerequisite for inclusion in many forms of
public life. It's just the way things are, as we will see.
It‟s happening before our very eyes and we do nothing as our rights are increasingly abused,
in fact the actions of the psychopath rub off on the rest of society and degrade societal
morality:
“You see a kid eating an ice cream cone and you notice there‟s no cop around and you can
take the ice cream cone from him because you‟re bigger and walk away. You can do that.
Probably there are people who do. We call them “pathological”. On the other hand, if they do
it within existing social structures we call them “normal”. But it‟s just as pathological. It‟s
just the pathology of the general society.”142.
Noam Chomsky

So what is it like to have no conscience?
How does it feel?
Martha Stout:
“Imagine - if you can - not having a conscience, none at all, no feelings of guilt or remorse no
matter what you do, no limiting sense of concern for the well-being of strangers, friends, or
even family members. Imagine no struggles with shame, not a single one in your whole life,
no matter what kind of selfish, lazy, harmful, or immoral action you had taken.
And pretend that the concept of responsibility is unknown to you, except as a burden others
seem to accept without question, like gullible fool.
Now add to this strange fantasy the ability to conceal from other people that your
psychological makeup is radically different from theirs.
Since everyone simply assumes that conscience is universal among human beings, hiding the
fact that you are conscience-free is nearly effortless.
You are not held back from any of your desires by guilt or shame, and you are never
confronted by others for your cold-bloodedness. The ice water in your veins is so bizarre, so
completely outside of their personal experience that they seldom even guess at your
condition.
In other words, you are completely free of internal restraints, and your unhampered liberty to
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do just as you please, with no pangs of conscience, is conveniently invisible to the world.
You can do anything at all, and still your strange advantage over the majority of people, who
are kept in line by their consciences will most likely remain undiscovered.
How will you live your life?
[...]
Provided you are not forcibly stopped, you can do anything at all.
If you are born at the right time, with some access to family fortune, and you have a special
talent for whipping up other people's hatred and sense of deprivation, you can arrange to kill
large numbers of unsuspecting people. With enough money, you can accomplish this from far
away, and you can sit back safely and watch in satisfaction.
[...]
Crazy and frightening - and real, in about 4 percent of the population.
[...]
The individuals who constitute this 4 percent drain our relationships, our bank accounts, our
accomplishments, our self-esteem, our very peace on earth.
Yet surprisingly, many people know nothing about this disorder, or if they do, they think only
in terms of violent psychopathy - murderers, serial killers, mass murderers - people who have
conspicuously broken the law many times over, and who, if caught, will be imprisoned,
maybe even put to death by our legal system.
We are not commonly aware of, nor do we usually identify, the larger number of nonviolent
sociopaths among us, people who often are not blatant lawbreakers, and against whom our
formal legal system provides little defence.
What differentiates a sociopath who lives off the labours of others from one who occasionally
robs convenience stores, or from one who is a contemporary robber baron or what makes the
difference between an ordinary bully and a sociopathic murderer - is nothing more than social
status, drive, intellect, blood lust, or simple opportunity.
What distinguishes all of these people from the rest of us is an utterly empty hole in the
psyche, where there should be the most evolved of all humanizing functions.”143.
[Added Emphasis]

So could such people, people of this extraordinary emotional detachment, really permeate the
world of celebrity and contemporary art, the media and the museums, politics, social media
even?
Could they REALLY have taken over the Culture Industry, the supposedly caring, left, liberal
media and the arts the very home of empathy, passion, emotion?
Could they REALLY have taken over the the place I used to call my home, growing up in the
70s, 80s and 90s, as an activist, as a graffiti artist, as an anarchist, as an eco-protestor, as an
anti-fascist, as a squatter?
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Could they REALLY have taken over the place I loved and grew up in as a haven of all
human feeling, responsibility and conscience, championing human rights, feminism, antiracism, minorities, against nuclear weapons, nuclear power, as an animal rights activist, a
vegetarian?
LIBERAL CULTURE????
The very culture which professes to care so much about humanity and the planet?
Especially as they are using thinly veiled Nazi and occult symbolism?
Well, errr, YUP!
“...sociopaths are dangerous because they have learned how to simulate trustworthiness [and]
enjoy taking advantage of others.”144.
[Added Emphasis]

...and that
“...target...victim organisation... [the psychopaths] latch onto ... and ... suck everything out
of...”145.

... currently attempting to be parasited by psychopaths via the „Trojan Horse‟ of
left/liberal/progressive culture is all life on earth.
This is being implemented through the Mainstream Media and Social Media and Big Tech
through the LIBERAL politics, culture, media and the arts they support, an environment in
which they:
“...have learned how to simulate trustworthiness [and] enjoy taking advantage of others.”146.

...which is mastered in order to prevent their behaviours from being recognised for what they
are, by we non-psychopaths, by we who ACTUALLY care passionately about life on earth.
Seeing past the reversive blockade just takes some mental acrobatics, (easily enabled by
learning the facts), in order to get your head around it, and it is worth it, for this kind of thing
has happened before:
“Just as the German war state of the 1930s was regulated in every move by a fanatical moral
programme to rule the world, publicly camouflaged behind self representations of its values
as 'international peace', 'civilisation, 'efficiency', 'national security', and 'self defence', so
similar validating slogans mask the actually regulating value programme of the US-led
corporate system [...which implements...] the reform of entire societies...which are financially
and militarily enforced [and] oppressive of humanity. Nonetheless when it is called 'freedom
and democracy' or 'economic necessity'...such an order is accepted by the ingrained mind set
as 'inevitable'...even though all societies' and ecosystems' capacities... systematically
decline...”147.

Its‟ cast-list, as I write, are in mid-performance, in full costume and character, a veritable
legion of charlatans who are:
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“…dementedly overpromoted.”148.
„Our Minister for Mediocrity is going nowhere‟, The Telegraph, April 2014

...and, willingly manipulated by hidden hands to articulate their carefully scripted roles within
meticulously set parameters on a global media stage of mediocrity increasingly cleared of any
viable competition in grave contravention to the „Universal Declaration of Human Rights‟!
They have enabled a stage cleared of innovation as the life-blood, industry, arts and
autonomy in the form of genius, is sucked out of Britain and beyond globally, leaving a
pitiable illusion of culture where once there was an eclectic and ever changing throng of
passion and innovation.
So how do people actually get fooled into accepting this and working with them, or being
entertained by them?
Well the psychopath possesses:
“...special psychological knowledge developed by psychopaths concerning the weaknesses of
human nature and the art of leading others into error. Where they are in rule, this...is used
with virtuosity,...”149.

...and it is possessed as a result of their malignant narcissism:
“The narcissist is possessed of an uncanny ability to psychologically penetrate others. Often,
this gift is abused and put at the service of the narcissist's control freakery and sadism. The
narcissist uses it liberally to annihilate the natural defences of his victims by faking empathy.
This capacity is coupled with the narcissist's eerie ability to imitate emotions and their
attendant behaviours (affect). The narcissist possesses "emotional resonance tables". He
keeps records of every action and reaction, every utterance and consequence, every
datum provided by others regarding their state of mind and emotional make-up. From
these, he then constructs a set of formulas, which often result in impeccably accurate
renditions of emotional behaviour. This can be enormously deceiving.150.
Sam Vaknin, „The Dual Role of the Narcissist's False Self‟[Added Emphasis]

Ergo:
“Imagine that the most handsome, charismatic person stares you straight in the eye and says
“you‟re special, you look good, and you‟re good at what you do”, he seems to know just what
you like, he reads your innermost thoughts, and you feel like you‟ve discovered a soul mate, a
deep intimacy, you‟re experiencing one of those rare fleeting moments that makes life worth
living, hah, before you know it you‟re involved in a deep personal bond, with a
psychopath.”151.
Dr Robert Hare, Forensic Psychologist, University of British Columbia

Robert Hare:
“You're going to run into one of these individuals some time in your life, more than once, and
the encounter could either be exhilarating, thrilling, exciting or devastating. More than likely
the latter.
[...]
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Most of the psychopaths are living right next to us and living a reasonably normal life, but
creating some sort of distress, psychological or environmental or financial, for others around
them.”152.

We just need to learn to spot them, and believe me after a while it's possible. First we need
begin to understand a little something about how they work.
Return to Contents

Examining „Cold Empathy‟: The Ammunition of a Fourth Generation
Weapon
We can see what is going on here if we examine it a little closer.
Empathy is comprised of two components:
Cold Empathy: an intersubjective agreement as to the mental content (especially emotions) of
two or more human subjects.
Warm Empathy: The Emotional response to Cold Empathy.
“Cold Empathy is...an attempt to overcome the barriers posed by the inaccessibility of the
private languages of the empathee and the empathor. It entails a comparison of the mental
states of the subjects, based on introspection and the classification of said mental states within
agreed linguistic and cultural frameworks, vocabularies and contexts.”153.
Sam Vaknin, „Cold Empathy and Warm Empathy‟, Digital Journal, 2011

Encyclopaedia Britannica (2011 Edition) defines „empathy‟ as:
“…the ability to imagine oneself in another‟s place and understand the other‟s feelings,
desires, ideas and actions.”154.

The actions of any non-psychopathic person who had empathy for other human beings upon
seeing that they were being tyrannically aggrieved by their actions, would be to change
course, so as not to continue ones hurting and persecution of others, to use empathy to
examine ones effect on other people and to change ones course of action appropriately in line
with our perceptions.
To actually see the other persons point of view, and to imagine how they must be feeling
about the injustice you are perpetrating, and to then use that against them in a way which
lacks all empathy with the intent to be able to continue aggrieving them with tyranny for the
favour of yourself and your compatriots is a trait which is known as pseudo empathy or cold
empathy and is a trait that is almost universal and exclusive in pathological (malignant)
narcissism and psychopathy, this is known as narcissistic mirroring, cold empathy or pseudo
empathy:
“The narcissist is possessed of an uncanny ability to psychologically penetrate others. Often,
this gift is abused and put at the service of the narcissists control freakery and sadism. The
narcissist uses it liberally to annihilate the natural defences of his victims by faking
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unprecedented almost inhuman, empathy.
This capacity is coupled with the narcissists ability to frighteningly imitate emotions and their
attendant behaviours.
The narcissist possesses “resonance tables”. He keeps records of every action, every utterance
and consequence, every datum provided by others regarding their state of mind and emotional
make-up.
From these he can then construct a set of formulas which often result in impeccably and eerily
accurate renditions of emotional behaviour. This is enormously deceiving.
The narcissist is our first encounter with carbon-based artificial intelligence. Many wish it
were the last.”155.
Return to Contents

Understanding The Motive - Pure Evil
“...morality and possessing a moral sense are not possible without empathy...The “Oxford
Companion to Philosophy” (Oxford University Press, 1995) defines it thus: “The suffering
which results from morally wrong human choices.”
To qualify as evil a person (Moral Agent) must meet these requirements:
a) That he can and does consciously choose between the (morally) right and wrong and
constantly and consistently prefers the latter;
b) That he acts on his choice irrespective of the consequences to himself and to others.
Clearly, evil must be premeditated. Francis Hutcheson and Joseph Butler argued that evil is a
by-product of the pursuit of one's interest or cause at the expense of other people's interests or
causes. But this ignores the critical element of conscious choice among equally efficacious
alternatives.
[...]
The narcissist is able to tell right from wrong and to distinguish between good and evil. In the
pursuit of his interests and causes, he sometimes chooses to act wickedly. Lacking empathy,
the narcissist is rarely remorseful. Because he feels entitled, exploiting others is second
nature. The narcissist abuses others absent-mindedly, off-handedly, as a matter of fact.156.
Sam Vaknin, „Narcissism, Narcissists, and Abusive Relationships‟

So how can this spread on a mass level?:
[Corporations] feel omnipresent because they are...famous...[and]...their product is
selling...globally. Deeply immersed in their delusions of grandeur, they firmly believe that
their acts have - or will have - a great influence not only on their firm, but on their country, or
even on Mankind. Having mastered the manipulation of their human environment - they are
convinced they will always “get away with it”. They develop hubris and a false sense of
immunity.
Narcissistic immunity is the (erroneous) feeling, harboured by the narcissist, that he is
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impervious to the consequences of his actions,...”157.
Sam Vaknin, „Corporate Narcissism: Narcissism in the Boardroom‟

So if they are able to fake having feelings, on a corporate level, well enough to fool us, then
how are we supposed to recognise them?
Well, while:
“...a good psychopath can play a concerto on anyone‟s heartstrings.”158.

It almost always has a certain accompanying discordant „melody‟ which one can learn to be
attuned to with practise, because narcissists and psychopaths have a serious fault, that serves
our benefit in identifying them, because they need attention, they need to 'return to the scene
of the crime' so to speak in order to gloat over their 'achievements' often by hiding them in
plain sight in the form of symbolic admissions of their true status, admissions known as
„duping delight‟ Sam Vaknin describes as the:
“...epitome of cleverness…the sport of living, a winked-at vice, a spice...”159.

...for deep down they are so empty and insecure, that they have to boast about their
'cleverness' or demonstrate their 'superiority' in order to make their mark on the world,
whether it be through orchestrating genocides, crashing corporations through asset stripping
and then bragging, to committing a string of serial killings, to keeping bodies in their kitchen
'for company', or by demonstrating their inner reality comprised by vile symbols
'acknowledging' evil, or an act of violence or a threat, maybe the „energy‟ of the devil in
a piece of art or a music video, to which the uninitiated public are bewildered.
However, despite this narcissists and psychopaths are, in fact, to quote Sam Vaknin again:
“...not the devil...[they are]...what [Hannah] Arendt aptly called the banality of evil. Just an
ordinary, mentally disturbed, failure...[who] prefers the sparkle and glamour of wellorchestrated illusions to the tedium and method of real accomplishments...[whose]...reign is
all smoke and mirrors, devoid of substance, consisting of mere appearances and mass
delusions.”160.

…and because of this need for 'power' and 'glory' and 'superiority' as the historical record
shows, they give themselves away, and are subsequently defeated time and again, almost
without fail by the intervention of the human spirit, the will to do good, which is willing to
lay down life again and again and again as we shall see, until they are defeated.
For we will come to understand through a course of self-education, that the psychopath, or
part-psychopath, i.e. those who are sociopathic, narcissistic, Machiavellian or have been
willingly brainwashed enough to display numerous psychopathic traits, would appear, in
the age of post-industrial capitalism that is corporatism, to serve to colonise human attention
through the contemporary corporate Mainstream Media, Social Media and Big Tech
„crowding out‟ consciousness at almost every level from social media to the blogosphere,
from niche interest publications to websites and the mainstream mass media, to mention the
celebrity glossies with psychopathic corporate-globalist assets in replacement for the
autonomous arts!
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“Those…rated high in psychopathy were rated very high in communication skills, charisma,
visioning but they were also rated extremely low on performance and productivity factors.” 161.
Dr. Paul Babiak, „National Geographic: The Psychopath Next Door‟ Documentary

Which explains why culture has become soooo crap!
But why has this been allowed to happen and who is responsible?
The purpose of „The Celebrity Code‟, is to answer that question, and expose the
methodology, operating practises of the cast list, and the corresponding political affiliations
and apparent psycho-pathological tendencies creating the red herrings and secondary and
tertiary 'straw men' hiding the truth and supporting those comprising that propaganda system,
articulated by and articulating, very often through a secret and utterly vile code containing
references to the vilest horrors imaginable. Those of the holocaust, and why would they be
being celebrated if mass extermination were not being planned yet again?
This is not to mention threats, subtle smears and revelations of their horrific hidden agenda in
the plain sight of billions alongside sickening imagery, in references to sick crimes and more,
all knitted together in the vile braggadocio of gleeful sadism, and then all woven seamlessly
into the fabric of the contemporary liberal mediascape and Culture Industry as the seamy
underbelly of the corporate monopoly of the globalist Mainstream Media, Social Media and
Big Tech.
Such people have, it would appear, been around for Millennia, all over the world, Robert
Hare, Forensic Psychologist at the University of British Columbia and developer of the
Psychopathy Checklist used for diagnosing narcissism and psychopathy, describes the ancient
Inuit hunters‟ experiences with the problem:
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Fig 93 Edward S. Curtis, Photographer and Anthropologist, Inuk in a kayak. Circa 1929. Source: Public Domain. Available from:
Wikicommons, https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Inuit_man_by_Curtis_-_Noatak_AK.jpg#mw-jump-to-license

“They referred to them as „people whose mind knows what to do but they don‟t do it‟.
They stayed behind when all the others went out hunting, and they come back a couple of
months later and all the women are pregnant, and they say what‟s going on here. They had
ways of dealing with these, they didn‟t try and treat them or talk to them, they‟d get rid of
them.”162.
Dr. Robert Hare, „The Psychopath Next Door‟, National Geographic Documentary, 2014

We cannot stoop to their levels, we have an evolved justice system, but this has presented its
own problems, as we have allowed them to rise to the top of society as our leaders they
appear to have infiltrated parts of the justice system too. So how and why did this
happen?
And how should we react?
Return to Contents
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